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Abstract

The design of aeronautical combustion chambers requires a precise balance
between the di�erent physical phenomena involved, such as �ame-turbulence
interaction, heat losses, �ame dynamics or fuel evaporation and mixing. Nu-
merous numerical tools exist in the literature to predict these kinds of turbulent
reacting �ows.
The unsteady turbulence models, for example LES (Large Eddy Simulation),
represent an excellent compromise for the prediction of the mixing in realistic
con�gurations. The tabulated chemistry approach is an attractive trade-o� be-
tween computation cost and accuracy for predicting the structure of �ames.
In this thesis, advanced turbulence and tabulated chemistry models are applied
to complex con�gurations in order to assess their ability to predict the struc-
ture of turbulent �ames.
The prediction of the FDF (Flame Describing Function) by the F-TACLES (Fil-
tered TAbulated Chemistry for Large Eddy Simulations) model is compared to
experimental data for a non-adiabatic premixed swirled �ame. The FDF is
well predicted for a wide range of frequencies and two velocity �uctuation lev-
els. The origin of the discrepancies is analyzed.
The �rst application of the F-TACLES model in a two-phase burner is pro-
posed. The chosen burner is the KIAI spray jet �ame, recently studied at
CORIA. A detailed comparison with the experiments is performed and shows
that F-TACLES is able to predict the correct �ame shape.
The ZDES (Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation) model is studied in a realistic
aeronautical injector, the TLC con�guration. In cold conditions, the ZDES
is validated against velocity measurements and compared to LES results. In
reacting conditions, the prediction of temperature pro�les in the combustion
chamber is greatly improved in the ZDES.
Keywords: Large Eddy Simulation; Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation; Tur-
bulent combustion; Tabulated chemistry; Flame dynamics; F-TACLES model;
Two-phase �ame.





Résumé

La conception de chambres de combustion aéronautiques requiert un compro-
mis entre les di�érents phénomènes physiques présents, comme les interactions
entre la �amme et la turbulence, les pertes thermiques, la dynamique de �amme
ou l'évaporation du carburant et son mélange. De nombreux outils numériques
existent dans la littérature pour prédire ce genre d'écoulements réactifs turbu-
lents.
Les modèles de turbulence instationnaires, par exemple LES (Large Eddy Sim-
ulation), sont un excellent compromis pour la prédiction du mélange dans des
con�gurations réalistes. L'approche de chimie tabulée représente un équilibre
attrayant entre coût de calcul et précision pour la prédiction de structure de
�amme.
Dans cette thèse, des modèles de turbulence avancés et de chimie tabulée sont
appliqués à des con�gurations complexes a�n d'évaluer leur capacité à prédire
la structure de �ammes turbulentes.
La prédiction de la FDF (Flame Describing Function) par le modèle F-TACLES
(Filtered TAbulated Chemistry for Large Eddy Simulations) est comparé à
des données expérimentales pour une �amme swirlée, prémélangée et non-
adiabatique. La FDF est bien prédite pour une large plage de fréquences et
deux niveaux de �uctuations de vitesse. L'origine des di�érences est analysée.
La première application du modèle F-TACLES à un brûleur diphasique est pro-
posée. Le brûleur choisi est la �amme jet diphasique KIAI, récemment étudié
au CORIA. Une comparaison détaillée avec l'expérience est faite et montre que
F-TACLES est capable de prédire la bonne forme de �amme.
Le modèle ZDES (Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation) est étudié dans la con�g-
uration TLC, un injecteur aéronautique réaliste. En non-réactif, la ZDES est
validée par rapport aux mesures de vitesse expérimentales et comparée à des
résultats de LES. En conditions réactives, la prédiction des pro�ls de tempéra-
ture dans la chambre de combustion est grandement améliorée en ZDES.
Mots-clés : Large Eddy Simulation ; Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation ;
Combustion turbulente ; Chimie tabulée ; Dynamique de �amme ; Modèle
F-TACLES ; Flamme diphasique.





Synthèse

L'objectif général de cette thèse était de fournir des informations sur les ques-
tions de modélisation rencontrées dans les simulations de chambres de com-
bustion aéronautiques. Le cadre principal pour les choix numériques était
l'utilisation de la chimie tabulée avec des modèles turbulents instationnaires.
Deux axes ont été choisis pour étudier les choix de modélisation : la capac-
ité à retrouver les propriétés de la �amme dans des conditions non adiaba-
tiques ou diphasiques et l'in�uence du modèle de turbulence sur la topologie
de l'écoulement dans une géométrie complexe. Pour chaque axe, les simula-
tions ont été comparées aux bases de données expérimentales existantes. Ces
comparaisons ont conduit aux réalisations suivantes.

Réalisations majeures

Étude des performances du modèle F-TACLES dans des con�g-
urations complexes

La thèse de Mercier (2015) a conduit à l'extension du modèle F-TACLES aux
écoulements non adiabatiques. Les dé�s pour cette thèse étaient de déterminer
si le modèle F-TACLES était capable de :

� prédire la forme correcte d'une �amme non adiabatique,
� récupérer la dynamique de la �amme grâce à la fonction de description
de la �amme (FDF),

� prédire la forme d'une �amme diphasique.
Dans le brûleur EM2C, alimenté avec un mélange CH4/H2/air, il a été montré
dans Mercier et al. (2016a) que F-TACLES était capable de prédire la forme
correcte de la �amme pour deux niveaux d'enrichissement en H2 conduisant à
une forme de �amme en M pour une quantité supérieure et une forme de �amme
en V pour une quantité inférieure. Cette di�érence s'explique par les pertes de
chaleur dans la zone de recirculation externe qui ont conduit à l'extinction de
la �amme dans cette région. En cas d'enrichissement élevé, le front de �amme
externe est toujours présent en raison de la quantité de H2 alors que ce front de
�amme disparaissait à mesure que la quantité de H2 diminuait dans le mélange.
Le nouveau formalisme F-TACLES, prenant en compte les pertes de chaleur,
était nécessaire pour retrouver la forme correcte de la �amme. Malgré ces
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résultats, il a été montré dans cette thèse qu'il existait un front de �amme
externe résiduel dans la zone de recirculation externe. Cela a été attribué
à l'absence des e�ets d'étirement sur le front de �amme dans le modèle F-
TACLES.
Pour le même brûleur, dans des conditions pulsées, la comparaison des FDF a
montré des résultats prometteurs en ce qui concerne les expériences, présen-
tés dans Chatelier et al. (2019). Le gain et la phase de la FDF ont été
comparés entre simulations et expériences pour plusieurs fréquences et deux
niveaux de �uctuations de vitesse. Les amplitudes de gain et de phase cor-
rectes ont été trouvées dans les Simulations aux Grandes Échelles (SGE) pour
les deux niveaux. Une comparaison détaillée entre les moyennes de phase de

� l'émission expérimentale d'OH* et le dégagement de chaleur des SGE,
� champs de vitesse expérimentaux PIV et SGE et
� probabilité de présence de gaz brûlés chauds

a été proposé pour deux niveaux de �uctuations de vitesse et de fréquences. Les
simulations ont démontré la prédiction précise de la dynamique de la �amme,
qui dépend de la fréquence.
Cependant, certains écarts ont été identi�és dans la prédiction de gain, en par-
ticulier pour une fréquence, où une baisse de gain trouvée dans les expériences
n'a pas été reproduite par les simulations. Une analyse plus poussée a montré
que la résolution du maillage ou le modèle de plissement de la �amme à l'échelle
de la grille n'étaient pas à l'origine de la mauvaise prédiction du gain. Les e�ets
d'étirement qui ne sont pas inclus dans le modèle F-TACLES se sont avérés être
la cause la plus probable de cet écart.

L'analyse des performances du F-TACLES dans un écoulement diphasique a
conduit à la simulation du brûleur KIAI. D'excellents résultats ont été trouvés
dans la prédiction de la forme de la �amme dans des conditions diphasiques,
comme présenté dans Chatelier et al. (2019). La structure de la �amme et
sa hauteur de stabilisation ont été récupérées par les SGE. Comme dans les
expériences, deux structures de �ammes di�érentes sont apparues: un front
de �amme interne prémélangé très plissé et un front de �amme externe de
di�usion. La comparaison avec les diagnostics expérimentaux a mis en évidence
la capacité du solveur YALES2 à prédire la vitesse et la strati�cation correctes
du spray, ainsi que la bonne topologie de l'écoulement pour le gaz.
Cependant, des problèmes sont apparus pour la température de phase liq-
uide, qui n'étaient pas liés au modèle F-TACLES. Les hypothèses du modèle
d'évaporation étaient responsables de l'écart entre les expériences et les simu-
lations.

Analyse de l'intérêt de ZDES pour les géométries complexes

La thèse de Boucher (2015) a étudié une con�guration complexe représentative
d'un véritable injecteur aéronautique, appelé TLC. Il a été constaté que dans
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des conditions réactives, les simulations conduisaient à une prédiction incorrecte
du champ de température dans la chambre. Dans cette thèse, l'objectif était
de :

� détermine la capacité du modèle LES à récupérer la topologie de l'écoulement
correcte sans combustion,

� examiner l'intérêt du ZDES pour cette géométrie complexe avec et sans
combustion.

Le choix de la con�guration TLC pour l'application �nale de cette thèse a été
motivé par la complexité de sa géométrie et la présence de tous les phénomènes
étudiés précédemment dans cette thèse. La présence de trois systèmes Ã swirl
et d'un système de refroidissement représente un réel dé� pour les codes CFD,
même dans des conditions non réactives. En outre, le carburant liquide est
injecté avec deux méthodes di�érentes, ce qui pose de nombreuses questions de
modélisation concernant la description du spray dans les simulations. La com-
binaison de tous ces paramètres avec des diagnostics au coeur de l'écoulement
fait de la con�guration TLC un cas intéressant pour la validation des approches
de modélisation dans des con�gurations complexes.
Les résultats présentés dans cette thèse ont montré que le LES et le ZDES
étaient capables de prédire la topologie d'écoulement correcte sans combustion.
La discrétisation des couches limites dans la ZDES n'a pas entraîné de dif-
férences majeures, mais a permis une analyse �ne des propriétés de l'écoulement
à proximité des parois. La capacité du modèle ZDES à capturer des structures
de couche limite complexes a été démontrée sur cette con�guration.

Dans les conditions de réaction, malgré la même topologie d'écoulement et
la même modélisation de la combustion turbulente, il a été démontré que la
di�érence de traitement des couches limites conduisait à deux distributions
de spray di�érentes. Le spray provenant de l'injection multipoint traversant
la couche limite dans le ZDES était sensible aux �uctuations de vitesse se
produisant près des parois des swirles, alors que les particules dans la SGE
étaient beaucoup moins dispersées en raison de la cellule unique de la couche
limite.
La dispersion accrue du spray dans la ZDES a entraîné une distribution com-
plètement di�érente de la vapeur de carburant dans la chambre de combustion
par rapport à la SGE. En conséquence, le champ de température résultant dans
la chambre s'est révélé très di�érent entre les deux simulations. Dans la ZDES,
les gaz chauds ne se trouvaient pas dans la zone de recirculation centrale tandis
que dans le SOI, ils restaient dans une grande partie de la région centrale de
la chambre. La comparaison avec les données expérimentales a montré que le
ZDES donnait la meilleure prédiction de la température dans la chambre.
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Perspectives

Les conclusions précedentes soulèvent les perspectives suivantes:
� A�n de retrouver la forme et la dynamique correctes de la �amme, la prise
en compte des e�ets d'étirement sur la structure de la �amme semble
nécessaire. La formulation actuelle du modèle F-TACLES n'est pas en
mesure d'inclure cet e�et et une extension supplémentaire pourrait être
intéressante.

� Même si l'application du modèle F-TACLES aux �ammes diphasiques est
prometteuse, l'étude d'autres con�gurations diphasiques est nécessaire
pour identi�er les limites de la formulation actuelle. Par exemple, le
brûleur KIAI existe dans une version avec swirl et con�née qui présente
une structure de �amme complètement di�érente (Santiago et al. (2016)).
Il a été étudié numériquement par Shum-Kivan (2017) et constituerait
un excellent candidat pour l'évaluation du modèle F-TACLES dans des
écoulements diphasiques.

� La modélisation de la phase liquide dans cette thèse n'a pas été au cen-
tre des préoccupations, mais les nouvelles données expérimentales sur
la con�guration KIAI ont montré que la température des gouttelettes
avait été mal prédite par les simulations. L'étude dâ¿�autres modèles
d'évaporation est nécessaire pour corriger ces résultats.

� L'utilisation de ZDES dans des conditions réactives a conduit à des ré-
sultats inattendus. Il serait intéressant d'étudier l'impact de la modélisa-
tion de la phase dispersée sur le champ de température, par exemple en
ajoutant un modèle de fragmentation secondaire.

� En raison de la complexité de la con�guration TLC, de nombreux aspects
des problèmes de modélisation n'ont pas été explorés dans cette thèse:
� Une convergence en maillage serait nécessaire pour valider complète-
ment les approches ZDES et LES dans des conditions froides et réac-
tives a�n de déterminer si les résultats sont sensibles à la résolution
du maillage.

� L'in�uence de l'écoulement dans le plénum sur la topologie d'écoulement
global n'a pas été étudiée. L'accent pourrait être mis sur l'écoulement
autour du bras d'injection de carburant. En outre, une étude de
l'in�uence de l'entrée sur les résultats (par exemple à travers les pro-
priétés du champ de vitesse injecté) est une question intéressante.

� La modélisation de l'injection du spray était plutôt simple, avec
seulement plusieurs injecteurs numériques pour l'injection multi-
point. Des simulations supplémentaires sont nécessaires pour étudier
l'in�uence de la méthode d'injection sur les résultats.
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Introduction

Challenges for the design of aeronautical combustion

chambers

Modern aircrafts are equipped with turbofans. A generic architecture of a
turbofan is presented in Fig. 1. The fan is designed to ingest the incoming air
that will enter the core engine or bypass it. In the core engine, the air pressure
is increased by the compressor. It then enters the combustion chamber where
fuel is burned. The generated hot gases enter the turbine that will in turn
drive the compressor. The nozzle is the �nal part of the turbofan, where the
hot gases are accelerated.

Figure 1: Turbofan generic architecture, adapted from Cutler (2019).

The principle of an aeronautical combustor is presented in Fig. 2. Manufactur-
ers face numerous di�culties, especially regarding the combustion processes.
Engines must burn the fuel e�ciently for a wide range of pressure, temperature
and air �ow rate. The �rst challenge is to ensure that the ignition of the engine
is possible for a given environment. In the event of a �ameout, the regulation
system of the engine must also be able to re-ignite it as fast as possible, even at
high altitudes, where the pressure and the temperature are di�erent from the
ones encountered at sea level.
Another major topic in the design of an engine is the respect of the environmen-
tal norms that prescribe maximum levels pollutant emissions. As these norms
are more and more demanding over the years, in order to attain the goals of the
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Figure 2: Aeronautical combustor principle, adapted from Cutler (2019).

international community in terms of pollution reduction, manufacturers must
be able to control actively the various pollutants that are generated by the
combustion. This is achieved by controlling the combustion regime, as in lean
conditions the emissions of NOx are decreased for instance.
Also, aircraft engines must be able to operate for up to 100,000 �ight hours.
This longevity can only be achieved if the mechanical structure of the engine
is preserved. Because of the combustion, the turbine, located after the cham-
ber su�ers from thermo-mechanical constraints that must be controlled. This
means that the gases exiting the combustion chamber must be as homogeneous
as possible in order to avoid hot spots on the structure.
Finally, the current designs of aeronautical injectors involve multiple choices in
fuel injection and air paths. The fuel is injected through various devices which
enable a precise control of its distribution, depending on the engine operating
point (taxi, take-o�, cruise...). The control of the recirculation zones shape and
size is performed thanks to swirlers, which impose a rotating motion to the �ow
and facilitate the stabilization of �ames in the shear layers. The combination
of di�erent swirler types (axial or radial inlets, axial or radial outlets, varying
number or angles of the swirling vanes...) permits a �ne control of the �ow.
Therefore, this high level of complexity in the geometry of aeronautical injectors
leads to a complex �ow topology, including �ow separation. The origin of the
detachment can be related to di�erent causes: a change of curvature in the
geometry or an adverse pressure gradient for example.
All of the topics presented above represent a constraint for the design of aero-
nautical combustion chambers. They can lead to di�erent technological solu-
tions which may be opposed. The design of an engine revolves around optimiz-
ing each parameter while satisfying each constraint.
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Major physical phenomena involved in aeronautical

combustion chambers �ows

Flows in aeronautical combustion chambers are fully turbulent. Turbulent mo-
tion is essential since it enhances the mixing between fuel and air in the com-
bustion chamber. However, the control of turbulent �ows is extremely di�cult,
especially the undesired phenomena that can occur in complex geometries, such
as massive �ow separation. This kind of phenomenon can have a direct impact
on the performance on the engine, for example by increasing the pressure drop.

The injection of liquid fuel in the combustion chamber through various means
represents a major design topic. The e�ciency of the combustion in the cham-
ber is directly linked to its ability to evaporate and burn the fuel as completely
as possible. The choice of the position of the liquid fuel injectors must address
two opposed issues: it must be able to quickly evaporate the fuel, but it also
has to prevent the ignition of the fuel/air mixture in undesired zones for safety
reasons.

The �ame stabilization represents a crucial topic for the design of combustion
chambers. The existence of �ame anchoring on a wall requires mechanical stud-
ies to prevent the destruction of the engine. The answer to that issue can be
the introduction of dedicated devices to enhance the cooling of the engine. It
can be the increase in thickness of the material where the �ame touches the
wall or the use of air cooling with perforated plates. But these choices can also
have an impact on the extinction of the �ame. By introducing high heat losses,
the e�ciency of the engine can be a�ected.

The �ame dynamics result from the coupling between heat release and �ow
modulations. If the �ame dynamics are not controlled, thermoacoustic insta-
bilities can appear in the combustion chamber. The triggering of these insta-
bilities is one of the most critical aspect of the design of the engine and must
be prevented to ensure the safety of the engine. Numerous parameters can
in�uence both the frequency and the intensity of the instabilities, such as the
operating point (equivalence ratio, distribution of the fuel injection) or the ex-
ternal conditions (air and wall temperatures).

In this thesis, we chose four physical phenomena that will be studied speci�cally:
� Turbulent �ow
� Two-phase combustion
� Flame stabilization
� Flame dynamics

They represent some of the typical phenomena that are involved in the oper-
ation of aeronautical combustion chambers. A brief description of each one is
proposed below.
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Numerical approaches to predict turbulent combus-

tion in realistic con�gurations

The four major physical phenomena studied in this thesis are presented above.
This section aims at presenting the state of the art of the numerical approaches
for each of these phenomena.

Turbulence modelling

In order to simulate aeronautical injectors and even whole combustion cham-
bers, manufacturers can now a�ord Large Eddy Simulations (LES) as a nu-
merical tool (Piomelli and Chasnov (1996); Piomelli (1999); Sagaut (2006)).
This approach, by resolving the most energetic structures of the �ow, presents
a lot of bene�ts for predicting accurately the �ow dynamics and the mixing
between species (which is essential in combustion). The unresolved scales, also
called "subgrid" scales, have to be modeled to represent the phenomena that
have a length scale below the resolution of the LES �lter. Numerous subgrid
scale models are available in the literature, for example by assuming an eddy-
viscosity for the unresolved Reynolds stresses (Smagorinsky (1963); Germano
et al. (1991); Nicoud and Ducros (1999); Nicoud et al. (2011a)). They are
usually used along with wall laws to recover the proper friction at the walls in
attached boundary layers. The simulations that use this approach are called
WM-LES, for Wall Modelled Large Eddy Simulations, as opposed to WR-LES,
for Wall Resolved Large Eddy Simulations, where the mesh is re�ned in the
proper directions to capture the boundary layer dynamics. In this thesis, for
the sake of clarity, WM-LES is simpli�ed to LES.
LES was applied with success to simple combustion chambers equipped with a
single swirler such as the PRECCINSTA experiment (Lartigue et al. (2004)),
the Cambridge strati�ed swirl burner (Mercier et al. (2015a), Brauner et al.
(2016), Proch et al. (2017), Turkeri et al. (2019)) in gaseous �ow or the
MERCATO setup (Sanjosé et al. (2010)) in two-phase conditions. The �ow
topology in these con�gurations is mostly �xed by a singularity in the geometry,
namely a sudden expansion. This kind of simple geometries is usually well
characterized by experiments which enables an accurate validation of the LES.
The con�gurations representative of real aeronautical injectors are much more
complex: the geometry is intricate, the �ow almost always contains two phases
(generally a liquid fuel and gaseous air), the Reynolds is usually high, the
range of time and space scales is wide because of the various phenomena in-
volved (turbulence, combustion, spray dynamics and evaporation...) and the
operating pressure is subject to signi�cant variations (from few to tenths of
bars). There are very few studies in which simulations are validated against
detailed experiments, because the experimental data are scarce and the pre-
dominant phenomena are coupled and di�cult to simulate under realistic con-
ditions. Several examples exist that shows the interest of LES for predicting
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the ignition sequence (Boileau et al. (2008); Philip et al. (2014), Barré et al.
(2014)) or the �ow inside a helicopter combustion chamber (Auzillon et al.
(2013)). Other advanced simulations exist in the literature where additional
e�ects are taken into account, such as heat transfer and radiation (Berger et al.
(2015)). However, the comparison with experiments is often either limited or
absent, making the validation of the �ow topology predicted by LES di�cult
or impossible.
A known di�culty for LES is that close to the walls, the most energetic tur-
bulent structures of the �ow are very thin and would be extremely expensive
to resolve due to mesh constraints. In this region, the mesh has to be re-
�ned in the streamwise direction to retrieve the structures responsible for the
friction (namely the quasi-streamwise vortices and "hairpin" structures (Robin-
son (1991); Schlichting and Gersten (2016))). The combined use of wall laws
and adapted subgrid scale models can improve the results, but the near-wall
turbulence often needs to be described properly to retrieve correctly the �ow
detachment.
To tackle the problem of wall treatment and to overcome the limits of LES
usual modeling, hybrid methods were developed. They combine a URANS
(Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes) treatment of the boundary layer
to resolve the near-wall dynamics and LES away from the walls to capture
the mixing. An example of a hybrid method is the Detached Eddy Simulation
(DES) (Spalart et al. (1997)). In this work, its principle is the modi�cation
of the original Spalart-Allmaras one-equation RANS model to evolve toward a
Smagorinsky-type model for the turbulent viscosity far from the walls. It was
improved with the Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES) (Spalart et al.
(2006)), to overcome some di�culties with the previous formulation, such as
Grid Induced Separation or Model Stress Depletion.
The Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation (ZDES) approach, developed by Deck
(2012), is a DES-type model and brings �exibility in the choices of modeling.
The ZDES model was applied with success to non-reacting con�gurations such
as academic con�gurations (Deck et al. (2014); Weiss and Deck (2013)), landing
gears (de la Puente et al. (2014)) or in reacting conditions on backward facing
steps (Sainte-Rose et al. (2008)) or nozzles (Sainte-Rose et al. (2012)).

Combustion chemistry

Flame stabilization and pollutant formation requires a �ne description of the
combustion kinetics (Rutland (2011), Pope (2013)). Numerous methods exist
in the literature to model the combustion chemistry (for instance for kerosene
combustion see Dagaut and Cathonnet (2006)).
Four major ways can be used: detailed, global, analycally reduced or tabulated
chemistry. Each represents a trade-o� between an accurate description of the
chemical processes and their cost. Detailed chemistry requires a large amount of
computation power for the chemistry alone because of the number of species and
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reactions. Therefore it is not usable in complex con�gurations. For industrial
applications, global chemistry is one of the most applied models. It is designed
to recover the basic properties of a �ame (for example laminar �ame velocity
or �nal composition). Examples for kerosene are proposed in Franzelli et al.
(2010) and Choi (2011). These approaches are attractive for their cost, but
in situations where additional properties are required (pollutant emissions or
detailed chemistry e�ects such as preferential di�usion), they are not designed
to recover them. That is why the development of analytically reduced schemes
has grown over the years (Montgomery et al. (2002), Luche et al. (2004),
Zettervall et al. (2016), Jaravel et al. (2017)) with speci�c targets for the
reduction.
Finally, tabulated chemistry methodologies have been developed during the last
decades to account for detailed chemistry e�ects at a reduced CPU cost (Fiorina
et al. (2015); Oijen et al. (2016)). Among them, the Filtered Tabulated
Chemistry for LES (F-TACLES), has been especially developed to incorporate
complex chemistry e�ects in an LES formalism (Fiorina et al. (2010a)). It
consists in tabulating the chemical ingredients needed by the LES in a �ltered
lookup table. F-TACLES has been applied to complex gaseous turbulent �ames
such as strati�ed (Auzillon et al. (2012a)) and non-adiabatic (Mercier et al.
(2014a); Mercier et al. (2016a)) con�gurations. The suitability of F-TACLES
to turbulent spray �ames simulations has however never been addressed, which
is one of the objectives of this thesis.

Heat losses modelling

In many combustors operating in the lean premixed combustion regime, the
�ame is stabilized by a swirling �ow. By promoting recirculation zones com-
posed of burnt gases, �ame stabilization is enhanced over a wide range of oper-
ating conditions (Huang and Yang (2009a)). The �ow structure in a combustor
equipped with a swirling injector is very complex (Gupta et al. (1984)) and
either M or V �ame shapes can be observed. The shape taken by the �ame then
a�ects the temperature �eld in the burnt gases at the outlet of the combustion
chamber and pollutant emissions. Experiments and simulations indicate that
the topology of swirling �ames is highly sensitive to fuel composition (Kim et al.
(2010); Terhaar et al. (2014); Guiberti et al. (2015)) and heat transfer to the
combustion chamber walls (Guiberti et al. (2015a); Nogenmyr et al. (2013);
Tay Wo Chong et al. (2009); Proch and Kempf (2015); Donini et al. (2013)).
Simulations of the stabilization regimes of these �ames are very challenging as
numerous physical phenomena such as the combustion chemistry, �ame inter-
actions with turbulence and heat losses have to be taken into account.

In this way, modeling e�orts are continuously conducted to improve the descrip-
tion of detailed chemistry e�ects in turbulent combustion simulations (Fiorina
et al. (2015)). In particular, Large Eddy Simulations (LES) turbulent com-
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bustion models based on tabulated chemistry have been recently improved by
several groups to account for the in�uence of heat transfer on the �ame stabi-
lization process (Trisjono et al. (2014); Ketelheun et al. (2013); Mercier et al.
(2014b)). These numerical strategies have been targeted on the same Turbulent
Strati�ed Flame (TSF) experiments conducted at the Technical University of
Darmstadt (TUD) (Kuenne et al. (2012)). A joined comparative study between
simulations and experimental data shows that while each adiabatic computa-
tions predict a �ame anchored on the burner lip, all non-adiabatic simulations
agree on a �ame lift-o� of one half pilot diameter (Fiorina et al. (2015)).
These last results lead to a better agreement with experimental measurements
of temperature and species concentrations (Fiorina et al. (2015)). However, be-
ing uncon�ned and non-swirled, the TSF con�guration validates only partially
the ability of a turbulent combustion model to capture �ame stabilization pro-
cess in a gas turbine like combustor. To achieve the validation, complementary
experimental con�gurations, more representative of combustion chamber with
a swirling �ow are required.

Tay Wo Chong et al. (2009) analyzed numerically the in�uence of heat losses
on the shape taken by the �ame in a con�ned swirled non-adiabatic combustor.
They accounted for heat losses in Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
simulations to reproduce the V �ame shape observed through chemilumines-
cence imaging experiments. However, as accurate measurements of the thermal
boundary conditions and �ame shape were not available in this study, the com-
parisons between simulations and experiments remained qualitative. Proch and
Kempf (2015) modelled the e�ects of heat losses in a model gas turbine com-
bustor where it was shown that non-adiabatic computations allow a better pre-
diction of the �ame shape and length in comparisons to adiabatic simulations.
In this study, the wall temperatures were not measured and a �xed tempera-
ture of T = 1000 K was imposed for all the combustor walls. Nogenmyr et al.
(2013) imposed realistic measured temperature pro�les in the non-adiabatic
LES of a reduced-scale con�ned burner. However, temperature measurements
were not realized on the same burner geometry and with the same fuel as in
the simulation.

Flame dynamics

Simulations of the response of swirling �ames to �ow modulations motivate
research e�orts from many groups (Tay-Wo-Chong et al. (2012); Iudiciani and
Duwig (2011); Palies et al. (2011); Krediet et al. (2012); Tay-Wo-Chong and
Polifke (2013); Hermeth et al. (2014); Bauerheim et al. (2015); Han and Mor-
gans (2015)) and the progress made are reviewed in Poinsot (2017), Huang and
Yang (2009b) and Candel et al. (2014).

By explicitly computing the unsteady interactions between the largest struc-
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tures of the �ow �eld and the �ame, Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is one
attractive strategy to determine the Flame Transfert Function (FTF) in prac-
tical conditions. Subgrid scale models are required to capture key quantities,
such as the �ame thickness or the �ame wrinkling, which are not fully resolved
on practical meshes (Poinsot and Veynante (2005); Pitsch (2006)). As recently
illustrated in a collaborative study performed in the framework of the TNF
workshop (Fiorina et al. (2015)), LES turbulent combustion models designed
for turbulent premixed combustion yield good predictions of the mean statisti-
cal �ame properties such as the �ame front position, the temperature �eld, or
the species mass fractions.

Studies about the ability of LES turbulent combustion strategies to retrieve
�ame dynamics properties and in particular its frequency response to �ow mod-
ulations remain however scarce. Among the few investigations conducted, a se-
ries of studies (Tay Wo Chong et al. (2010); Tay Wo Chong and Polifke (2013))
focused on the impact of �ame con�nement and thermal boundary conditions
on the FTF of a premixed swirling �ame. They used the LES compressible
code AVBP from ?? (a) with a Dynamic Thickened Flame Model (Legier et al.
(2000)). A broadband frequency perturbation method was followed to deter-
mine the FTF in the simulations (Tay Wo Chong et al. (2010)). Numerical
results for the cold �ow �eld were �rst compared to velocity measurements.
The calculated heat release distribution was also compared to an image of the
OH* light distribution measured in the combustor for steady �ow injection
conditions. It was then shown that the broadband forcing technique allows
to well reproduce the measured FTF for vanishingly small perturbation levels.
No detailed comparisons of the �ame motions with experiments were however
carried out in these studies. An interesting conclusion is that heat losses to the
walls need to be taken into account to retrieve qualitatively the �ame shape
observed in experiments and its FTF (Komarek et al. (2008); Chong et al.
(2009); Keppeler et al. (2012); Tay Wo Chong and Polifke (2013)). The same
team recently studied the combined e�ects of heat losses and strain rate (Tay
Wo Chong et al. (2016); Tay Wo Chong et al. (2017)) and found as in Guib-
erti et al. (2015b) and Mercier et al. (2016b) that they strongly alter the
way the �ame is stabilized. These authors however did not have access to de-
tailed experimental data for velocity and temperature �elds in their combustor.

Han and Morgans (2015) also chose LES to recover the FDF of a lean premixed
turbulent �ame stabilized in the wake of a blu� body. The incompressible
solver Code_Saturne with Flame Surface Density (Boger et al. (1998)) and
Fureby's fractal approach for �ame wrinkling (Fureby (2005)) are used in these
simulations. Heat losses at the walls were not considered in this study and
there is no swirl imparted to the �ow. The simulations qualitatively retrieve
the FDF for di�erent perturbation levels and frequencies. Simulations led to
under-prediction of the FDF gain, but a fairly good agreement for the FDF
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phase lag. These authors also provide a qualitative comparison between the
simulated �ame motions and results from experiments (Balachandran et al.
(2005)) based on phase averaged analysis of the �ame surface density data for
di�erent forcing frequencies. Suggestions are given for interpretation of the
di�erences observed between experiments and simulations. A closer look of the
results shown in Han and Morgans (2015) reveals that the �ame dynamics is
not well reproduced by the simulations close to the solid boundaries. Large
di�erences with experiments are observed for the �ame shape calculated at
the �ame base and �ame tip. There are also no detailed comparisons with
experiments for the response of the �ow �eld to the pulsations.
It is also found in other studies that heat losses to solid boundaries modify the
acoustic response of laminar �ames, and in particular alter the FTF gain (Kedia
et al. (2011); Mejia et al. (2015); Kedia and Ghoniem (2015)). This is mainly
attributed to changes of the �ame response at its anchoring location.
Despite its signi�cance, the in�uence of heat losses on the FTF has not been
studied to �nd the physical phenomena that are involved.

Objectives of this thesis

The objectives of this thesis revolve around the four physical phenomena pre-
sented above.
The �rst objective is to assess the ability of numerical simulations to reproduce
experimental results and identify their current limitations. Two main aspects
are considered: the �ame dynamics of non-adiabatic �ames and the stabiliza-
tion of spray �ames. The validation of the simulations is based on detailed
comparisons between experimental diagnostics and their corresponding quan-
tity in the simulations.
The second objective is to compare di�erent approaches for turbulence modeling
and provide recommendations for the simulations of complex con�gurations.
The design of the mesh is addressed carefully and its in�uence on the simulation
results is discussed, especially in a two-phase �ow context.

Organization of this manuscript

The central theme of this thesis is the study of tabulated chemistry models in
con�gurations representative of aeronautical combustion chambers. This thesis
is divided in two parts and �ve chapters:

� Part I focuses on the turbulent combustion modeling and the application
of the F-TACLES model to two challenging con�gurations.

Chapter 1 presents the turbulent combustion modeling framework of
this thesis.
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Chapter 2 details the study of a non-adiabatic combustor in steady and
pulsed conditions and how the F-TACLES formalism performs in
these conditions.

Chapter 3 focuses on the �rst application of the F-TACLES formalism
in two-phase combustion.

� Part II presents the numerical study of a realistic aeronautical injector.

Chapter 4 proposes a validation of the ZDES turbulence approach in
non-reacting conditions for a realistic aeronautical injector.

Chapter 5 shows the performance of LES and ZDES approaches with
tabulated chemistry in reacting conditions for this injector.



Part I

Turbulent combustion modeling:

application of tabulated

chemistry models to complex

con�gurations





Chapter 1

Turbulent combustion modeling

This chapter focuses on the presentation of the turbulent combustion
modeling framework. It presents the governing equations and the mod-
els used. It is centered around the tabulated chemistry models for the
combustion and the LES and ZDES formalism for the turbulence.

1.1 Governing equations

1.1.1 Flow governing equations

The �ltered equations for mass, species, momentum and total energy solved
by a �ow solver are written in Eqs. 1.1,1.2,1.3 and 1.4. The equation for mass
conservation reads:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇.(ρũ) = 0, (1.1)

where ρ is the �ltered density and ũ the �ltered velocity (x denoting the
Reynolds �ltering operator and x̃ the Favre or density-weighted �ltering op-
erator of the quantity x). The equation for species reads:

∂ρỸi
∂t

+∇.
(
ρũỸi

)
= ∇.

(
Di

)
+ ˜̇ωi

+∇.
[
ρ
(
ũYi − ũỸi

)]
,

(1.2)

where Ỹi is the �ltered mass fraction, Di the �ltered di�usive �ux and ˜̇ωi the
�ltered source term of the specie i. The equation for momentum is written as:

∂ρũ

∂t
+∇. (ρũ⊗ ũ) = ∇. (τ − pI) + Sm

+∇.
[
ρ
(
ũ⊗ u− ũ⊗ ũ

)]
,

(1.3)
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where τ is the �ltered viscous stresses tensor, p the �ltered pressure, I the iden-
tity tensor and Sm the �ltered momentum volume sources, which are neglected
here. Finally, the equation for total energy reads:

∂ρẽt
∂t

+∇. (ρẽtũ) = ∇.
(
Det

)
+∇. [(τ − pI) ũ]

+∇.
[
ρetu− (τ − pI)u

]

+∇. [−ρẽtũ + (τ − pI) ũ] + Set ,

(1.4)

where ẽt is the �ltered total energy, Det the �ltered total energy �ux and Set
the �ltered total energy volume source term, neglected here.
The �ltering operation introduces terms that need to be closed. The �ltered dif-
fusion and energy �uxes are approximated with a simple gradient assumption.

The term τt = ρ
(
ũ⊗ u− ũ⊗ ũ

)
is closed depending of the chosen turbu-

lence approach. The turbulence approaches used in this thesis are presented in
Sec. 1.3.

1.1.2 Dispersed phase governing equations

The dispersed phase is described in this thesis with a Lagrangian point-force ap-
proach, which is two-way coupled to the gaseous phase. The following transport
equations are solved for each numerical droplet, that represents an ensemble of
physical droplets:

dxp
dt

= up (1.5)

mp
dup
dt

= mp(up − u)
3CDRepρν

4ρpd2
p

with Rep =
dp|up − u|

ν
(1.6)

where xp is the particle position, up the particle velocity, u the gas velocity,
mp the particle mass, CD the drag coe�cient, ν the kinematic viscosity, ρp the
particle density and Rep the particle Reynolds number.
The evaporation of the spray is modelled with the classical approach derived
by Spalding (1953). The droplet mass transfer equation reads:

ṁp = −πdpρDSh log(1 +BM ) (1.7)

where dp is the particle diameter, D is the di�usion coe�cient, Sh the Sherwood
number and BM the Spalding mass number.
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The other droplet parameters are derived by integrating either the droplet mass
or energy equations. Droplet temperature Tp and diameter dp are obtained by
solving the following set of equations:

dTp
dt

= − 1

τp

(
Tp −

(
T∞ −

LvBT
Cp,1/3

))
(1.8)

dd2
p

dt
= −

2Shµ1/3 log(1 +BM )

ρpSc
(1.9)

τp =
ρpd

2
p

6

Sc

Sh ·µ1/3

Cp,k
Cp,1/3

BT
log(1 +BM )

(1.10)

where τp is the thermal characteristic time of the Spalding model, T∞ the gas
temperature in the far �eld, Lv the latent heat of vaporarization of the fuel, BT
the Spalding thermal number, Cp,1/3 the heat capacity at a classical reference
state assuming a one third/two third equilibrium between the far �eld and the
droplet surface, µ1/3 the dynamic viscosity at the same reference state and Sc
the Schmidt number.
For analysis purposes in Chapters 3 and 5, the Stokes number is introduced
and de�ned as:

Stk =
t0u0

l0
(1.11)

where t0 is the relaxation time of the particle, u0 the �uid velocity around the
particle and l0 a characteristic length of the �ow. t0 is de�ned as:

t0 =
ρpd

2
p

18µg
(1.12)

where ρp is the density of the particle, dp its diameter and µg the dynamic
viscosity of the gas surrounding the particle.

1.2 Flow solvers

Two �ow solvers are used in this thesis: YALES2 and CEDRE. The choice of
the solver depends on the con�guration. For low Mach-number applications,
YALES2 is adapted while CEDRE is able to treat compressible �ows.

1.2.1 YALES2

The simulations presented in Chapters 2 and 3 are performed using the low
Mach-number cell-vertex �ow solver YALES2 (Moureau et al. (2011a)).
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A centered fourth-order �nite volume scheme is used for spatial discretization.
The time integration relies on a low-Mach number projection method for vari-
able density �ows. The time integration of convective terms is performed using
the TRK4 fourth-order scheme (Kraushaar (2011)).

1.2.2 CEDRE

The simulations presented in Chapters 4 and 5 are performed with the �nite-
volume cell-centered CHARME solver for the gaseous phase and the Lagrangian
SPARTE solver for the liquid dispersed phase. They both belong to the CEDRE
platform for numerical simulations in energetics, developed at ONERA (Re�och
et al. (2011)).
The �nite-volume CHARME solver solves compressible reacting �ows on un-
structured meshes (made of any type of polyedra). The spatial discretization
is based on the use of a second order MUSCL (Monotonic Upwind Scheme
for Conservation Laws) scheme, with Roe-like upwind �uxes and a Van-Leer
limiter. Time integration is performed with an implicit second order Runge-
Kutta scheme, along with a GMRES (Generalized Minimal RESidual method)
resolution of the linear system.
The SPARTE solver computes the transport of particles following a Lagrangian
approach. The time integration is explicit.

1.3 Turbulence modeling

1.3.1 The Boussinesq hypothesis

To close the momentum equation, the tensor τt = ρ
(
ũ⊗ u− ũ⊗ ũ

)
is mod-

elled with the Boussinesq hypothesis:

τt = µt

[
∇ũ + (∇ũ)T − 2

3
(∇.ũ)I

]
, (1.13)

where µt is a quantity homogeneous to a dynamic viscosity. The closure of
µt depends on the choice of the turbulence model. Two models for µt based
on LES and ZDES concepts are used in this thesis and described in Sec. 1.3.2
and 1.3.3 respectively.

1.3.2 LES approach

The �rst approach for turbulence used in this thesis is the LES, which decom-
poses the �ow into a resolved part (the most energetic structures) and modelled
subgrid scales. µt (see Eq. 1.13) is closed as a subgrid scale viscosity. Two sub-
grid scale viscosity are used in this thesis.
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In Chapters 2 and 3, the SIGMA model (Nicoud et al. (2011a)) is used to
model µsgs:

µsgs = ρ
(
Cσ∆̂

)2
Dσ with Dσ =

σ3(σ1 − σ2)(σ2 − σ3)

σ2
1

, (1.14)

where σ1, σ2 and σ3 are the singular values of the velocity gradient tensor, ∆̂
the �lter size and Cσ = 1.35 the constant of the SIGMA model.
In Chapters 4 and 5, µsgs is modelled following Smagorinsky (1963):

µsgs = ρ
(
CS∆̂

)2√
2S̃ : S̃, (1.15)

where ρ is the LES �ltered density, CS the model constant chosen equal to
0.1 (Deardor� (1970); Meyers and Sagaut (2006)) and S̃ the symmetric part of
the �ltered velocity gradient tensor.
In CEDRE, the �lter size ∆̂ is modi�ed with respect to the normal distance to
the wall d as min(∆, 0.4d/CS) to obtain a vanishing subgrid scale viscosity at
the walls. The �lter size ∆ is evaluated as the ratio between the volume of the
cell and the sum of its faces' area, in order to obtain the length of the edge for
a cubic cell:

∆ =
6V∑
k Ak

, (1.16)

where V is the volume of the cell and Ak the surface of its kth face.

1.3.3 ZDES approach

In meshes typically used in LES of reactive simulations, the boundary layer
is not discretized down to the viscous sublayer. Despite the use of wall laws
(described in Sec. 1.3.4.2), LES may not be adapted to all complex geometries,
where the properties of the boundary layers are not well described by the wall
law. To overcome this limitation, the advanced turbulence model called Zonal
Detached Eddy Simulation (ZDES) is used.
In this thesis, when using ZDES, the turbulent viscosity µt (see Eq. 1.13) is
modelled with the Spalart-Allmaras one-equation model (Spalart and Allmaras
(1992)) as:

µt = ρν̃fv1 where fv1 =
χ3

χ3 + C3
v1

is a low-Reynolds correction function

with χ =
ν̃

ν
and Cv1 = 7.1,
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(1.17)

where the transported scalar is the pseudo-viscosity ν̃ which obeys:

Dν̃

Dt
= cb1S̃ν̃ +

1

σ

{
∇. [(ν + ν̃)∇ν̃] + cb2 (∇ν̃)2

}
− cw1fw

(
ν̃

dw

)2

, (1.18)

where cb1, σ, cb1 and cw1 are model constants, fw a low-Reynolds correction
function and dw the distance to the walls. Further details can be found in the
original paper (Spalart and Allmaras (1992)).
Based on this simple one-equation model adapted for RANS, Spalart et al.
(1997) proposed a new formulation, called Detached Eddy Simulation (DES),
that would act as an hybrid RANS/LES formulation. The main idea of the
DES methods is to modify the de�nition of the distance to the wall dw in the
ν̃ destruction term with:

d̂ = min(dw, CDES∆). (1.19)

This modi�cation means that close to the wall, the original Spalart-Allmaras
equation is not modi�ed. Away from the walls, assuming that production and
destruction terms in the transport equation of ν̃ are balanced, the pseudo-
viscosity ν̃ scales in DES with the mesh size ∆ and the local vorticity modulus
|S̃|:

ν̃ ∝ (CDES∆)2|S̃|, (1.20)

which corresponds to a de�nition equivalent to the Smagorinsky model (Eq. 1.15).
The constant CDES is set to 0.65. This value was found by Shur et al. (1999) to
retrieve the correct decay of turbulent kinetic energy in homogeneous isotropic
turbulence.
The original de�nition of d̂ (Eq. 1.19) introduces issues such as Grid Induced
Separation (GIS) (Menter et al. (2003); Menter and Kuntz (2004)) or Model
Stress Depletion (MSD) (Gritskevich et al. (2012); Deck et al. (2011)). That
is why Spalart (Spalart et al. (2006)) proposes a new de�nition:

d̂ = dw − fd max(0, dw − CDES∆), (1.21)

where fd is de�ned as:

fd = 1− tanh[(8rd)
3] with rd =

νt + ν

κ2d2
w

√
∇ũ : ∇ũ

(1.22)
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where νt is the kinematic turbulent viscosity, ν the molecular kinematic viscos-
ity, ∇ũ the velocity gradient and κ the Kármán constant. This new approach
was called Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES).

The Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation (ZDES) was �rst derived by Deck (2005)
in parallel of the work of Spalart et al. (2006) on DDES. The complete formu-
lation that proposes an e�cient solution to prevent delay in the formation of
instabilities was published in Deck (2012) and was implemented in the CEDRE
platform.
This approach is fully zonal by nature and presents two advantages: the user can
specify RANS and LES regions and also use di�erent formulations within the
same calculation. Thus, ZDES o�ers an attractive �exibility in the treatment
of turbulent �ows in technical applications and was applied often with good
results over a range of Mach numbers and con�gurations (for examples, see
Deck et al. (2014)).
Four formulations, also called "modes" and which di�er by the de�nition of the
hybrid length scale, are then optimized to be used on three typical �ow �eld
topologies (see Fig. 1.1):

� Mode 0 corresponds to the classical RANS formulation.
� Mode 1 deals with �ows where the separation is triggered by a relatively
abrupt variation in the geometry.

� Mode 2 is retained when the location of separation is induced by a
pressure gradient on a gently-curved surface or when separation location
is not known a priori.

� Mode 3 for �ows where the separation is strongly in�uenced by the
dynamics of the incoming boundary layer. This latter mode is often
referred to as Wall-Modelled Large Eddy Simulation (WMLES) mode
(see Deck et al. (2011); Deck et al. (2014)).

The ZDES method aims at treating all classes of �ow problems indicated in
Fig. 1.1 in a single model, which of length scale reads as :

d̃ZDES =





dw (mode = 0)

d̃IDES (mode = 1)

d̃IIDES (mode = 2)

d̃IIIDES (mode = 3)

(1.23)

The de�nition of the hydrid length scales (modes 1 to 3) are:

d̃IDES = min(dw, CDES∆̃I
DES) (original DES formulation), (1.24)

d̃IIDES = dw − fd max(0, dw − CDES∆̃II
DES) (DDES formulation), (1.25)
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d̃IIIDES =

{
dw if dw < dinterfacew

d̃IDES if dw ≥ dinterfacew
(WMLES formulation) , (1.26)

where dinterfacew is prescribed by the user.

Figure 1.1: Classi�cation of typical �ow problems. I: separation �xed by the ge-
ometry, II: separation induced by a pressure gradient on a curved surface or when
separation location is not known a priori, III: separation strongly in�uenced by the
dynamics of the incoming boundary layer (adapted from Deck (2012)).

An example where the three modes of ZDES are used at the same time on a
curvilinear geometry (three-element airfoil with deployed slat and �ap) can be
found in Deck and Larau�e (2013).
In Chapters 4 and 5, only mode 2 is used since the location of separation is not
known in advance.
The ZDES approach introduces a new way to modify ∆II

DES in Eq. 1.25 in order
to further avoid MSD. It takes advantage of the function fd de�ned earlier and
changes the de�nition of ∆ based on a limit value fd0 of this function. The new
de�nition reads:

∆II
DES =

{
∆max if fd < fd0

∆vol if fd ≥ fd0
, (1.27)

where ∆max = max(∆x,∆y,∆z), ∆vol = (∆x∆y∆z)1/3 and fd0 = 0.8 in the
present work, following Deck (2012). This value of fd0 was found to be optimal
in �at plate simulations. This last modi�cation is the only di�erence between
the DDES formulation and the ZDES mode 2.
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1.3.4 Wall law

1.3.4.1 Boundary layer model

An attached turbulent boundary layer can be described, following Cousteix
(2005), by two equations, describing the two internal regions of the boundary
layer. The non-dimensional distance from the wall y+ is de�ned as:

y+ = y
uτ
ν

with uτ =

√
τp
ρ
, (1.28)

where y is the distance from the wall, ν the kinematic viscosity, τp the wall
friction and ρ the density. The non-dimensional velocity u+ is de�ned as:

u+ =
u

uτ
. (1.29)

For a �at plate, in the logarithmic region, u+ is linked to y+ by the following
equation:

u+ = Au ln(y+) +Bu, (1.30)

where Au = 1/κ (κ is the Kármán constant) and Bu = 5.3. In the viscous
sublayer, the relation becomes:

u+ = y+. (1.31)

1.3.4.2 Wall law implementation

In the LES presented in this thesis, the boundary layer is not meshed down
to the viscous sublayer region. Therefore a wall law is needed to retrieve the
correct friction τp. It is assumed that the boundary layer model presented above
is correct for all the boundary layers present in the simulations that use a wall
law. The wall law is assumed to be valid if:

ν

uτ
� y1 � δ, (1.32)

where y1 is the distance to the wall of the center of the �rst cell and δ is the
thickness of the boundary layer. The �rst limit corresponds to the limit between
the viscous sublayer and the logarithmic region. The second limit corresponds
to the limit of the boundary layer. Satisfying both conditions ensures that the
�rst cell size is within the validity of the wall law.
The wall friction τp is computed in CEDRE as:

τp =

(
µ
∂u

∂y

)

p

= (1 + α)µ
u1

y1
, (1.33)
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where µ is the dynamic viscosity, u1 the velocity component parallel to the
wall in the �rst cell and α a correction factor that must be modeled. In all the
CEDRE simulations presented in this thesis, it is closed based on the mixing
length model. In this model, it is assumed that the friction for the �at plate is
constant in the internal region of the boundary layer. Therefore, the friction τ
in the boundary layer is expressed as:

τ = µ
∂u

∂y
− ρ < u′v′ >= τp (1.34)

The term ρ < u′v′ > is closed, following Van Driest (2003), in the mixing length
model as:

τ = µ
∂u

∂y
+ ρF 2l2

(
µ
∂u

∂y

)2

= τp (1.35)

where F = 1 − exp (−y+/A+) (with A+ = 26) is the dampening function and
l = 0.085δ tanh

( κy
0.085δ

)
the mixing length. This equation can be written with

non-dimensional quantities:

∂u+

∂y+
+ κ2y+2

[
1− e−

y+

A+

](
∂u+

∂y+

)2

= 1. (1.36)

The solution to this equation is then computed (with y+ = 0 for u+ = 0). The
values of τ , u1, y and α are then stored in a table as a function of the local
Reynolds number based on the cell diameter Re∆ = u1∆

ν . Finally, the value of
α is computed in the simulations with the following function, resulting of an
interpolation of the table previously stored:

α =
fc

1 + fc

(
Re∆

447

)0.825

with fc =
Re∆

80
+

(
Re∆

120

)2

(1.37)

In YALES2, the wall law is based on the same principle. The major di�erence
with the implementation in CEDRE is that the computation of the wall friction
τp is not the result of a tabulation. Instead, a Newton's method is used to
compute uτ and then the wall friction is computed as ρu2

τ .

1.4 Combustion modeling

1.4.1 Existing approaches for chemistry reduction

In order to simulate combustion processes, a chemical scheme is necessary to
describe the evolution of the system. However, for hydrocarbon fuels, a detailed
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chemical scheme involves typically tens to thousands species and reactions. For
industrial applications, it is impossible to use these schemes because they are
too expensive in terms of computational cost. Numerous techniques exist that
aim at decreasing the cost of the chemistry in simulations. It is possible to
distinguish three main routes: scheme reduction, global step chemistry and
tabulated chemistry.
Scheme reduction is based on identifying the species and reactions in a detailed
scheme that are not necessary for achieving a certain goal (typically the laminar
�ame speed or the evolution of a specie mass fraction) and eliminate them from
the scheme. Several methods exist in the literature (Tomlin et al. (1997); Valo-
rani et al. (2006); Pepiot-Desjardins and Pitsch (2008)). It still produces large
schemes that can be treated with additional methods (Jaravel et al. (2018)) to
decrease the cost even more and make it a�ordable for complex con�gurations.
Global step chemistry relies on the choice of key species (typically reactants
and major products) and adapted reactions for reproducing the most important
aspects of the �ame propagation (Jones and Lindstedt (1988)).
Finally, tabulated chemistry revolves around the storage in a look-up table of
1-D premixed, partially premixed or non-premixed �ames computed with a
detailed scheme. It is described in Sec. 1.4.2. A review of this kind of approach
is proposed in Fiorina et al. (2015).

1.4.2 Chemistry tabulation

The tabulated chemistry method based on premixed �amelets is retained in
this thesis. The advantage of this method is its moderate cost compared to
reduced schemes or even global schemes in most cases. It is compatible with
complex geometry applications but also includes the most important features
of complex chemistry.
It is based on the principle that the evolution of a system in combustion can be
described by a reduced set of trajectories (or manifold) in the chemical space.
In this thesis, the approach for tabulating premixed �amelets is FPI (Flame
Prolongation of ILDM), proposed by Gicquel et al. (2000) and extended for
non-adiabatic combustion by Fiorina et al. (2003). In a similar approach, Oijen
and Goey (2000) proposed the Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM) model.
In FPI for partially-premixed combustion, the evolution of the system in the
chemical space is described by two quantities: the progress variable Yc and the
mixture fraction z, that will compose the coordinates of the look-up tables used
in the simulations.
The mixture fraction Yz is de�ned as (following for instance Bilger (1976)):

Yz = Ye (1.38)

where Ye is the mass fraction of the chemical element e. It is typically chosen
as C (carbon) in hydrocarbon combustion. Yz evolves monotonically with the
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equivalence ratio φ. It can be normalized as:

z =
Yz(φ)− Yz(φmin)

Yz(φmax)− Yz(φmin)
(1.39)

where φmin and φmax are the minimum and maximum equivalence ratios chosen
for a given con�guration. By construction, z is bounded between 0 and 1.
The progress variable Yc is de�ned as a linear combination of the specie mass
fractions Yk:

Yc =

Nsp∑

k=1

nkYk (1.40)

where nk is a coe�cient linked to the nth specie. The choice of the nk coe�-
cients is made in order to have a unique set of thermochemical quantities for a
given progress variable, i.e. Yc evolves in a monotonous way between fresh and
burnt gases. Yc can be normalized as c:

c =
Yc − Y f

c (z)

Y eq
c (z)− Y f

c (z)
(1.41)

where the superscripts f and eq represent the fresh and burnt gases states,
respectively. In this formulation, c is bounded between 0 and 1.
In Chapters 2 and 3, chemical look-up tables are computed with the RE-
GATH thermochemistry package developed at the EM2C laboratory (Pons
et al. (2009); Candel et al. (2011)).
In Chapter 5, premixed �amelets are computed using the CANTERA solver (Good-
win et al. (2017)) and the look-up table used contains 150 points in the z
direction and 100 points in the c direction.

1.4.3 Coupling FPI tabulated chemistry with LES

The simulation of combustion in LES faces two majors issues, highlighted in
Fig. 1.2:

� Issue 1: the �ame thickness is typically smaller than the size of the LES
grid.

� Issue 2: the �ame wrinkling is not fully resolved at the scale of the LES
grid.

Two strategies are followed in this thesis to overcome Issue 1 based on �ame �l-
tering (Sec. 1.4.3.1) and thickening (Sec. 1.4.3.2), respectively. Issue 2 is solved
by modelling the subgrid scale �ame wrinkling using di�erent approaches. The
one retained here is presented in Sec. 1.4.5.
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Figure 1.2: Scheme of a turbulent �ame front with subgrid scale �ame wrinkling.
Extracted from Mercier (2015).

1.4.3.1 The F-TACLES formalism

In Chapters 2 and 3, reacting numerical simulations are performed with the tur-
bulent combustion model F-TACLES (Filtered Tabulated Chemistry for LES)
based on the tabulation of �ltered 1-D premixed �ames (Fiorina et al. (2010b)),
extended to account for heat losses in Mercier et al. (2014b). The �ame front is
captured by the progress variable Yc, equal to 0 and Y eq

c (z) in fresh and burnt
gases, respectively.

The F-TACLES model consists in solving the �ltered progress variable Ỹc bal-
ance equation instead of the species equations (Eq. 1.2), closed under �amelet
regimes as follows (Mercier et al. (2014b)):

∂ρỸc
∂t

+
∂

∂xi
(ρũiỸc) =

∂

∂xi

(
Ξ∆αYc [Ỹc, z̃]ρ0D0

∂Ỹc
∂xi

)

+ Ξ∆ΩYc [Ỹc, z̃] + Ξ∆ρ˜̇ωYc [Ỹc, z̃]
(1.42)

where Ξ∆ is the subgrid scale �ame wrinkling modelled with the Charlette
model (detailed in Sec. 1.4.5), αYc the progress variable di�usion factor, ρ0

the density in fresh gases, D0 the di�usion coe�cient in fresh gases, ΩYc the
progress variable unresolved convective �uxes due to thermal expansion and
˜̇ωYc the progress variable reaction rate. The terms αYc , ΩYc and ˜̇ωYc are closed
from the F-TACLES look-up table as a function of the mixture fraction z̃ and
the progress variable Ỹc.

The functions αadYc , Ωad
Yc

and ˜̇ωadYc in Eq. (1.42) are designed to model the sub-
grid scale (SGS) laminar contributions to molecular di�usion, convection and
chemical reaction, respectively. They are tabulated by �ltering 1-D adiabatic
premixed �ame elements computed including detailed chemistry and complex
transport and stored as a function of Ỹc, and the �lter scale ∆:
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αadYc [Ỹc] = −Σ
Nsp

k=1

(
nkρ∗Y

∗
k V
∗
k

)

ρ0D0
∂Ỹ ∗c
∂x∗

, (1.43)

Ωad
Yc [Ỹc] = ρ∗0S

∗
l

∂Y ∗c
∂x∗

− ρ∗0S∗l
∂Ỹ ∗c
∂x∗

, (1.44)

˜̇ωadYc [Ỹc] = ˜̇ω∗Yc , (1.45)
where the superscript ∗ denotes quantities issued from the computations of 1-D
unstrained laminar premixed �ames. The parameters D0 and ρ0 are reference
parameters that are constant in time and space. They are chosen as the dif-
fusivity and density in the fresh gases as proposed in Auzillon et al. (2012b).
This choice is conserved for all cases investigated. The Lewis number is not
de�ned by the user in the present modeling strategy as the tabulation is per-
formed from 1-D laminar premixed �ames computed with detailed chemistry
and the Hirschfelder et al. (1954) approximation for the di�usion �uxes. The
impact of di�erential di�usion in the direction normal to the �ame front, and
in particular on the �ame consumption speed, is therefore captured by the
model (Mercier et al. (2014b)). The impact of preferential di�usion on the lo-
cal mixture equilibrium properties, highlighted in Vreman et al. (2009), Barlow
et al. (2012) and Nambully et al. (2014) and promoted by H2 in the study of
the EM2C burner (see Chapter 2), is not captured by the F-TACLES model.

By construction, this model propagates the resolved �ame front at the sub-
grid scale turbulent �ame speed ST,∆ (Mercier et al. (2014b); Mercier et al.
(2015b)):

ST,∆ = Ξ∆γS
0
l , (1.46)

where S0
l is the adiabatic consumption speed of a freely propagating laminar

premixed �ame. The model for Ξ∆ is presented in Sec. 1.4.5.
The coe�cient γ accounts for heat losses (Mercier et al. (2014b)) and is de�ned
as follows:

γ =
Sl

(
∆h̃
)

S0
l

, (1.47)

The enthalpy defect relative to the fresh gases is de�ned as ∆h = had−h, where
h is the chemical plus sensible enthalpy and the superscript ad refers to adia-

batic conditions. The Sl
(

∆h̃
)
and the laminar consumption speed at a given

∆h is calculated from burner-stabilized 1-D �ames (Fiorina et al. (2003)). In
adiabatic �ows, γ equals 1 and decreases when heat losses slow down combus-
tion chemistry, to the limit of a quenched �ame for γ = 0. Modeling details are
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given in Mercier et al. (2014b).

The detailed chemical scheme from Lindstedt (1997), which includes 29 species
and 141 reactions, is used for the simulations of the EM2C burner (see Chapter
2).

1.4.3.2 The TFLES-FPI model

In Chapter 5, the Dynamic Thickened Flame (DTF) model, proposed by Legier
et al. (2000), is used to thicken the under-resolved �ame front solved with the
FPI model in the LES.
The DTF model introduces a change in the transport equations, as shown for
example for the species in Eq. 1.48:

∂ρỸi
∂t

+∇.
(
ρũỸi

)
= ∇.

{
ρ
[
FΞ∆Di + (1− α)Dt

i

]
∇Ỹi

}
+

Ξ∆

F
˜̇ωi,

where F = 1 + α(Fmax − 1),

(1.48)

where α is the �ame sensor, Ξ∆ the subgrid scale �ame wrinkling (see Sec. 1.4.5)
and Fmax the maximal thickening factor. The �ame sensor is de�ned as in
Eq 1.49:

α = tanh

(
β

Ω

Ωmax

)
, where β = 500 and Ω = Y νF

F Y νO
O exp

(
−Γ

Ta
T

)
, (1.49)

where YF and YO are the mass fractions of fuel and oxydizer, νF and νO the
exponents representative of a pseudo single-step reaction, Γ a model constant,
Ta the activation temperature of the pseudo single-step reaction and Ωmax the
maximal value of Ω.
A similar approach, called Arti�cially Thickened Flame (ATF), is proposed
by Kuenne et al. (2011) with the FGM model.

1.4.4 Tabulated chemistry for two-phase reacting �ows

In two-phase �ows, the use of tabulated chemistry is very recent. The validity of
using a premixed �ames archetype in two-phase was analyzed in Franzelli et al.
(2013). It was shown that this choice was able to recover the proper �ame
properties if the combustion regime is "premixed-like" but failed in regions
where the �ame archetype diverges from a premixed one. In this thesis, we
choose to keep a look-up table composed of premixed �ames, even in two-phase
combustion, to assess the ability of this approach to recover the correct �ame
structure in 3-D con�gurations.
Because of the evaporation of the liquid fuel, the transport equation used for
the mixture fraction in partially premixed combustion has to be modi�ed. The
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balance equation for the mixture fraction z̃ becomes in Chapters 3 and 5:

∂ρ̄z̃

∂t
+

∂

∂xi
(ρ̄ũiz̃) =

∂

∂xi

((
ρDth +

µt
Sct

)
∂z̃

∂xi

)
+ ˜̇ωevap (1.50)

where ρ is the density, Dth the thermal di�usivity, µt the turbulent viscosity,
Sct the turbulent Schmidt number, ˜̇ωevap the source term of mixture fraction
due to the evaporation of the spray.
In YALES2, the term ˜̇ωevap in the mixture fraction equation is obtained by
adding the mass transfer contribution of all the droplets around each node of
the mesh:

˜̇ωevap = − 1

Vnode

∑

droplet∈node
ṁp (1.51)

where Vnode is the volume around the node. In CEDRE, the principle is the
same, except that the contribution is computed at the center of each cell and
Vcell replaces Vnode in Eq. 1.51.

1.4.5 The subgrid scale �ame wrinkling model

The Charlette model is considered to take into account the subgrid scale �ame
wrinkling due to both the mesh resolution and the �ame thickening (or �ltering)
in the simulations presented in this thesis. The subgrid scale �ame front wrin-
kling factor Ξ∆ is modeled by the expression initially proposed by Charlette
et al. (2002b):

Ξ∆ =

(
1 + min

[
max

(
0,

∆

δ0
l

− 1

)
,Γ∆

(
∆

δ0
l

,
u′∆
S0
l

, Re∆

)
u′∆
S0
l

])β
(1.52)

where Re∆ = (u′∆∆) /ν and u′∆ are the subgrid scale Reynolds number and
turbulence intensity, respectively, while δ0

l is the laminar �ame thickness. S0
l

and δ0
l were in practice estimated from adiabatic �amelets, therefore the impact

of heat losses on the subgrid scale �ame wrinkling is neglected. The e�ciency
function Γ∆ (Charlette et al. (2002b)) estimates the net straining e�ect of all
turbulent scales smaller than ∆. The exponent β is set constant and equal to
β = 0.5 as initially prescribed in Charlette et al. (2002a). Recent studies (Wang
et al. (2011); Schmitt et al. (2013); Mercier et al. (2015b)) demonstrate that
this value is not universal but can be accurately estimated through a dynamic
procedure.

1.4.6 Coupling tabulated chemistry with a compressible code

The coupling of tabulated chemistry with a compressible code requires an addi-
tional treatment because the generation of the look-up table does not take into
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account compressibility e�ects. Indeed, in a compressible �ow, the temperature
cannot be extracted directly from the table. Two approaches were derived to
overcome this problem.
Galpin et al. (2008) proposed several methods to couple the information coming
from the table and the quantities transported in the compressible code. In a
similar way, Vicquelin et al. (2011) proposed the TTC (Tabulated Thermo-
chemistry for Compressible �ows) method.
In this thesis, the issues of compressibility are tackled with one of the methods
proposed by Galpin et al. (2008). The source term of mass of each transported
specie is computed from the terms found in the look-up table with the couple
(c,z), with a relaxation term:

ω̇i = ω̇TABi + ρ
Y TAB
i − Yi

τc
, (1.53)

where TAB indicates a term coming from the look-up table, ω̇i the mass source
term of specie i, ρ the density, Yi the mass fraction of specie i and τc a charac-
teristic time chosen by the user. The validation of the implementation of this
model in CEDRE is presented in Boucher (2015).
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This chapter focuses on the experimental and numerical investigation
of the shape taken by con�ned turbulent CH4/H2/air premixed �ames
stabilized over a blu�-body swirling injector, in both steady and pulsed
conditions.
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2.1 Objectives of this chapter

The primary objective is to identify the issues in current turbulent combustion
modeling for the simulation of the response of a swirl-stabilized �ame to �ow
disturbances when heat losses need to be considered. The current knowledge is
limited with respect to the impact of grid resolution, the choice of parameters
of the subgrid scale �ame wrinkling model and �nally the importance of strain
rate on the �ame extinction for the reproduction of the �ame dynamics (Tay
Wo Chong et al. (2016); Tay Wo Chong et al. (2017)). The major question we
want to address is: which physical phenomena must be captured to compute
the dynamics of turbulent �ames? Also, we aim to �nd which physical quantity
is the most important to model: is it the laminar �ame speed, the turbulent
�ame speed, the strain, the heat losses?
To achieve this, a con�guration which challenges the ability of turbulent com-
bustion model to capture swirled premixed �ame stabilization mechanisms in
a con�ned geometry is proposed. The combustion chamber recently studied
experimentally at the EM2C laboratory is retained for that purpose (Guiberti
et al. (2015a)). It was shown that the V to M �ame shape transitions ob-
served in this experiment are controlled by heat losses and fuel composition.
As boundary conditions (inlet velocity pro�les and wall temperatures) were
characterized in this combustor (Guiberti et al. (2015a)), the resulting experi-
mental database is a useful benchmark target for turbulent combustion model
validation.

Simulations will involve the F-TACLES (Filtered Tabulated Chemistry for LES)
model (Fiorina et al. (2010b)), recently developed to account for the impact
of heat losses on detailed chemistry (Mercier et al. (2014b); Mercier et al.
(2015b)), to capture such complex �ame stabilization mechanisms.

The present chapter is divided into three parts. First, the experimental setup
is presented. The diagnostics along with the investigated operated conditions
are described. Two con�gurations, which correspond to two levels of H2 en-
richment in the fuel blend, are investigated. Experiments show that high H2

concentrations promote M �ame shapes, whereas V �ame shapes are observed
for lower values of H2 enrichment.
Then the simulations in steady conditions are presented. An analysis is then
carried out to examine the ability of F-TACLES to capture both V and M �ame
stabilization processes.
Finally, the simulations conducted in pulsed conditions are described, where a
comparison between experimental and numerical FTF is shown and an anal-
ysis of the impact of grid resolution, subgrid scale �ame wrinkling model and
combined e�ects of strain rate and heat losses on the FTF is proposed.
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2.2 Experimental setup

2.2.1 Geometry
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Figure 2.1: Combustor geometry. The red solid line shows the computational domain
CD1 for reactive �ow simulations. The blue dashed lines show the computation domain
CD2 for cold �ow simulations. Dimensions are indicated in millimeters.

The experimental setup presented in Fig. 2.1 was used in Guiberti et al. (2015a)
for the study of the impact of heat losses on the shape of con�ned swirling
�ames. The burner, fed by mixtures of methane (CH4), hydrogen (H2) and
air, includes a cylindrical injection tube with a 14 mm exit diameter. The �ow
is put in rotation by a radial swirling vane located upstream of the injection
tube. The radial swirler features 12 blades with an angle θ = 35◦ and a 4 mm
span. The swirl number SPIV = 0.33 has been measured at the burner outlet
using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) in longitudinal and transversal planes
under non-reacting conditions. A 6 mm diameter central rod installed on the
burner axis helps anchoring the �ame at the injection unit outlet 2 mm above
the combustor dump plane. The mixture enters the burner through a plenum
and subsequently passes through a set of grid/honeycomb/grid arrangement
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before entering a water-cooled convergent nozzle to reach a nearly uniform
top hat velocity pro�le at the entrance of the swirler. The �ame is stabilized
in the combustion chamber featuring four quartz windows. The windows are
maintained using four vertical steel-bars not sketched in Fig. 2.1.

2.2.2 Operating conditions

Experiments in Guiberti et al. (2015a) show that �ame stabilization is strongly
in�uenced by heat losses at the combustor wall. In addition, transitions be-
tween V and M �ame shapes are observed when increasing the H2 concentration
in CH4/H2 fuel blend. Two fuel compositions of

{
Xfuel

H2
= 0.6;Xfuel

CH4
= 0.4

}
and{

Xfuel

H2
= 0.9;Xfuel

CH4
= 0.1

}
are retained for this study, where Xfuel

H2
and Xfuel

CH4

denote the volumetric concentration of H2 and CH4 in the fuel. For all cases,
the �ame power is P = 4 kW and the equivalence ratio is set to φ = 0.7. The
mass �ows of the di�erent dry gases injected are regulated by thermal mass �ow
controllers. The mixture composition and bulk �ow velocity at the injection
tube outlet are known with a relative accuracy better than 5%. Experiments
were conducted at bulk �ow velocities close to Ubulk = 14 m.s−1 at the injec-
tor outlet for gases injected at room temperature (T = 293 K). Non-reacting
experiments are also conducted by substituting the fuel by air and conserving
the same bulk �ow velocity. The investigated cases are listed in Tab. 2.1. Ex-
periments show that a V �ame shape is observed for Xfuel

H2
= 0.6 whereas a M

�ame shape is detected for Xfuel

H2
= 0.9.

Table 2.1: Simulated cases.

Fuel Flame LES Mesh Simu. #
composition shape assumption (Nb. nodes)

- - Non-reacting 8.6M S0

Xfuel

H2
= 0.6 V

Adiabatic 8.6M S1
Non-adiabatic 8.6M S2
Non-adiabatic 67.2M S2R

Xfuel

H2
= 0.9 M Non-adiabatic 8.6M S3

2.2.3 Velocity measurements

Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV) was used to characterize the �ow under
reacting and non-reacting conditions.
For the non-reacting case, the direct integration of the measured velocity pro-
�les at the exit of the injection tube using PIV data at z = 2 mm gives a bulk
jet velocity of UPIV

bulk
= 14.1 m.s−1, corresponding to less than 1% di�erence

with the prescribed bulk jet velocity Ubulk = 14 m.s−1.
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2.2.4 Flame position measurements

Laser Induced Fluorescence of the hydroxyl radical (OH-PLIF) measurements
were carried out to delineate the location of the �ame front and hot burnt gases
and infer the shape taken by the �ame in a vertical plane.
The shape taken by the �ame can also be deduced from chemiluminescence
measurements.
An Abel deconvolution was then applied on the mean images to infer the OH∗

emission from the axial longitudinal plane. This signal is a good indicator of
the heat release rate for perfectly premixed �ames (Palies et al. (2010b)).

2.2.5 Wall temperature measurements

By altering the temperature �eld in the recirculating burnt gases, heat losses
alter �ame stabilization as shown in Guiberti et al. (2015a). LES are then ex-
tremely sensitive to the prescription of thermal boundary conditions, which are
here carefully measured for the two reacting con�gurations listed in Tab. 2.1.
Figure 2.2 shows the position of the temperature measurement points at the
di�erent combustor wall surfaces. Under reacting conditions, all the measure-
ments were performed after thermal steady-state was reached.

60 m
m

45 m
m

55
 m

m

LIP

T
herm

ocouple

Dump plate

Figure 2.2: Photograph of the combustion chamber showing the location of tempera-
ture measurements for the characterization of the thermal boundary conditions in the
combustor.

Results are presented here for the V �ame case (Tab. 2.1). The vertical tem-
perature pro�le along the surface of one of the four vertical steel bars of the
combustion chamber is plotted in Fig. 2.3. The temperature increases slightly
and almost linearly with the distance to the dump plate, from T = 593 K at
z = 16 mm to T = 637 K at z = 56 mm.
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Figure 2.3: Temperature pro�les along the vertical steel bar as a function of the height
z above the rod tip. CH4/H2/air �ame at P = 4 kW, Xfuel
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= 0.60, and φ = 0.7.

Figure 2.4 shows the measured radial pro�le of the temperature at the surface
of the injector and along the dump plane. These data were obtained by Laser
Induced Phosphorescence (LIP) measurements (Brübach et al. (2013)).
More details about the LIP setup are given in Guiberti et al. (2015a).
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Figure 2.4: Temperatures measured by LIP on the combustor dump plane as a func-
tion of the radial distance r. CH4/H2/air �ame at P = 4 kW, Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, and

φ = 0.7. The grey regions indicate the location of solid surfaces. Error bars are shown
in red.

The temperature near the injector linearly increases with the radial distance
for r > 7 mm and ranges from T = 435 K at r = 7 mm to T = 516 K at
z = 25 mm. The temperature on the rod tip surface is T = 500± 50 K and is
averaged both spatially and temporally.
LIP was also used to measure the temperature at di�erent positions over the
surface of a quartz window as shown in Fig. 2.2. Figure 2.5 shows the temper-
ature for 30 measurement points regularly distributed over this surface. The
wall temperature increases with the distance above the injector and is minimum
close to the vertical steel bars featuring lower temperatures. Temperature dif-
ferences along the x axis can reach ∆T = 27 K. Temperature di�erences along
the z axis can reach ∆T = 140 K. This �gure also shows that the quartz window
temperature is not uniform along the x and z directions. A linear interpolation
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Figure 2.5: Top: Temperatures, measured by LIP at the inner surface of a quartz
window of the combustion chamber, of a CH4/H2/air �ame at P = 4 kW, Xfuel

H2
= 0.60,

and φ = 0.7. Bottom: Linear interpolation of the data presented above. The dashed-
dotted lines indicate the vertical symmetry axis of the windows.

of these data shows that the temperature �eld is not perfectly symmetric with
respect to the vertical symmetry axis of the window. This is attributed to the
swirling motion of the �ow. The swirling �ow has an azimuthal velocity altering
heat transfers to the walls. This analysis demonstrates the impact of swirl on
the thermal state of the combustor walls.

The wall temperatures presented in Figs. 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 are lower than the
adiabatic �ame temperature Tad = 1881 K for Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, and φ = 0.7. This

con�rms that signi�cant heat losses take place in this combustor.

Additional temperature measurements were conducted in the ORZ �lled with
non-adiabatic burnt gases that were presented in Guiberti et al. (2015a).
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2.2.6 Diagnostics in pulsed conditions

In pulsed conditions, a loudspeaker is placed at the bottom of the injection
system to modulate the �ow at a given frequency. The Flame Transfer Function
(FTF) is measured with a hot wire and a photomultiplier. The hot wire is
introduced in the stream of fresh reactants 65 mm upstream of the injector
outlet as indicated in Fig. 2.1.
The photomultiplier is used to detect the OH* global emission from the �ame.
The OH* signal is not linearly related to the heat release rate as there are
also dependencies on equivalence ratio, strain and the combustion regime. It
is however an acceptable indicator for lean premixed conditions as the OH*
species pro�les is not a�ected by local fuel strati�cation. For this reason, this
quantity has been used in the past in many analysis of the dynamics of lean
premixed �ames as for example in Palies et al. (2010a). A discussion about
the validity of this assumption can be made in con�gurations with strati�ed
equivalence ratio, strain or combustion regime e�ects, but it is assumed here
that these e�ects do no a�ect the conclusion on the �uctuations of OH* global
emission.

The �ame response to �ow modulations is also analyzed by imaging the spatial
distribution of OH* emission. The distribution of hot burnt gases is inferred
from Laser Induced Fluorescence of the OH radical (OH-PLIF) in a light sheet
through the axial plane of the burner as described previously. For a given forc-
ing frequency, OH* and OH-PLIF images are phase averaged over more than
100 snapshots to get a statistically converged information at �ve regularly dis-
tributed phases within a modulation period. These data are used to analyze
the �ame motion.

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is also used to characterize the modulated
�ow�eld in reacting conditions and analyze the dynamics of large coherent
structures in the shear layers of the swirled jet during a modulation period,
with the same PIV setup as in steady conditions.

2.3 Simulations in steady conditions

2.3.1 Motivations

This section focuses on the experimental and numerical investigation of the
shape taken by con�ned turbulent CH4/H2/air premixed �ames stabilized over
a blu�-body swirling injector in steady conditions. Two con�gurations, which
correspond to two levels of H2 enrichment in the CH4/H2 fuel blend, are in-
vestigated. Experiments show that high H2 concentrations promote M �ame
shapes, whereas V �ame shapes are observed for lower values of H2 enrichment.
All temperatures of solid walls of the experimental setup including the combus-
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tor dump plane, the nozzle exhausting the burnt gases, the combustor sidewalls
and the quartz windows were also characterized. This detailed experimental
database represents an excellent validation case for turbulent combustion mod-
eling.

In both cases, non-reacting and reacting �ow Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
calculations are performed. Numerical results are compared with detailed ve-
locimetry measurements under non-reacting and reacting conditions, OH-laser
induced �uorescence and OH* chemiluminescence measurements.

2.3.2 Numerical setup

Large Eddy Simulations are performed using the node-centered YALES2 low-
Mach number code (Moureau et al. (2011b)). Closure of Reynolds stresses
is performed using the SIGMA model (Nicoud et al. (2011b)), presented in
Chapter 1.

The computational domain for all the non-reacting and reacting LES starts at
z = −20 mm as shown by the red domain delimited in Fig. 2.1. The origin
of the domain is located at the blu�-body tip indicated by the yellow dot in
Fig. 2.1. The associated tetrahedral element mesh is composed of 8.6 million of
nodes. The mean cell size in the �ame front region evolves from ∆x = 0.25 mm
to ∆x = 0.5 mm. A �lter width ∆ = 3.5 mm ≈ 8δ0

l , where δ
0
l = 0.44 mm is the

laminar �ame thickness, is chosen to generate the �ltered chemical database. It
ensures a numerical resolution (∆ ≥ 5∆x) of the �ltered reactive layer su�cient
to track the �ame front propagation without introducing numerical artifacts.
A re�ned mesh has also been generated to perform a mesh sensitivity analysis.
For that purpose, the cell size have been divided by two everywhere in the com-
putational domain. The resulting tetrahedral mesh is composed of 67.2 million
nodes and its associated �ame �lter size is ∆ = 1.75 mm ≈ 4δ0

l .

Mean velocity pro�les prescribed in the inlet plane z = −20 mm have been
extracted from a non-reacting simulation including the swirl injection device
(see the blue domain in Fig. 1). An e�ective bulk �ow velocity within the LES
of ULES

bulk
= 14.1 m.s−1 in both non-reactive and reactive cases is then ensured.

An homogeneous and isotropic turbulent �eld (HIT) is superimposed to the
mean velocity pro�les. This HIT is generated from a spectrum (Passot and
Pouquet (1987)) with an integral length scale Lt = 2.5 mm and a turbulence
intensity equal to 10% of the bulk velocity. This turbulence intensity repro-
duces the RMS levels observed at z = −20 mm in the full domain non-reacting
computation.

Isothermal wall boundary conditions are imposed in the non-adiabatic simu-
lations. As the wall temperature measurements only partially cover the com-
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bustor surface (see Fig. 2.2), linear interpolations and extrapolations are per-
formed to provide complete temperature boundary conditions. Although the
temperature of the blu�-body wall surface (rod tip) is imposed to 500 K (mea-
sured value), the wall surfaces within the injection tube are assumed adiabatic.
Therefore, the preheating of the fresh gases within the injection tube is not
considered in the present work. This assumption is reasonable since a simple
convective heat transfer analysis estimates the elevation of the fresh gas tem-
perature �owing near the heated tube to ∆T = +4 K. It means that a solid-gas
temperature gap of 200 K is not su�cient to preheat signi�cantly the injected
fresh gases in the present �ow conditions.

2.3.3 Initialization of the non-adiabatic LES

The combustor geometry promotes large ORZ of the �ow characterized by a
long residence time in these regions. The typical turn-around time of the ORZ
is τORZ ≈ 40 ms (Guiberti et al. (2015a)). The transient state required to reach
steady-state thermal regime is therefore very long and remains out of reach for
the LES. To overcome this issue, a RANS simulation is �rst performed with
the Fluent commercial solver (ANSYS® Fluent (2009)) using the same com-
putational domain as for the LES but without considering chemical reactions.
Burnt gases, which composition and temperature correspond to the adiabatic
combustion of the fresh fuel/air mixture studied in the experiment, are directly
injected through the feeding inlet to approximate the thermochemical state of
the �ow. As for the LES computations, the measured wall temperatures are
imposed at the wall surfaces. Using this methodology, the time period needed
to obtain converged statistics is optimized.

Figure 2.6 compares thermocouple measurements in the ORZ �lled with burnt
gases with RANS calculations. The good agreement between the RANS simu-
lation and the experiments validates the prescription of the thermal boundary
conditions used in the simulations. The mean temperature �eld obtained by
the steady RANS simulation is used to initialize the reacting non-adiabatic LES
computation.

2.3.4 Simulations performed

A non-reacting simulation (S0) is �rst conducted to validate the ability of the
computational setup to capture the �ow dynamics. To analyze the impact of
heat losses on the �ame shape, two di�erent LES of the reacting case Xfuel

H2
=

0.60 are then performed using the F-TACLES model. The �rst one (S1) assumes
an adiabatic burner while the second one (S2) accounts for heat losses at the
walls. A mesh sensitivity analysis (S2R) is conducted on this last case using the
re�ned mesh introduced in Sec. 2.3.2. To understand the impact of a variation
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of the mean temperature in the ORZ �lled with burnt gases
obtained by thermocouple measurements (left) and RANS simulation (middle). A pho-
tograph (right) of the combustion chamber delineates the positions of thermocouple
measurements in the �ow.

in fuel composition on the �ame shape and stabilization process, a sensitivity
analysis (S3) is also carried out to determine the impact of hydrogen enrichment
on the �ame shape. For that purpose, the fuel composition is increased from
Xfuel

H2
= 0.60 to Xfuel

H2
= 0.90 while other operating conditions are kept constant.

In this latter case, the �ame takes an M shape. The list of LES performed is
also indicated in Tab. 2.1.

2.3.5 Analysis of the results

2.3.5.1 Non-reacting �ow con�guration

Figures 2.7 (a) and (c) show the measured mean axial velocity �eld in two par-
allel longitudinal planes (x,z) at two di�erent positions along the y direction,
respectively (y = 0 and 4 mm). The positions of the Inner Recirculation Zone
(IRZ), Outer Recirculation Zone (ORZ), Inner Shear Layer (ISL) and Outer
Shear Layer (OSL) are indicated in Fig. 2.7 (a). The radial expansion of the jet
due to the swirl imparted to the �ow is also evidenced. As shown in Figs. 2.7
(b) and (d), LES computation S0 capture well the mean �ow topology. In par-
ticular the correct location and angle of the IRZ is well predicted at y = 0 mm
around z = 6 mm. The �ow �eld structure at z = 40 mm is also well predicted
except that the swirling jet arms feature a slightly wider angle in the experi-
ments. The good agreement between the experimental and numerical results
remains valid for o�-axis longitudinal planes, as shown in Fig. 2.7 (c) and (d).
However, simulations over-predict the axial velocity magnitude for z > 25 mm.
The quality of the PIV measurements at these locations is questionable because
of the very low displacement of the particles between two laser pulses (low �ow
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Figure 2.7: 2-D cut of the mean axial velocity Uz in two di�erent longitudinal planes.
The Inner Recirculation Zone (IRZ), Outer Recirculation Zone (ORZ), Inner Shear
Layer (ISL) and Outer Shear Layer (OSL) are indicated in �gure (a).

velocity). It is worth noting that, in the reacting cases discussed later, the
�ame is located far under the area where the velocity discrepancies appear.
Wave patterns are observed in the outer shear layer in the mean numerical �eld
of Uz. This is due to low frequencies shear �ow instabilities within the outer
shear layer that are not statistically converged.

Figure 2.8 shows the mean axial (left column) and orthoradial (right column)
velocities in the axial longitudinal plane y = 0 mm at di�erent axial positions
z above the burner. Both axial Uz and orthoradial Uy velocities are well pre-
dicted by the LES from z = 0 mm to z = 20 mm. The maximum axial velocity
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is reached by the jet at a radial position |x| = 5 mm and is Uz ' 15 m · s−1.
Mean values of Uz and Uy at z = 2 mm are used to compute the simulated swirl
number SLES with the method given by Palies et al. (2010b) (Eq. (1)). The
simulated and experimental swirl numbers are SLES = 0.31 and SPIV = 0.33,
respectively. The swirling motion is therefore correctly reproduced by the LES
and the slight gap can be attributed to geometrical di�erences between the
injector CAD and its real geometry (Bourgouin et al. (2013)).

Figure 2.9 plots a comparison between measured and computed Root Mean
Square (RMS) axial (left column) and radial (right column) velocities. Large
RMS values can be observed at z = 2 mm for x < −15 mm. This behavior, not
seen in the LES results, should not be accounted for since it is a measurement
artifact due to laser sheet re�ections near the dump plate. The measured RMS
components feature high values for |z| ' 3 mm and |z| ' 7 mm that correspond
to the positions of the ISL and OSL. The maximum value of the axial rms ve-
locity �uctuations is U rmsz ' 5 m · s−1, which corresponds to 36% of the bulk
�ow velocity Ubulk = 14 m · s−1. LES predicts the position of these shear layers
and the amplitude of the �uctuations. Di�erences between measurements and
simulations increase for z > 20 mm where the rms �uctuations are underesti-
mated in the simulations for |z| > 10 mm.

The good agreement between measured and computed �ow �elds under non-
reacting conditions validates the methodology retained to prescribe the velocity
boundary conditions at the injection tube outlet z = 0 mm.

2.3.5.2 Impact of heat losses on the �ame topology

The in�uence of heat losses on the turbulent �ame structure is investigated
through adiabatic (S1) and non-adiabatic (S2) simulations for the con�gura-
tion with Xfuel

H2
= 0.6. Figure 2.10 compares the normalized mean heat release

rates predicted by both simulations with the OH* chemiluminescence measure-
ments. The measured and computed hot burnt gases probabilities (right plots)
are also presented. Experiments exhibit a V �ame shape, which is mainly due
to local �ame extinctions induced by wall heat losses. Burnt gases �owing
inside the outer recirculation zone (ORZ) are cooled by the combustor walls.
This leads to local �ame extinction and promotes the transition from an M to
V �ame shape (Guiberti et al. (2015a)). The adiabatic computation plotted
in Fig. 2.10(b) cannot capture this phenomenon and consequently predicts an
M �ame shape where two reaction fronts are observed. The inner �ame front
is located in the ISL between the fresh stream of the reactant jet and the IRZ
�lled with burnt products above the blu�-body wall surface. An outer �ame
front is hosted in the OSL between the fresh gas stream of reactants and the
burnt gases in the ORZ. This prediction is not in agreement with the measure-
ments shown in Fig. 2.10(a), where no reactive layer is observed in the OSL,
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Figure 2.8: 1-D radial mean pro�les of Uz axial velocity (left) and Uy orthoradial
velocity (right) components at di�erent heights z above the rod tip for the y = 0 mm
plane. Black lines and black symbols correspond to simulation S0 and PIV measure-
ments respectively.

leading to a V �ame shape structure.

The normalized mean volumetric heat release rate predicted by the non-adiabatic
simulation (S2) is shown in Fig. 2.10(c). As the model accounts for the impact
of heat losses on the chemical activity, the reactive layer intensity di�ers be-
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Figure 2.9: 1-D radial rms pro�les of Uz axial velocity (left) and Ux radial velocity
(right) components at di�erent heights z above the rod tip for the y = 0 mm plane.
Black lines and black symbols correspond to simulation S0 and PIV measurements
respectively.

tween the ISL and OSL. Indeed, heat losses induced by the sidewalls of the
combustion chamber cool the burnt gases in the ORZ, which are convected to
the OSL, decreasing the mixture reactivity (Guiberti et al. (2015a)). Unlike
S1 results, the outer �ame front is not attached to the burner lips anymore.
However, in contrast with experiments, a weak reactive layer still exists in the
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downstream OSL, near the �ame tip. As discussed later in this section, addi-
tional quenching phenomena not captured by the F-TACLES model remain to
be identi�ed.

Figure 2.11 plots computed mean and rms temperature pro�les at di�erent dis-
tances above the blu�-body tip. Important di�erences are observed between
mean temperature pro�les predicted by both adiabatic and non-adiabatic LES.
In particular, a di�erence of approximately 1000 K is observed in the very slow
ORZ of the �ow, for which an estimation of the characteristic time is τORZ ≈ 40
ms (Guiberti et al. (2015a)). During this recirculation time, hot gases exchange
heat with the cooler combustion chamber side walls at Twall ≈ 800 K. It can
also be noted that for the non-adiabatic computation S2, turbulent structures
are mixing cold and hot burnt gases in the ORZ. This leads to important �uc-
tuations of the temperature unlike the adiabatic computation S1. In both S1
and S2 computations, no temperature �uctuations are found in the IRZ. This
may be explained by the stability of this recirculation zone and by the smaller
gap between the temperature of burnt gases for both computations within the
IRZ because of the limited surface area of the central rod.

The mean and RMS values of the radial and axial velocity components are
shown in Figs. 2.12 and 2.13, respectively. In the present con�guration, the
radial velocity is an indicator of thermal expansion due to combustion. The
presence of the outer �ame front in the adiabatic simulation S1 causes an over
prediction of the heat expansion from z = 5 mm to z = 20 mm. A better agree-
ment with the experiments is obtained in the non-adiabatic simulation S2. The
di�erence is also visible on the RMS velocity pro�les. It means that the pres-
ence of the outer �ame front in the OSL damps the �uctuations of the �ow in
the burnt gases unlike to the non-adiabatic simulation, where heat expansion
is reduced. These �uctuations are due to shear layer instabilities developing
in the OSL between the injected stream of reactants and the slow ORZ. Dif-
ferences are less visible on the mean and RMS axial velocity pro�les shown in
Fig. 2.13 which are both in good agreement with the experiments. The very low
and negative mean axial velocities at large radial distances con�rms the pres-
ence of the ORZ for all heights z where the measurements have been performed.

Flame fronts stabilized in the OSL are more subject to extinction due to heat
losses in comparison to those lying in the ISL as shown in Guiberti et al.
(2015a). This recirculation of cooler burnt gases corresponds to a low enthalpy
region leading to a drop in the �ame consumption speed and causes the �ame
extinction. The reaction process is then inhibited in the OSL leading to the
extinction of the outer �ame front and the stabilization of a V �ame shape.
This conclusion is corroborated by the results obtained in Tay Wo Chong et al.
(2009) on a similar con�guration using RANS simulations. Heat losses were
also identi�ed in Nogenmyr et al. (2013) as altering the �ame shape of a swirl
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burner studied with and without con�nement using a MILES approach.

A very small reaction zone is identi�ed in the OSL regions of the non-adiabatic
simulation S2, both in Fig. 2.10(c) and in the mean temperature pro�les (Fig. 2.11,
z > 15 mm and x = 10 mm), where a slight temperature increase is observed.
This reaction layer is an artifact, not observed in experiment, where the �ame
is quenched because of combined e�ect of strain and heat losses (Coriton et al.
(2013); Tay-Wo-Chong et al. (2015)). To capture this phenomenon, the present
model should account for the impact of local strain rate on the �ame consump-
tion speed, which is very challenging because it occurs at the sub-grid scale.

2.3.5.3 Mesh sensitivity analysis

A homogeneous mesh re�nement has been performed on the simulation S2 so
that the re�ned cell size is twice �ner than in the original mesh. The mean
volumetric heat release rates are plotted in Fig. 2.14. For the simulation S2R,
as the F-TACLES �lter size has also been divided by a factor 2, the impact
of the sub-�lter scale �ame wrinkling is less important. The mesh re�nement
does not modify the prediction of the mean �ame brush position. Indeed, the
predicted �ame angle is not impacted. However, it is worth noting that the
distribution of the volumetric heat release rate is in better agreement with the
experimental data shown in Fig. 2.10(a). For z < 15 mm, the mean heat release
is more intense than for z > 15 mm both in the experiment and re�ned mesh
simulation S2R. This shift in heat release intensity is less perceptible in the
reference mesh simulation S2 and only takes place for z > 20 mm. As the mean
heat release rate is lower for z > 15 mm in the S2R simulation, the mean �ame
length is slightly higher in this case. We also observe that the mesh re�nement
does not improve the prediction of �ame quenching in the OSL.

2.3.5.4 Impact of fuel composition on the �ame topology

The case Xfuel

H2
= 0.60 considered in the experiments and simulations S1, S2

and S2R exhibits a V �ame shape, only anchored on the central rod tip. The
�ame front lies in the inner shear layer (ISL) formed by the fresh combustible
mixture jet and the IRZ �lled with burnt gases. It was shown in Guiberti
et al. (2015a) that increasing the molar fraction of H2 in the fuel Xfuel

H2
con-

tinuously increases the probability p to �nd a �ame front in the OSL. In the
present study, the H2 concentration is set to Xfuel

H2
= 0.90 leading to a very high

probability to �nd an M �ame shape. Figure 2.15(a) shows the mean �ame
structure for Xfuel

H2
= 0.90 using two di�erent diagnostics. The left plot shows a

mean Abel inverted OH* chemiluminescence image while the right plot shows a
mean binarized OH-PLIF result. The outer �ame front in the OSL can clearly
be identi�ed in both images leading to an M �ame shape. As suggested in Kim
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(a) Experiments. (left) Normalized Abel deconvoluted OH* chemiluminescence. (right) Mean
binarized OH-PLIF signal.

(b) Simulation S1. (left) Normalized mean volumetric heat release. (right) Mean binarized
OH molar fraction.

(c) Simulation S2. (left) Normalized mean volumetric heat release. (right) Mean binarized
OH molar fraction.

Figure 2.10: Comparisons of the mean �ame position for the case Xfuel
H2

= 0.60.
Experiments, adiabatic (S1) and non-adiabatic (S2) simulations results are shown.
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Figure 2.11: 1-D radial pro�les of temperature at di�erent distances z from the
blu�-body wall surface for the case Xfuel

H2
= 0.60. (top) Mean pro�les. (bottom) rms

pro�les.

et al. (2010), the increase in laminar burning velocity S0
l due to the increase

of Xfuel

H2
helps the reaction zone to propagate upstream through the OSL. The

presence of the outer �ame front in the OSL also depends on the stretch limit
which is strongly extended when the Lewis number of the combustible mixture
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Figure 2.12: 1-D radial pro�les of the radial velocity Ux at di�erent distances z from
the blu�-body wall surface for the case Xfuel

H2
= 0.60. (top) Mean pro�les. (bottom) rms

pro�les.

decreases (Guiberti et al. (2015a)) as it is the case when the fuel is enriched
with hydrogen (Hawkes and Chen (2004); Lipatnikov and Chomiak (2005)).
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Figure 2.13: 1-D radial pro�les of the axial velocity Uz at di�erent distances z from
the blu�-body wall surface for the case Xfuel

H2
= 0.60. (top) Mean pro�les. (bottom) rms

pro�les.

Figure 2.15(b) shows the mean �ame position predicted by the simulation S3.
By accounting for both the e�ect of heat losses and hydrogen enrichments, the
LES recovers the correct M �ame shape observed in the experiment. There
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Figure 2.14: Mesh sensitivity analysis for the case Xfuel
H2

= 0.60. Comparison of the
normalized mean volumetric heat release predicted by simulation S2 (left), experiments
(middle) and the re�ned mesh simulation S2R (right).

are however still di�erences between the experiment and the simulation. The
�ame length is slightly overpredicted in the simulation. In the experiment, the
reactivity is elevated in the ISL and much lower in the OSL. The reactivity then
progressively decreases towards the �ame tip. In the simulation, the reactivity
keeps high values in the ISL, but also in the OSL, except close to the �ame
tip where it drops rapidly. The turbulent �ame brush in the experiment also
spreads over a wider region than in the simulation. These di�erences might
be attributed to the sub-grid scale wrinkling model that does not fully capture
the �ame wrinkling near the �ame tip. As both �ame fronts are located at
the ISL and OSL, �ame strain e�ects, which are not accounted for by the F-
TACLES model, may also explain the di�erences in reactivity. It is however
worth recalling that the shape of the �ame is well captured by the proposed
methodology.

2.3.6 Conclusions on the simulations in steady conditions

An experimental con�guration has been developed to challenge numerical sim-
ulations for capturing premixed swirling �ame stabilization mechanisms in con-
�ned geometry. Large Eddy Simulations of this combustor have been performed
using the turbulent combustion model F-TACLES, based on �ltered premixed
�amelet tabulation. Two con�gurations, with two levels of H2 enrichment in a
CH4/H2 fuel blend, have been investigated. Experiments show that higher H2

concentration promotes �ames with an M �ame shape, whereas V �ame shapes
are observed for lower values of hydrogen enrichment. Assuming a fully adia-
batic combustion chamber, LES always predicts an M �ame shape. Another set
of LES was performed accounting for measured thermal boundary conditions.
These non-adiabatic LES predict the correct �ame stabilization and show good
agreement with experiments.
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(a) Experiments. (left) Normalized Abel deconvoluted OH* chemiluminescence. (right) Mean
binarized OH-PLIF.

(b) Simulation S3. (left) Normalized mean volumetric heat release. (right) Mean binarized
OH molar fraction.

Figure 2.15: Comparisons of the mean �ame position for the case Xfuel
H2

= 0.90.
Experiments and non-adiabatic simulation results are shown.

It was also found that the non-adiabatic simulation of the case Xfuel

H2
= 0.60

still predicts a low probability of having a �ame front in the OSL, unlike in
the experiments where this probability is zero. This slight di�erence suggests
the importance of other physical phenomena in the V or M �ame shape stabi-
lization process. It might due to the fact that the F-TACLES model does not
explicitly account for the impact of local strain rate on turbulent consumption
speed. In particular, the combined e�ects of strain rate and heat losses may
in�uence the �ame extinction within the OSL. In addition, as explained previ-
ously the in�uence of heat losses on the subgrid scale �ame wrinkling has not
been considered. This assumption should not impact the inner �ame, which
is almost adiabatic. However, at the outer �ame location, where the �ame
is quenched due to heat losses, it may also explain the misprediction of local
�ame extinctions. Accounting for heat losses in the �ame wrinkling modeling
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is a remaining issue which requires further investigations.

Experiments (Guiberti et al. (2015)) indicate that in general the OSL only
hosts a �ame intermittently and its probability of presence p decreases when
the H2 concentration is progressively reduced in the fuel blend. For instance, the
probability to �nd a �ame front in the OSL is p = 0.01 for the case Xfuel

H2
= 0.55

and increases to p = 0.41 for Xfuel

H2
= 0.78. In the two limit cases that were

studied herein p=0.90 for Xfuel
H2

= 0.90 with a well de�ned M �ame shape

and p=0.01 for Xfuel
H2

= 0.60 with a well de�ned V �ame shape. In between
these two limits, the physical processes leading to intermittent M to V and V
to M �ame shape bifurcations are not well understood and need to be further
investigated.

2.4 Simulations in pulsed conditions

2.4.1 Motivations

Turbulent combustion models for Large Eddy Simulation (LES) aims at pre-
dicting the �ame dynamics. So far, they have been proven to predict correctly
the mean �ow and �ame properties in a wide range of con�gurations. A way to
challenge these models in unsteady situations is to test their ability to recover
turbulent �ames submitted to harmonic �ow modulations. In this section, the
Flame Transfer Function (FTF) of a CH4/H2/air premixed swirled-stabilized
�ame submitted to harmonic �owrate modulations in a non-adiabatic com-
bustor is compared to the response computed using the Filtered TAbulated
Chemistry for LES (F-TACLES) formalism.

2.4.2 Numerical setup

Simulations are still conducted with the incompressible, unstructured �nite
volume YALES2 �ow solver (Moureau et al. (2011a)). The numerical setup is
almost identical to the one used in the simulations in steady conditions, except
for the �ow forcing, detailed in the next section.

2.4.3 Flow forcing

A pulsed cold �ow simulation is performed on CD2 to determine the inlet
boundary conditions for the reactive simulations on CD1. The inlet �ow ve-
locity is submitted to an harmonic oscillation at a frequency f = 350 Hz and
a modulation level u′z/ūz = 0.17, where ūz is the local axial velocity in the
22-mm diameter injection channel (with the central insert) and u′z denotes the
�uctuation amplitude. The signals for the axial and azimuthal velocity compo-
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nents are extracted from planes at z = −35 mm corresponding to the exit of
the swirler and z = −20 mm corresponding to the reactive simulations inlet as
shown in Fig. 2.16.

Swirler exit (z = -35 mm)

Reactive simulations inlet (z = -20 mm)

Combustion chamber entrance (z = 0 mm)

d = 15 mm

Cold simulation inlet (z = -51 mm)

Figure 2.16: Geometry of the injection unit and locations of the planes of interest.

Phase averaged results to eliminate e�ects of turbulence are shown in Fig. 2.17.
The axial velocity at the exit of the swirler (solid blue line in Fig. 2.17) and at
the inlet of the numerical domain CD1 (red dashed lines in Fig. 2.17) separated
by a distance d = 15 mm are in phase. This is not the case for the azimuthal
component of velocity that features a phase shift ∆ϕ = 2.19 rad due to the
presence of the swirler, which generates a vorticity wave as a response to the
axial pulsation (Komarek and Polifke (2010); Palies et al. (2010a)). Under the
low Mach number �ow assumption, the axial velocity perturbation is convected
instantaneously along the axial direction. In reality, an acoustic perturbation
propagating at the sound speed c = 340 m.s−1 leads to a phase shift ∆ϕ =
2πfd/c ' 97. 10−3 rad, which is negligible at f = 350 Hz. The azimuthal
velocity perturbation is convected at the bulk �ow velocity ub = 14 m.s−1 in
the annular injection channel. This leads to a phase shift ∆ϕ that linearly
increases with the distance from the exit of the swirler (Palies et al. (2011)):

∆ϕ ' 2π
fd

ub
(2.1)

For the present case, Eq. (2.1) yields a phase shift ∆ϕ of 2.32 rad at f = 350 Hz,
a value which is only 5% larger than the value found in the cold �ow simulation.
For all the reactive �ow simulations presented in this work, Eq. (2.1) is used to
set the phase shift between the azimuthal and axial velocity perturbations at
the numerical domain inlet of CD1.

2.4.4 Flame Describing Function

The FDF is a nonlinear transfer function linking heat release rate �uctuations
Q̇′ to velocity disturbances u′ at some location before the �ame zone. This fre-
quency response is both a function of the forcing frequency and the disturbance
level (Noiray et al. (2008)):

F
(
ω, |u′|

)
=
Q̇′/Q̇

u′/u
= G

(
ω, |u′|

)
eiϕ(ω,|u′|) (2.2)
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Figure 2.17: Normalized phase averaged velocity signal at z = −35 mm (solid blue
line) and z = −20 mm (dashed red lines) for a forcing frequency of f = 350 Hz and
u′z/ūz = 0.17. Top: axial velocity uz/ūz. Bottom: azimuthal velocity uθ/ūθ.

where G is the gain of the FDF and ϕ its phase. This formulation makes an
hypothesis of weak nonlinearity of the �ame response to the harmonic velocity
disturbance u′ and only considers the �rst harmonic Q̇′ of the �ame response.
The higher harmonics are not considered. The quantities u and Q̇ denote
the time averaged values. In the experiments, the velocity disturbances u′ are
measured with a hot wire located upstream of the inlet of the swirler at z = −65
mm (see Fig. 2.1) in a region where the �ow is axial, laminar with a top hat

velocity pro�le. The mean Q̇ and �uctuating Q̇′ heat release rate components
are deduced from OH∗ light intensity I measurements collected over the whole
�ame volume (Palies et al. (2010a)): I ′/Ī = Q̇′/Q̇. In LES, the local �ltered
heat release rate ω̇T is computed as:

ω̇T = γ(∆h) Ξ ω̇∗T (c̃) (2.3)

where γ(∆h) is a parameter introduced to take into account heat losses (Mercier
et al. (2014a)), Ξ is the subgrid scale wrinkling modeled as in Charlette et al.
(2002c) and ω̇∗T (c̃) is the heat release rate tabulated in the �ltered F-TACLES
look-up table. The progress variable c̃ is the solution of a �ltered balance
equation, as discussed in Fiorina et al. (2010a). The �ltered heat release rate
ω̇T is integrated over the whole computational domain to obtain the heat release
rate Q̇:

Q̇ =

∫

V
ω̇TdV (2.4)

The time averaged value is noted Q̇ and Q̇′ corresponds to the Fourier com-
ponent at the harmonic forcing frequency f . The velocity disturbance u′ is
computed in the simulation from the �uctuating mass �ow rate. In both exper-
iments and simulations, the FDF is calculated as the ratio between the cross
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spectral density Py,x of Q̇ and u and the power spectral density Px,x of u taken

at the forcing frequency, which is then normalized by u/Q̇:

F
(
ω, |u′|

)
=
PQ̇,u
Pu,u

u

Q̇
(2.5)

The gain G and the phase ϕ of each point of the FDF are respectively deter-
mined as the modulus and phase lag of F with respect to the velocity signal at
the hot wire location:

G
(
ω, |u′|

)
= |F

(
ω, |u′|

)
| (2.6)

ϕ
(
ω, |u′|

)
= arg

(
F
(
ω, |u′|

))
(2.7)

Experiments are conducted for harmonic �owrate excitations from f = 10 Hz
to 370 Hz with 10 Hz steps and two forcing levels u′/u = 0.09 and u′/u = 0.17.
Numerically, twelve simulations are performed on CD1 with a mesh including
49 million elements to investigate the �ame response at six forcing frequencies
for both levels of velocity disturbance. All cases are synthesized in Tab. 2.2.

Simulations are carried out on an IBM Blue Gene/Q cluster on 1024 processors.
Simulating one period of modulation for the case FT-350-09 takes 2800 CPUh,
while for case FT-100-17 it reaches 10 000 CPUh.

Table 2.2: Investigated cases in simulations.

Simulation Frequency u′/u Number of
(Hz) elements (×106)

FT-100-09 100 0.09 49
FT-100-17 100 0.17 49
FT-160-09 160 0.09 49
FT-160-17 160 0.17 49
FT-160-09-F 160 0.09 395
FT-200-09 200 0.09 49
FT-200-17 200 0.17 49
FT-250-09 250 0.09 49
FT-250-17 250 0.17 49
FT-300-09 300 0.09 49
FT-300-17 300 0.17 49
FT-350-09 350 0.09 49
FT-350-17 350 0.17 49
FT-350-09-F 350 0.09 395
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2.4.5 Results

2.4.5.1 Flame Describing Function

Results of the simulations described in Tab. 2.2 are compared to experimental
data for the FDF gain and phase lag in Fig. 2.18. The simulated phase lag is
in fairly good agreement with experiments for the range of frequencies inves-
tigated. Results better match for the largest perturbation level u′/ū = 0.17.
The in�ection point of the phase lag curve in the experiments at f = 160 Hz is
however not reproduced by the simulations at u′/ū = 0.09.

The quality of the FDF gain prediction by the LES is much more sensitive to
the excitation frequency. Slight di�erences are observed at f = 100, 200, 250,
300 and 350 Hz, with a signi�cant over-prediction of the FDF gain for an ex-
citation at f = 160 Hz. Figure 2.18 shows that the measured FDF gain curves
feature a low response at f = 160 Hz and a high value at f = 350 Hz. Di�er-
ences between simulations and measurements are interpreted in the following
by analyzing the �ow and �ame responses at these two forcing frequencies.
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Figure 2.18: FDF gain (top) and phase lag (bottom). Experiments : u′/ū = 0.09
(red solid line), u′/ū = 0.17 (blue dashed lines). Simulations obtained with the 49
million element mesh: u′/ū = 0.09 (red items), Red items: u′/ū = 0.17 (blue items).

2.4.5.2 Flow and �ame dynamics

Figures 2.19 and 2.20 (left side of each panel) show the experimental data
gathered for �ve phase angles regularly distributed in a modulation period at
f = 350 Hz and f = 160 Hz, respectively. These images show on the left,
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Figure 2.19: Modulation at f = 350 Hz and u′/u = 0.08. Experimental results for
the phase-averaged velocity �eld, probability of presence of hot burnt gases (left) and
OH* intensity with iso-contours of hot burnt gas probability (right) at �ve regularly
distributed phase angles in the oscillation cycle. The position of the center of a large
vortical structure and its convection velocity are indicated as a circle and an arrow.
Dimensions are indicated in millimeters.

phase conditional averages of the velocity �eld superimposed on the probabil-
ity of presence of hot burnt gases in the axial plane of the burner. Two types of
arrows are used to emphasize di�erences between the large velocities reached
by the �ow in the swirling jet (blue arrows) and the smaller velocities in the
outer recirculation zones of the �ow (green arrows). The trace of the OH*
chemiluminescence signal in the same axial plane (after Abel deconvolution) is
plotted on the right together with iso-levels of probability of presence of burnt
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gases. The convection velocities of large coherent structures detected by post-
processing and the velocity �eld are also indicated together with the position
of the center of these vortices.

For the case at f = 350 Hz shown in Fig. 2.19, ϕ = 324◦ corresponds to the
�rst phase, out of the �ve examined, where a large coherent vortical structure
is detected in the outer shear (mixing) layer of the swirling jet with a center
at about 9 mm above the top of the central insert and which is convected at
a velocity 4.8 m.s−1. Note that two consecutive vortices corresponding to two
consecutive modulation periods are visible in the �eld of view for this phase.
The second one with a center at about 25 mm moves faster at a speed of
7.9 m.s−1. The loop sequence 324◦ ≤ ϕ ≤ 324◦ + 360◦ allows following the
growth and downstream convection of each coherent structure in the mixing
layer along the �ame brush until it reaches the �ame tip at a phase lag around
ϕ = 252◦. The right sides in Fig. 2.19 show the measured OH* emission inten-
sity (red/orange colormap) after an inverse Abel transform is applied on the
phase averaged images. These images ease analyzing interactions between the
�ame and the large vortical structures during a modulation period.

At a forcing frequency f = 350 Hz and a forcing level u′/ū = 0.08, the �ame
brush in Fig. 2.19 progressively rolls up around the large vortical structure at
ϕ = 36o and 108o and the �ame length increases, before the �ame is disrupted
between phases ϕ = 108o and 180o when the vortical structure reaches the
�ame tip. The �ame then rapidly shrinks at phases ϕ = 180o and 252o. This
mechanism is similar to the one observed for laminar V �ames submitted to
harmonic �ow modulations (Durox et al. (2005)). This process leads to large
�ame surface area �uctuations during a modulation period and is responsible
for the large FDF gain observed at this forcing frequency in Fig. 2.18. The
probability to �nd hot burnt gases (T ≥ 1800 K (Guiberti et al. (2015b)))
deduced from OH-LIF measurements is also shown in Fig. 2.19. The circular
pocket of hot burnt gases entrained around each vortical structure during a
modulation period con�rms the �ame/vortex roll-up process taking place in
the external shear layer of the swirling �ow. One may also note an interest-
ing feature. The convection velocity of these structures depends on the height
above the burner and features a complex behavior (Oberleithner et al. (2015)).
With the data available, the vortical structure seems to �rst decelerate be-
fore reaccelerating. This observation is in contrast with simpli�ed assumptions
made in many low order models (Schuller et al. (2003); Preetham et al. (2008)).

Figure 2.20 shows the experimental results found at a lower forcing frequency
f = 160 Hz, but a slightly higher forcing level u′/ū = 0.12. The sequence
of phase conditioned data again allows following the growth and downstream
convection of a large vortical structure shed from the injector lip during a mod-
ulation period. In comparison to results at f = 350 Hz at u′/u = 0.08, the
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Figure 2.20: Measured phase-averaged velocity �eld and hot burnt gases probability
(left) and OH* intensity with iso-contours of hot burnt gases probability (right) for
�ve phase angles during a modulation period for f = 160 Hz and u′/u = 0.12. The
vortex center position and its convection velocity are indicated as a circle and an arrow.
Dimensions are indicated in millimeters.

vortex consistently features a larger diameter due to the lower forcing frequency
and the higher modulation level (Oberleithner et al. (2015)). A large circular
pocket of hot burnt gases entrained by the vortical structure is again visible for
this forcing frequency in each image. However, the OH* emission data also re-
veal that the �ame tip is less bent by these large structures during a modulation
period at f = 160 Hz than at f = 350 Hz. Therefore, it can be concluded that
the �ame/vortex roll-up process is less e�cient for f = 160 Hz and u′/ū = 0.12
than for an excitation at f = 350 Hz u′/ū = 0.08. This observation highlights
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the determinant role of the complex �ame/vortex roll-up process taking place
in the �ame response. A larger and more energetic structure does not neces-
sarily leads to a stronger �ame response.

One may already suggest that the vortical structure produced for the forcing
conditions explored in Fig. 2.20 is too large in comparison to the �ame length
to maximize the �ame/vortex roll-up process, even though this structure is en-
ergetic enough to recirculate the hot burnt gases. The role of these coherent
structures in the peak value of the FTF gain has already been highlighted for
the response of laminar V �ames (Durox et al. (2005)) and for the response of
swirling �ames (Palies et al. (2011); Oberleithner et al. (2015)). Oberleithner
et al. (2015) showed that the receptivity of the shear layer is an essential fea-
ture to understand the streamwise growth of these coherent structures. They
found that the FDF gain of their swirling �ame is correlated to the receptivity
of the shear layer when the forcing frequency and amplitude are varied. It is
found here that the �ame/vortex interaction needs also to be considered and
the process is not purely hydrodynamic. Interaction of a large coherent struc-
ture with the �ame may also lead to a low heat release rate response.

A close examination of Figs. 2.19 and 2.20 also reveals that the �ame angle
�uctuates at the base of the central rod during a modulation period. These
�uctuations are di�cult to see in these images and are better highlighted in
Fig. 2.28, which is later discussed. They are larger at f = 160 Hz than at
f = 350 Hz and are attributed to temporal �uctuations of the swirl number
(Palies et al. (2010a); Bunce et al. (2013)). For an excitation at f = 160 Hz,
the �ame motion is controlled by two distinct mechanisms : �ame/vortex roll-
up and swirl number �uctuations. It has been shown in Palies et al. (2010a)
that interferences between these two mechanisms are responsible for a drop of
the FDF gain. It is suggested here that the e�ciency of the �ame/vortex in-
teraction needs also to be considered to understand the observed drop of the
�ame response at f = 160 Hz.

2.4.5.3 Comparison with simulations

The FDF only yields an integrated information on the global �ame response to
the �ow perturbations. A deeper analysis is made in this section by comparing
the measured and computed velocity �elds, the OH* emission and heat release
distributions and the hot burnt gas distributions in the experiments and sim-
ulations when the �ow is modulated. The OH* intensity distribution is here
again directly compared to numerical �elds of volumetric heat release rate, as
was done for instance in Armitage et al. (2006). This hypothesis could be
avoided by using a mechanism which includes OH* species for chemistry tab-
ulation Hall and Petersen (2006). However as the burner operates in the fully
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Figure 2.21: First column: phase-averaged measured OH* emission (left) and com-
puted heat release rate (right). Values are normalized by the maximum. Second column:
measured (left) and computed (right) phase-averaged velocity �eld and hot burnt gas
probability of presence. Results are presented for �ve phase angles of the modulation
period. Case FT-350-09 at f = 350 Hz and u′/ū = 0.09 in Tab. 2.2.
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Figure 2.22: First column: phase-averaged measured OH* emission (left) and com-
puted heat release rate (right). Values are normalized by the maximum. Second column:
measured (left) and computed (right) phase-averaged velocity �eld and hot burnt gas
probability of presence. Results are presented for �ve phase angles of the modulation
period. Case FT-160-17 at f = 160 Hz and u′/ū = 0.17 in Tab. 2.2.
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premixed mode and all signals are normalized by their maximum values, the
errors induced by this approximation are expected to be limited and will not
alter the following analysis. Also, a kinetic scheme with OH* would need to be
validated with the 1D �ame solver used here and a new look-up table would be
generated with this new species.

The left columns in Figs. 2.21 and 2.22 show images with the measured phase
averaged OH* emission distribution plotted on the left and the phase averaged
heat release rate calculated in the simulation on the right for excitations at
f = 350 Hz and f = 160 Hz, respectively. The right columns in these �g-
ures compare the measured (on the left side) and computed (on the right side)
phase averaged hot burnt gas probability of presence superimposed to the cor-
responding velocity �elds. These comparisons are conducted for �ve phases
in the modulation cycle. One recalls that the phase lag ϕ in these �gures is
indicated with respect to the velocity signal measured at the hot wire location.

Regardless of the forcing frequency and the phase in the forcing cycle, the ex-
perimental and numerical data are close in Figs. 2.21 and 2.22. The position
and size of the large vortical structures convected in the outer shear layer of
the swirling jet are well reproduced at each phase in the cycle. The shape and
size of the recirculating hot burnt gases pockets entrained by these vortical
structures are also well captured by the LES. Overall, the shape of the �ame
brush at the di�erent phases in the forcing cycle is also fairly well predicted by
the simulations in Figs. 2.21 and 2.22. For f = 350 Hz, the large �ame/vortex
roll-up process is reproduced by the simulations for the phases 36◦ ≤ ϕ ≤ 180◦

where the vortex interacts with the �ame tip. For f = 160 Hz, the calculated
�ame/vortex roll-up process also appears less intense in Fig. 2.22, which is con-
sistent with the experimental observations.

The velocity �elds calculated in the simulations through the axial plane of the
burner and the PIV data are extracted at heights z = 5, 15, 25 and 35 mm
above the combustion chamber dump plane and are plotted in Figs. 2.23 and
2.24. The experimental values are masked for x < 5 mm because �ow seeding
is not high enough to provide statistical meaningful information in the central
region of the �ow. The numerical values are kept in this region to highlight the
evolution of the �ow in the inner recirculation zone. These additional �gures
con�rm that the shape of the velocity pro�les for both components are the same
between experiments and simulations at all heights z and phases ϕ. There are
however di�erences in the peak values reached by the perturbed �ow in exper-
iments and simulations. The largest di�erences are observed at x ∼ 10 mm in
the outer shear layer of the swirling �ow.

One may identify other di�erences between experiments and simulations in
Figs. 2.21 and 2.22. The �rst one is the presence of residual heat release in
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Figure 2.23: First column: measured (symbols) and computed (solid lines) phase-
averaged axial velocity uz. Second column: measured (symbols) and computed (solid
lines) phase-averaged radial velocity ux. Results are presented for three phase angles
of the modulation period and di�erent heights z. Case FT-350-09 at f = 350 Hz and
u′/ū = 0.09 in Tab. 2.2.

the outer shear layer of the swirling jet in the simulations. This di�erence in
volumetric heat release distribution can also be observed for the unperturbed
�ame shown in Fig. 2.10. The second one is the di�erence between the axial
expansion of the zones with large heat release rate values. Overall, the �ame
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Figure 2.24: First column: measured (symbols) and computed (solid lines) phase-
averaged axial velocity uz. Second column: measured (symbols) and computed (solid
lines) phase-averaged radial velocity ux. Results are presented for three phase angles
of the modulation period and di�erent heights z. Case FT-160-17 at f = 160 Hz and
u′/ū = 0.17 in Tab. 2.2.

appears taller in the simulations compared to experimental observations. The
largest di�erences are observed for the case at f = 350 Hz and ϕ = 252◦ and
ϕ = 324◦ in Fig. 2.21. It is known that the �ame angle and �ame height are
important features that a�ect the �ame frequency response to �ow perturba-
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tions (Schuller et al. (2003)). Therefore, it is worth examining if di�erences
between the measured and computed FDF gain can be attributed to di�erences
of the observed and simulated �ame shapes.

Z

Figure 2.25: De�nition of interrogation regions.

To this end, data are further analyzed by splitting the images in eight inter-
rogation regions of 5 mm each, as shown in Fig. 2.25. Layer Z05 denotes the
region between the rod tip and 5 mm above. Layer Z10 comprises the region
between 5 mm ≤ z ≤ 10 mm and so on. Figures 2.26 (fScena = 350 Hz) and
2.27 (f = 160 Hz) compare, for each of these layers, the measured (top) and
computed (bottom) evolutions of the phase averaged integral of OH* intensity
(measurements) and heat release rate (simulations) calculated over the region
covered by the layer as a function of the phase in the forcing cycle. Values are
normalized by the average value obtained in each layer during a modulation
period.

Results in Fig. 2.26 are analyzed �rst for an excitation at f = 350 Hz. For
layers Z05, Z10, Z15, Z20, Z25 and Z30, which correspond to small and inter-
mediate distances from the injector nozzle, agreement between the measured
OH* intensity I/I and heat release rate Q̇/Q̇ deduced from the simulation is
good. The simulation reproduces well the shape of the measured signal both in
phase and amplitude in the di�erent interrogation windows. Agreement how-
ever worsens when results are compared for the upper layers Z35 and Z40. Both
the amplitude and the phase lag of the measured I/I and computed Q̇/Q̇ sig-
nals di�er in these regions. These di�erences have however a limited impact
on the global �ame response and its FDF as shown in Fig. 2.18 at f = 350 Hz
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Figure 2.26: Evolution of the normalized phase-averaged integral of heat release rate
for each layer de�ned in Fig. 2.25 during a modulation period. Top: experiments.
Bottom: simulations. Case FT-350-09 at f = 350 Hz and u′/u = 0.09 in Tab. 2.2.

because the relative �uctuations Q̇/Q̇ remain relatively weak in the regions Z35
and Z40 in Fig. 2.26 compared to the ones found at Z25 and Z20 which are
better reproduced by the simulations.

Results in Fig. 2.27 for an excitation at f = 160 Hz are now analyzed. Except
for layer Z20, the shape of the relative �uctuation I/I observed for the OH*
signal in the experiment is well reproduced by the relative heat release rate
�uctuation Q̇/Q̇ found in the LES. The amplitude of these signals is also well
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Figure 2.27: Evolution of the normalized phase-averaged integral of heat release rate
for each layer de�ned in Fig. 2.25 during a modulation period. Top: experiments.
Bottom: simulations. Case FT-160-17, f = 160 Hz and u′/u = 0.17 in Tab. 2.2.

reproduced by the LES for layers Z05, Z10, Z15, Z20 and Z25. However, sim-
ulations largely over-predict the amplitude of heat release rate �uctuations in
layers Z30, Z35 and Z40, corresponding to the upper part of the �ame. Because
the �ame stabilizes with a V-shape, the upper parts of the �ame comprise a large
fraction of the total �ame surface area and contribute signi�cantly to the total
heat release rate oscillation. Therefore, over-predicting the amplitude of heat
release rate �uctuations in these regions is likely to have a signi�cant impact
on the predicted FDF. This could explain why the FDF gain is largely over-
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predicted by the simulation at the forcing frequency f = 160 Hz in Fig. 2.18.

The previous �gures reveal that heat release rate �uctuations are poorly pre-
dicted by the simulation in the upper region of the �ame at both forcing fre-
quencies f = 350 Hz due to phase phase mismatch between the experimental
and numerical signals and at f = 160 Hz due to an amplitude mismatch, but
LES predicts the correct FDF gain for an excitation at f = 350 Hz and over-
predicts it for f = 160 Hz in Fig. 2.18. To better understand this behavior,
Fig. 2.28 plots the minimum and maximum values of the heat release rate Q̇
and OH* light intensity I signals found in each interrogation region over a forc-
ing cycle. This comparison gives an indication on how well the envelope of the
�ame motion is reproduced by the simulation as a function of the distance to
the injector outlet.

Results for f = 350 Hz and u′/ū = 0.09 are shown at the left in Fig. 2.28.
One �rst sees that the envelope of the perturbed �ame brush does not move
close to the �ame anchoring region, meaning that the �ame root angle does not
vary in this region at this forcing condition. The �ame brush envelope then
starts to grow further downstream and this motion grows in amplitude with
the downstream distance to the rod tip up to the region Z20. At this distance,
the amplitude of this motion starts to shrink in the experiments further down-
stream. These features are well reproduced by the LES, except very close to
the �ame tip where the LES overestimates the amplitude of the �ame brush
motion at Z40. As already stated, this has a limited impact on the FDF at
f = 350 Hz, because the contribution to the total heat release �uctuation of
the signal originating from the �ame tip remains relatively weak in this case.

The situation di�ers in the right graph in Fig. 2.28 obtained for a forcing
frequency f = 160 Hz and u′/ū = 0.17. One may already note a sizable
motion of the �ame brush envelope very close to the �ame anchoring region
associated to large �uctuations of the �ame root angle for this modulation.
The envelope of the �ame brush motion then also grows with the downstream
distance to the rod tip and this is again well reproduced by the simulation
up to region Z20. The maximum �uctuation amplitude is reached for Z30 in
the experiments. The measured signal then slightly drops at Z=40 while the
envelope of the simulated signal continuously grows with the distance to the
rod tip and reaches the largest oscillations at the �ame tip. Therefore, LES
does not accurately predict the FDF gain at f = 160 Hz in Fig. 2.18 due to a
di�culty at reproducing the correct �ame tip motion at this forcing condition.

2.4.6 Analysis

The objective of the following analysis is to identify the reasons which explain
the limitation of the LES and to provide routes for improvement. Di�erences
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Figure 2.28: Extrema of the normalized phase-averaged integral heat release rate
in each layer de�ned in Fig. 2.25 as a function of the downstream position. Blue
crosses: simulations. Red circles: experiments. Top: case FT-350-09. Bottom: case
FT-160-17.

between LES predictions and experiments for the FDF gain and �ame motion
suggest that turbulent heat release �uctuation prediction should be improved.
The data presented in the previous sections also indicate that these di�erences
may be speci�cally attributed to di�culties in computing the spatial distri-
bution of the heat release rate, particularly near the tip of the �ame. This
issue potentially derives for errors in determining the correct �ame consump-
tion speed, which controls the �ame shape and �ame height. Di�erent scenarii
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are now envisaged to explore these issues.

2.4.6.1 Scenario A: impact of the grid resolution

Original simulations carried out on a mesh with 49 million elements have been
reconducted on a homogeneously re�ned grid made of 395 million elements for
both forcing frequencies f = 160 Hz and f = 350 Hz. Results for the �ame
dynamics are not shown here, but one barely sees any di�erence with the phase
averaged �elds plotted in Figs. 2.21 and 2.22 that were obtained with the orig-
inal grid. Values for the FDF gain and phase lag obtained on the �ne grid
are added to the FDF plotted in Fig. 2.29. The results are a bit improved at
f = 350 Hz, but there is no signi�cant di�erence, meaning that the grid reso-
lution does not improve the quality of the prediction of �ame response to �ow
perturbations and in particular does not help to reduce the di�erence observed
at f = 160 Hz.
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Figure 2.29: FDF gain (top) and phase lag (bottom). Experiments : u′/ū = 0.09
(red solid line), u′/ū = 0.17 (blue dashed lines). Simulations : u′/ū = 0.09 (red
items). Upward oriented triangles: re�ned mesh with 395 million elements. Rightward
oriented triangles: original mesh with 49 million elements.

2.4.6.2 Scenario B: impact of the subgrid scale �ame wrinkling

model

Subgrid scale �ame wrinkling directly alters the e�ective propagation speed of
the turbulent �ame and may therefore in�uence the quality of the FDF pre-
diction. In the present formulation, uncertainties in �ame wrinkling modeling
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are mainly concentrated in the estimation of the ad-hoc β parameter of the
Charlette model (Charlette et al. (2002c)) given by:

Ξ∆ =

(
∆

δ0
l

)β
(2.8)

where ∆ is the spatial �lter width and δ0
l the laminar �ame thickness. In

the present simulations, the e�ciency function Ξ∆ reaches 2.83. Assuming the
saturated form of the Charlette model, changing the β value leads to changes
of the turbulent �ame speed ST as follows:

Sβ+∆β
T

SβT
=

(
∆

δ0
l

)∆β

(2.9)

Figure 2.30: Comparison of the measured OH* signal and simulated heat release
rate distributions without acoustic forcing. Left: experiments. Middle: simulations
with β = 0.5. Right: simulations with β = 0.6.

Figure 2.30 compares the �ame shapes calculated for β = 0.5 and β = 0.6
with the experimental data in the absence of external forcing. Increasing β
to 0.6 corresponds to an increase of 20% of Sl,0. According to Eq. (2.9), with
∆ = 3.5 mm and δ0

l = 0.44 mm, this corresponds to an increase of ST approxi-
mately equal to 23%. As expected, the �ame brush is shorter in Fig. 2.30 with
an increased turbulent �ame speed for β = 0.6. The distribution of volumetric
heat release rate now also better matches the OH* distribution in the experi-
ments. The main di�erence between experiments and these new simulations is
now related to the thin residual reaction layer in the outer shear layer of the
swirling jet, which is absent in the OH* experiment, but is still present in the
simulated heat release distribution.
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This new numerical solution is retained to assess the in�uence of the β param-
eter on the �ame response to a �ow modulation at f = 160 Hz and u′/u = 0.17
(case FT-160-17 in Tab. 2.2). This case is chosen because the largest di�er-
ences with experiments are observed for the FDF gain at f = 160 Hz. The
same procedure is applied for the �ow modulation, the only change being the
increase of β from 0.5 to 0.6. As shown in Fig. 2.31, the calculated FDF gain
with β = 0.6 is not improved in any way with respect to the experimental data
and to the previous simulations made with β = 0.5.
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Figure 2.31: FDF gain (top) and phase bottom. Experiments : u′/ū = 0.09 (red
solid line), u′/ū = 0.17 (blue dashed lines). Simulations : u′/ū = 0.17 (blue items).
Triangles: β = 0.5. Circles: β = 0.6.

This test shows that the β parameter cannot explain the discrepancy of the FDF
gain observed at f = 160 Hz between experiments and simulations. The �ame
dynamics is, for this con�guration, not very sensitive to the subgrid scale �ame
modeling. As Ξ decreases with mesh re�nement, this conclusion is somehow
consistent with scenario A, where it has been shown that results are not very
sensitive to the grid size. This result also reveals that despite the �ame length is
better reproduced by LES for the unforced case, the �ame response observed in
the experiments is still not recovered. This means that the role of the residual
reaction rate observed in the simulations for β = 0.5 or β = 0.6 in the outer
shear layer of the swirling �ow may have a major e�ect on the �ame response
to acoustic modulations and its FDF at f = 160 Hz.
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2.4.6.3 Scenario C: in�uence of the strain rate on the �ame response

In F-TACLES, the chemistry is tabulated from unstrained premixed laminar
�ames. It is assumed that the �ame structure is not altered by the strain rate
leading to a constant �ame thickness. However, in the investigated con�gura-
tion, the �ame is subjected to large velocity �uctuations that stretch the �ame
up and down during a forcing cycle. To investigate this issue, the LES velocity
�elds are post-processed to estimate the resolved strain rate as follows:

S̃ =

√
2(S̃ijS̃ij) where S̃ij =

1

2

(
∂ũi
∂xj

+
∂ũj
∂xi

)
(2.10)

Note that subgrid scale strain e�ects are not included in this expression and
Eq. (2.10) only provides an estimate of the e�ective strain rate acting on the
�ame front elements. An instantaneous view of S̃ is shown at the left in Fig. 2.32
for an excitation at f = 350 Hz and u′/ū = 0.09. The corresponding tempera-
ture �eld is plotted at the right in Fig. 2.32. As expected, the strain rate is high
in the inner and outer shear layers of the swirling jet. As discussed in Mercier
et al. (2016b) and the previous analysis of the simulations in steady conditions,
simulations predict a thin residual reaction zone in the outer shear layer of the
swirling jet, which is not observed in the OH* light signal measured in the
experiments. This region is also characterized by large heat losses (Guiberti
et al. (2015b)). This is highlighted by the temperature �eld in Fig. 2.32, where
the burnt gases are cooled down to 800 K and the fresh gases from the swirling
reactant stream meet the cooled burnt gases that are recirculating in the corner
of the combustor.
The combined e�ects of heat losses and strain rates are not included in the
LES model used in this work and may explain the di�erences observed between
simulations and experiments (Klarmann et al. (2016); Tay Wo Chong et al.
(2016); Tay Wo Chong et al. (2017)). One possibility would be to include
these e�ects in the tabulated chemistry. One can mention the work presented
in Chong et al. (2009) or Breda et al. (2018), where the e�ect of heat losses
and strain rate is taken into account in the tabulation process. This raised
however critical modeling issues out of the scope of the present study such as
the estimation of unresolved strain rate in the LES. The following simpli�ed
approach is therefore preferred to analyze the results.

The following 1D numerical analysis is undertaken. A collection of 1D strained
premixed �ames is computed with the REGATH solver (Franzelli et al. (2013)).
The simulated con�guration consists in a 1D steady isobaric laminar premixed
�ame stabilized between two counter-�ows. A CH4/H2/air mixture is injected
from one side at the equivalence ratio φ = 0.70 and temperature Tf = 298 K.
The opposite injector is fed with burnt gases of the same mixture for which a
given enthalpy defect ∆h is applied. For that purpose, the equilibrium com-
position of the burnt gases at an imposed temperature is computed �rst for
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Figure 2.32: Instantaneous LES resolved strain rate (left) and temperature (right)
for the case FT-350-09.

the CH4/H2/air mixture composition injected in the system. The imposed
burnt gas temperature is then varied between the adiabatic �ame temperature
reached in the absence of heat losses and the minimum temperature set here
to 800 K approximately. This latter temperature roughly corresponds to the
temperature of the burnt gases in the coldest zones of the combustor found in
Fig. 2.32. The critical strain rate leading to �ame quenching is then extracted
from the 1D simulations as the strain rate for which the laminar �ame speed of
the non-adiabatic strained �ame drops below 5 cm.s−1. The results are plotted
in Fig. 2.33 as a black line, delimiting two zones. For a given enthalpy loss,
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combustion persists below a speci�c strain rate threshold level. Increasing the
strain rate beyond this value results in �ame extinction.
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Figure 2.33: Black line: critical strain rate as a function of the enthalpy defect
delimiting the quenching and no quenching zones. Symbols: resolved strain rate at
z = 0 mm and at the point of maximum heat release in the outer shear layer of the
swirling jet as a function of the enthalpy defect in the burnt gases at x = 10 mm and
z = 0 mm.

It is worth examining the LES calculations and see where the results are located
in this diagram. The cases FT-160-09, FT-160-17, FT-350-09 are selected. Re-
solved (or �ltered) value of the strain rate is picked in the LES calculations
at z = 0 mm corresponding to the top of the central blu�-body and at the
point of maximum heat release in the outer shear layer of the swirling jet. This
particular location is selected because this is where the highest strain rates
are observed in the outer shear layer of the jet in Fig. 2.33. The value of the
enthalpy defect δh needs also to be estimated and is taken here in the burnt
gases at x = 10 mm and z = 0 mm. This region is again selected in the outer
shear layer of the swirling jet at the same altitude z as for the estimation of the
strain rate, but in the cold burnt gases as shown in Fig. 2.33. The values for
the strain rate and enthalpy defect are extracted from LES for twenty regularly
distributed instants, each separated by T/10, where T = 1/f is the oscillation
period of the forcing signal. This duration covers two full cycles of excitation.
These data are then added to Fig. 2.33 for each case explored.

Figure 2.33 clearly shows that, even by neglecting unresolved (or sub�lter)
strain rate contribution, the �ame should be quenched in the outer shear layer
of the swirling jet at z = 0 mm for the three cases explored and all instants
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considered in the forcing cycle. The �ame cannot sustain such levels of strain
rate for these levels of enthalpy defect. One may also note that the values
found lie quite far from the boundary of the quenched zone, which has been
calculated with a laminar counter-�ow con�guration. Slight variations of the
enthalpy defect or strain rate estimates due to the region of interest in the outer
reaction layer where these values are probed and e�ects of turbulence will thus
not a�ect the conclusion. Therefore, the limitations of the combustion mod-
eling may explain the remaining reaction zone in the outer shear layer of the
swirling jet.

This is con�rmed by a supplementary post-processing of the numerical results
which demonstrates the combined e�ects of strain and enthalpy defect on the
turbulent �ame topology. By using laminar �ame data from Fig. 2.33, isolines
of the critical strain rate associated to a given enthalpy defect are indicated in
Fig. 2.34, at one selected time instant of case FT-350-09. This post-processing
avoids the need to model unresolved strain rate contributions. Being super-
imposed to the �eld of heat released, these isolines evidence regions where the
strain rate would lead to �ame quenching. Even at moderate levels of strain
rate (as low as 600 s−1), �ame quenching by strain would occur primarily in the
outer �ame region. At the opposite, the e�ect of strain rate on the inner �ame
region is not signi�cant, as the enthalpy defect in this region is small compared
to the one in the outer recirculation zone.

Figure 2.34: Instantaneous heat release rate �eld for case FT-350-09 with super-
imposed isolines corresponding to the critical strain rate for a given enthalpy defect
(extracted from Fig. 2.33).
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The response of this additional reaction layer is considered in the computation
of the FDF gain in the numerical results. The di�erences in �ame response
between f = 160 and 350 Hz result in a variable additional gain due to the
response of the outer reaction zone to acoustic forcing. At the forcing frequency
f = 160 Hz and u′/ū = 0.16, the �ame envelope varies greatly in height over an
excitation cycle (Fig. 2.22), the outer reaction zone changing accordingly. At
f = 350 Hz and u′/ū = 0.16, the �ame envelope is less altered by the forcing
with a weakly evolving outer reaction zone. Therefore, the additional FDF
gain is more noticeable at f = 160 Hz than at f = 350 Hz. The FDF data in
Fig. 2.18 corroborate this scenario.

2.4.7 Conclusion on the simulations in pulsed conditions

Comparisons between experiments and numerical simulations for the FDF of
a swirl-stabilized premixed �ame have been carried out. The FDF phase shift
between velocity and heat release rate �uctuations integrated over the �ame
volume is fairly well reproduced by the simulations for the two modulation lev-
els u′/ū = 0.09 and 0.17 examined. However, di�erences appear for the FDF
gain at both forcing levels. Detailed examinations of the �ame response at
two forcing frequencies f = 160 Hz and f = 350 Hz indicate di�erences in the
way the volumetric heat release is distributed over the �ame raising questions
regarding the modeling choices. An analysis of the dynamics of the turbulent
�ame brush envelope to the acoustic excitation reveals a complex response that
depends on the forcing conditions. The current turbulent combustion formal-
ism (F-TACLES) makes the assumption that the �ame stays in the regime of
unstretched �amelets with constant subgrid �ame wrinkling parameters. These
two hypotheses need to be reconsidered for the pulsated �ows analyzed in this
study. Several scenarii are explored and show that the main issue that should
be taken into account in the numerical modeling approach is the combined ef-
fects of strain rate and enthalpy defect on �ame structure. This conclusion is
not speci�cally limited to the F-TACLES formalism. A similar approach with
TFLES would have probably given the same results.
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This chapter aims to address the ability of the F-TACLES model
to retrieve the correct turbulent spray �ame structure of a liquid n-
heptane/air laboratory jet burner. LES results are compared against
experimental measurements in terms of heat release, spray properties
and �ow characteristics.

3.1 Context of the study and objectives

3.1.1 General context

Aeronautical engines are operated with liquid fuel directly injected in the com-
bustor. Two-phase combustion is extremely di�cult to understand as it requires
a simultaneous access to a large number of highly-correlated thermo-physical
properties (Jenny et al. (2012)). The Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approach
represents nowadays the best compromise between cost and accuracy to simu-
late complex reactive �ows. Despite recent impressive progress, many e�orts are
still performed by the combustion modeling community to develop and validate
LES for turbulent spray �ame computational strategies (Jones et al. (2017);
Jones et al. (2014); Shum-Kivan et al. (2016); Franzelli et al. (2016); Heye
et al. (2015)). Model comparison against accurate experimental data is crucial
to properly assess the ability of numerical strategies to recover the turbulent
spray �ame properties. It includes the �ow velocity, the droplets characteristics
and the �ame structure.

3.1.2 State of the art on the simulations of the present exper-
iment

The experiment presented in Sec. 3.2 has been previously studied numerically
by Shum-Kivan et al. (2016) by using a global two-step chemistry (Paulhiac
(2015)) combined with the TFLES approach (Legier et al. (2000); Colin et al.
(2000)). The �ow velocity, as well as the droplet size distribution and velocity
have been well predicted. However, an underestimation of the �ame lift-o�
has been observed, which is probably due to the limitation of the reduced two-
step chemistry model. Other approaches were tested on this con�guration, for
example with the stochastic �elds method (Gallot Lavallee et al. (2017)).

3.1.3 Objectives

This chapter presents the �rst application of the �ltered tabulated chemistry
model F-TACLES in a turbulent spray combustion con�guration. The retained
con�guration is a new well-instrumented experimental turbulent spray �ame
that has been designed and operated at CORIA laboratory (Verdier et al.
(2016)). Simulations are conducted on two di�erent grids: a coarse one, repre-
sentative of meshing constraints encountered in industrial applications, and a
�ne one for which the size of the cells within the reaction zones has been cho-
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sen so that both �ame thickness and subgrid �ame wrinkling are fully resolved.
The �ne grid simulation will challenge the ability of the chemistry tabulation to
retrieve the spray �ame structure (Franzelli et al. (2013)), whereas the coarse
LES will also test the suitability of F-TACLES to capture unresolved inter-
actions between the spray �ame and turbulence. Experimental and numerical
data are compared and analyzed in terms of �ame structure, gas velocity, spray
diameter distribution and velocity and spray temperature.

3.2 Experimental con�guration

The experimental con�guration is an n-heptane spray/air jet burner experi-
mented at CORIA by Verdier et al. (2016). It is operated at atmospheric pres-
sure and 298 K. The air injection is performed from a plenum to a non-swirling
injector in order to generate the co-�ow where the liquid fuel is atomized. The
air mass �ow rate of is 6 g.s−1. The injection of liquid n-heptane comes from
a simplex injector that generates a hollow cone with a mass �ow rate of 0.28
g.s−1. A general view of the con�guration geometry is shown in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Experimental setup. Air path in red, spray injection in blue. From Shum-
Kivan et al. (2016).

Several experimental measurements have been performed. The Phase Doppler
Anemometry (PDA) gives access to the gas and spray velocity and the spray
diameter distribution. The �ame structure is determined thanks to OH Planar
Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF). Finally, the Global Rainbow Technique
(GRT) (Saengkaew et al. (2013)) provides the spray temperature, which is
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rarely available in experimental diagnostics. Further details about these mea-
surements can be found in Verdier et al. (2016).
The �ame structure shown in Fig. 3.2 by the OH-PLIF measurement exhibits
a double branch. The inner �ame front corresponds to a premixed �ame where
the small droplets are vaporized rapidly and the high levels of turbulence favor
the air/fuel mixing, forming a highly wrinkled �ame front. The outer �ame
front is closer to a di�usion �ame, where air located outside reacts with rich
hot gases still containing a large amount of unburnt gaseous n-heptane. OH-
PLIF also shows that the �ame is lifted from the injection plane.

Figure 3.2: Instantaneous (left) and mean (right) OH-PLIF shots, from Verdier et al.
(2016).

3.3 Numerical Setup

3.3.1 General parameters

The YALES2 �ow solver, presented in Chapter 1, is used for this con�guration.
The full modeling details are also presented in Chapter 1. The subgrid scale
Reynolds stresses are closed with the SIGMA model (Nicoud et al. (2011a)),
as in Chapter 2.
The computational domain de�ned in Shum-Kivan et al. (2016) is also used in
this thesis.
The injected spray is polydispersed in size, following a two-parameter Rosin-
Rammler distribution (González-Tello et al. (2008)) with a Sauter Mean Di-
ameter (SMD) d32 of 31 microns and a spread parameter q of 2.3. The form
of the injected spray is obtained with the Liquid Injection for Swirl Atomizers
(LISA) formalism (Guedot (2015)) to obtain the desired swirled hollow cone
spray. Parameters of droplet distribution in size are empirically adjusted to �t
measurements at 10 mm above the burner exit as shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Particle size distribution. Experiments: grey bars, Rosin-Rammler dis-
tribution: black diamonds.

3.3.2 Application of the F-TACLES table generation process
to n-heptane

In order to simulate the KIAI burner, the generation of a F-TACLES table is
necessary. The KIAI burner is operated with n-heptane, a fuel that has never
been considered for the generation of a F-TACLES table.

3.3.2.1 Chemical table generation

The chemical table is built from a library of laminar freely propagating n-
heptane/air premixed �amelet computed with the REGATH code (Darabiha
(1992)) and by using the POLIMI 106 detailed mechanism made of 106 species
and 1738 reactions (Ranzi et al. (2014)).
A comparison for the laminar �ame speed between this mechanism, experiments
and two other is shown in Fig. 3.4.

3.3.2.2 Filtered look-up table generation

In order to generate a look-up table for the simulations, the CAFE code is used
to generate a table containing the �ltered �amelets.
The �amelets are �ltered using a �lter width equal to 0 or 3.5 mm, depending
on the case, and stored in a table that contains 200 points in the progress
variable direction and 151 points in the mixture fraction direction.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of laminar �ame speed between experimental data from Ku-
mar et al. (2007) (green stars), a two-step reduced mechanism (red line), an analyti-
cally reduced mechanism (cyan line), both used in Shum-Kivan et al. (2016) and the
POLIMI 106 detailed mechanism from Ranzi et al. (2014) used in this work.

3.3.3 Simulations presented

Two cases (A and B) are presented in this chapter. Case A features an un-
structured mesh composed of 53 million elements and 10.5 million nodes, iden-
tical to Shum-Kivan et al. (2016). Case B is performed on a coarser mesh of
17 million elements and 3.5 million nodes. Case A is su�ciently resolved so
that arti�cial broadening of the �ame front is not required. Indeed, the mesh
size in the reaction zone is less than 0.1 mm, whereas the minimum possible
�ame thickness, given by a laminar stoichiometric premixed freely propagating
�ames, is about 0.5 mm. With 5 nodes accross the �ame front, the resolution
of the chemical layer is therefore su�cient to ensure the proper propagation
of the �ame without introducing numerical artifact (Fiorina et al. (2010a)).
The �ame front resolution in Case B is more representative of LES conditions
encountered in industrial con�gurations. The mesh size in the reaction zone,
around 0.5 mm, is not su�cient to resolve the �ame front.
For case A simulation, as the �ame is fully resolved on the LES mesh, this
look-up table is directly used to close Eq. 1.42 without being �ltered (∆ = 0).
Consequently, by assuming �amelet regime, the �ame wrinkling is also fully
resolved on the LES grid and Ξ∆ = 1. At the opposite, the �amelets library
is �ltered in Case B by using a �lter width ∆ = 3.5 mm so that the resolved
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Table 3.1: Studied cases.

Case A B

Elements (million) 53 17
F-TACLES Filter size ∆ (mm) 0.0 3.5
Subgrid �ame wrinkling Ξ∆ 1.0 Charlette et al. (2002c)

�ltered �ame thickness is su�cient to capture the �ame consumption speed on
the coarse mesh. Subgrid scale �ame wrinkling is modelled as in Charlette et al.
(2002c). Combustion model properties used for case A and B are summarized
in Table 3.1.

3.4 Results and analysis

The two cases A and B are computed in both non-reactive and reactive con-
�gurations. Therefore, four simulations are presented in the following sections.
The non-reacting cases are appended with the su�x -NR and the reacting ones
with -R.
Figure 3.5 shows the positions of the pro�les that are used for comparing ex-
perimental and numerical results. The temperature �eld of case A-R is shown
in transparency to indicate the position of the �ame in reacting cases.

Figure 3.5: Positions of the pro�les of the experimental database. Red lines: radial
pro�les at Z = 10, 20 and 40 mm. Blue lines: axial pro�les at r = 0, 5, 10 and 15
mm.
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3.4.1 Flow topology and gas velocity

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show for cases A-NR and B-NR the instantaneous and
mean axial velocity �elds in the central vertical plane. The �ow topology is
very similar on average for both meshes. Several zones are identi�ed. The
injector e�ect is to accelerate the �ow up to 30 m/s before exiting into the
atmosphere. A recirculation zone appears at the exit of the injector, where the
liquid injection is made. The e�ect of the injection of the droplets is visible
in this zone, with a local increase of the axial velocity. Finally, a mixing layer
appears between the fast air that exits the injector and the air at rest in the
atmosphere.
The e�ect of the mesh is visible in the instantaneous �eld, where smaller vortices
appear for the �ne mesh.

Figure 3.6: Instantaneous axial velocity �elds for cases A-NR (left) and B-NR (right)
in the central vertical plane.

Figure 3.7: Mean axial velocity �elds for cases A-NR (left) and B-NR (right) in the
central vertical plane.

Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show for cases A-R and B-R the instantaneous and mean
axial velocity �elds in the central vertical plane. The general �ow topology is
similar to non-reacting cases. The main di�erence is linked to the presence of
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the �ame, which broadens the width of the jet through thermal expansion.

Figure 3.8: Instantaneous axial velocity �elds for cases A-R (left) and B-R (right)
in the central vertical plane.

Figure 3.9: Mean axial velocity �elds for cases A-R (left) and B-R (right) in the
central vertical plane.

For the axial velocity component, non-reacting (left) and reacting (right) LES
results are compared against the measurements at 10, 20 and 40 mm high above
the burner exit in Figs. 3.10 for the mean and 3.11 for the RMS.
Both cases A and B solutions match well the experimental data, meaning that
the �ow statistics are well captured, even on the coarse grid.
The main di�erence is the underestimation of the maximal axial velocity around
10 mm above the injection plane. The origin of this discrepancy can be at-
tributed to the resolution of the boundary layer in the injector. Indeed, a
wall-law approach is chosen for this con�guration and the boundary layer ve-
locity pro�le is not fully resolved. A �ner mesh close to the injector walls would
probably improve the prediction of the peak velocity.
The e�ect of the thermal expansion from the �ame is visible on the pro�les at
Z = 40 mm. The axial velocity in non-reacting conditions drops rapidly to 0
m/s between r = 5 mm and r = 20 mm while in reacting conditions, the axial
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velocity decreases slowly between r = 5 mm and r = 20 mm.

Figure 3.10: Radial pro�les of mean axial velocity for non-reacting (left) and reacting
case (right). Symbols: experiments, solid line: Case A, dashed line: Case B.

The RMS are correctly captured for both meshes. The e�ect of the mixing
layers (between the recirculation zone and the main �ow and between the main
�ow and the air at rest) is visible as the two peaks of axial velocity RMS at
Z = 10 mm.
The results for the radial velocity component are plotted in Figs. 3.12 (mean)
and 3.13 (RMS). The simulations capture the general features of the mean
radial velocity pro�les. However, the radial velocity is not as well predicted
as the axial velocity. The absolute value of radial velocity (≈ 3 m/s) is much
smaller than the axial velocity one (≈ 30 m/s). This di�erence between the
two velocity components can explain the discrepancy for the radial velocity.
Indeed, the precision of both simulations and experiments may not be enough
for such small velocity value.
The RMS are on the contrary rather well predicted by the simulations. At
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Figure 3.11: Radial pro�les of axial velocity RMS for non-reacting (left) and reacting
case (right). Symbols: experiments, solid line: Case A, dashed line: Case B.

Z = 10 mm, the peaks at r = 0 and 10 are correctly located in the simulations.
The general �ow topology prediction by the simulations is satisfactory, for both
meshes and for non-reacting and reacting conditions. The minor discrepancies
can be explained by under-resolved meshes in certain regions.

3.4.2 Flame topology

Figure 3.14 (left column) shows an instantaneous normalized OH mass frac-
tion �eld for each simulated case and an instantaneous snapshot of OH-PLIF
measurements to compare qualitatively the instantaneous �ame structure. The
�ame structure is challenging to compute because the �ame structure as well
as the stabilization process are very sensitive to �nite-rate chemistry e�ects.
The inner �ame front, characterized by a high resolved wrinkling, is correctly
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Figure 3.12: Radial pro�les of mean radial velocity for non-reacting (left) and react-
ing case (right). Symbols: experiments, solid line: Case A, dashed line: Case B.

reproduced. The outer di�usion �ame observed in the experiments, featuring
a large and unwrinkled reaction zone, is also present.
Figure 3.14 (right column) shows the mean normalized OH mass fraction �eld
for each simulated case and the mean shot of OH-PLIF measurements to com-
pare qualitatively the mean �ame structure.
The mean inner �ame front position is well captured by the simulations and is
located at |x| ≈ 15mm up to z = 80 mm.
In the mean OH-PLIF shot, the outer �ame front extends up to |x| = 40
mm. This comparison shows that even if the instantaneous �ame structure
seems qualitatively well retrieved by the simulations, the mean outer �ame front
position is not perfectly captured by the simulations. Indeed, both simulations
on coarse and �ne grids predict that the outer �ame front extends up to |x| ≈ 30
mm and quickly merges with the inner �ame front for z > 50 mm.
The inner �ame front is located in a region of high velocity while the outer
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Figure 3.13: Radial pro�les of radial velocity RMS for non-reacting (left) and reacting
case (right). Symbols: experiments, solid line: Case A, dashed line: Case B.

one is located in a low velocity region, as shown in Fig. 3.10. Therefore, the
amount of �ow-through times simulated di�ers between the two �ame fronts.
The statistics are well converged for the inner �ame front, because the velocity is
much higher. On the contrary, as the velocity in the outer �ame front is low, the
simulated physical time (tens of milliseconds) may not be su�cient to capture
the dynamics of the outer �ame front that was found in the experiments, where
the OH-PLIF shots are averaged over a much longer period of time (several
seconds).
The lift-o� of the �ame is a critical aspect of this �ame. In order to assess
the lift-o� height in the simulations, Figs. 3.15 and 3.16 show a contour of
temperature in transparency for both meshes. These views demonstrate that
the lift-o� height is fairly constant for both meshes.
Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show a clip in the central vertical plane of the contour of
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Figure 3.14: Normalized OH mass fraction (Case A: top, case B: middle). Exper-
iments (bottom): OH-PLIF shot, from Verdier et al. (2016). Left column: instanta-
neous signal, right column: mean signal.

temperature presented above. The in�uence of the mesh is visible in Fig. 3.17
where the �ame wrinkling is more resolved in case A (�ne mesh) than in case
B (coarse mesh).
The lift-o� of the �ame is estimated in the simulations as the lowest height
where the mean temperature is equal to 1300 K. This height depends on the
angular position since the �ame is not perfectly axisymmetric and therefore the
�nal height given below is the average one with an indication of the variation.
In the experiment, the lift-o� is estimated visually on the mean OH-PLIF shot
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Figure 3.15: Contour of instantaneous temperature Tinst = 1300 K colored by the
instantaneous velocity magnitude for cases A-R (left) and B-R (right).

Figure 3.16: Contour of mean temperature Tmean = 1300 K colored by the mean
velocity magnitude for cases A-R (left) and B-R (right).

Figure 3.17: Contour of instantaneous temperature Tinst = 1300 K colored by the
instantaneous velocity magnitude for cases A-R (left) and B-R (right).
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Figure 3.18: Contour of mean temperature Tmean = 1300 K colored by the mean
velocity magnitude for cases A-R (left) and B-R (right).

in Fig. 3.2.
The experimental value is 25±3 mm while case A recovers a lift-o� of 22±1 mm
and case B a lift-o� of 24±1 mm. Comparison between case A and B shows
that the F-TACLES approach is able to model fairly well unresolved �ame
turbulence interaction on mesh representative of practical industrial conditions.
Previously published computations with a global two-step mechanism (Shum-
Kivan et al. (2016)) underpredict the �ame lift-o� hlo by approximately 20%.
Figure 3.14 shows that the �ame position and structure is here well retrieved
in both LES by qualitative comparison with OH-PLIF snapshot. Moreover,
simulations conducted with a reduced analytical scheme involving 24 trans-
ported species, 32 quasi-steady state species and 217 reactions did not succeed
to retrieve the �ame lift-o�, with a CPU cost 10 times higher (Shum-Kivan
(2017)).
With the F-TACLES tabulated chemistry method, the �ame lift-o� height is
recovered for both meshes and for a CPU cost even lower than the global
mechanism since there are only two transport equations for the chemistry (the
progress variable and the mixture fraction) compared to six transported species.
The good performances of F-TACLES are attributed to its ability to retrieve
the �ame propagation speed in turbulent strati�ed mixture (Auzillon et al.
(2012a)), even on coarse grid where the �ame front is not fully resolved.
The edge �ame propagation is not in�uenced by the di�usion branch. Even if er-
ror are observed in the di�usion �ame regions by the F-TACLES model (Auzil-
lon et al. (2012a)), this will not in�uence the lift-o� height in this con�guration.
Table 3.2 compares against experiments the �ame lift-o� heigh predicted by
global, analytical and tabulated chemistry on the investigated spray �ame con-
�guration. The CPU cost required to obtained reactive �ow statistics, normal-
ized by the global scheme computation, is also indicated.
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Table 3.2: Comparison between chemistry modeling strategies.

Experiment Two-steps Analytical F-TACLES F-TACLES
scheme [3] scheme [3] (case A) (case B)

Grid - �ne �ne �ne coarse
Lift-o� (mm) 25±3 20±1 20±1 22±1 24±1
Estimated
relative CPU
cost

- 1 10 0.5 0.1

3.4.3 Spray diameter

Figures 3.19 and 3.20 show the particles in the central vertical plane colored by
their diameter for the cold and reacting cases respectively. For both conditions,
the distribution of diameter is similar. The smaller droplets are located in the
central part of the �ow while the larger droplets are located on the outer part of
the spray. The in�uence of the �ame in Fig. 3.20 is the low density of particles
above z = 20 mm, especially on the outer region.

Figure 3.19: Droplet diameter for cases A-NR (left) and B-NR (right).

Figure 3.21 compares at 10, 20 and 40 mm high above the burner exit, the mean
spray diameter as a function of the radial coordinates for the cold and reacting
cases, respectively. The LES results show a correct evolution of the radial
strati�cation in droplet diameter for both cases A and B. The small droplets
follow the streamlines because of their small Stokes number (see Eq. 1.11) and
are therefore located at the center of the �ow. The larger droplets, characterized
by a higher Stokes number, follow a ballistic trajectory and are located on the
outer rim of the spray, as a result of the hollow cone injection. The pro�les are
similar in both reacting and non-reacting cases between 0 and 20 mm, as �ame
is located further downstream. The smaller diameters encountered at 40 mm in
the reacting case are the result of the stronger evaporation process due to the
presence of the �ame. This phenomenon is well captured by the F-TACLES
model, even in case B where subgrid scale contributions are signi�cant.
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Figure 3.20: Droplet diameter for cases A-R (left) and B-R (right).

Figure 3.21: Radial pro�les of droplet diameter for non-reacting (left) and reacting
case (right). Symbols: experiments, solid line: Case A, dashed line: Case B.
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3.4.4 Spray velocity

Figures 3.22 and 3.23 show the particles in the central vertical plane colored
by their axial velocity for the cold and reacting cases respectively. In Fig. 3.22,
the small droplets reach high axial velocity (up to 30 m/s), carried by the
surrounding gas while the large droplets velocity decreases because of drag. In
Fig. 3.23, the droplets have the same behavior. Some large droplets are not
entering the �ame and are not consumed at the extremity of the spray.

Figure 3.22: Droplet axial velocity for cases A-NR (left) and B-NR (right).

Figure 3.23: Droplet axial velocity for cases A-R (left) and B-R (right).

Droplet axial velocity is reported in Fig. 3.24 for the cold and reacting cases,
respectively. The experimental measurements are colored by the diameter of the
spray at the considered radial position. Green squares correspond to particle
diameters lower than 15 microns, blue squares to diameters between 15 and 35
microns and red squares to diameters larger than 35 microns. The agreement
is good for small to medium droplets (below 35 microns), but both LES cases
predicts a higher velocity than the experiments for the large droplets. This
discrepancy is attributed to the method of injection (from Guedot (2015)) that
may overestimate the large droplets velocity.
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Figure 3.24: Radial pro�les of droplet axial velocity for non-reacting (left) and re-
acting case (right). Symbols: experiments, solid line: Case A, dashed line: Case B.

Droplet radial velocity is reported in Fig. 3.25 for the cold and reacting cases,
respectively. As for the axial velocity, the velocity of the small droplets is
well predicted by all the simulations and the velocity of the large droplets is
overestimated.

3.4.5 Spray temperature

Figures 3.26 and 3.27 show the particles in the central vertical plane colored
by their temperature for the cold and reacting cases respectively. The scale is
280K < Tp < 300K for the cold case and 280K < Tp < 370K. In Fig. 3.26, the
small droplets temperature decreases rapidly to ≈ 280 K as they are convected
downstream. This evolution is due to the evaporation. The same process exists
for the larger droplets, but much slower. In the reacting case, below the �ame,
the behavior is the same as in the cold case. When the droplets enter the �ame,
the ones that are not entirely evaporated are heated rapidly to ≈ 370 K because
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Figure 3.25: Radial pro�les of droplet radial velocity for non-reacting (left) and
reacting case (right). Symbols: experiments, solid line: Case A, dashed line: Case B.

of the heating of the �ame. The small droplets located in the center of the �ow
are progressively heated by the hot gases until they are fully evaporated.

Figure 3.26: Droplet temperature for cases A-NR (left) and B-NR (right).

The droplet temperature predicted by the LES is now compared with the Global
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Figure 3.27: Droplet temperature for cases A-R (left) and B-R (right).

Rainbow Technique (GRT) measurements. Figure 3.28 presents radial pro�les
of temperature for the cold (left) and reacting (right) con�gurations.
The experimental data highlight two zones. For r > 5 mm, the droplets reach
quickly the wet bulb temperature, from the �rst measured radial pro�les, i.e.
20 mm above the burner exit, whereas the liquid spray remains at the injec-
tion temperature around the centerline. This trend is not captured by the
simulation, which predicts the wet bulb temperature for all droplet positions.
The wet bulb temperature is de�ned as the equilibrium temperature reached
by evaporating a liquid to saturation in a gas. This di�erence between simu-
lations and experiments could be explained by limitations of the evaporation
model (Shashank et al. (2011)).
The thermal characteristic time of the Spalding model, noted τth, is expressed
as:

τth =
ρpd

2
p

6

Sc

Shµ1/3

Cp,k
Cp,1/3

BT
log(1 +BM )

, (3.1)

where ρp is the droplet density, d2
p its diameter, Sc the Schmidt number, Sh the

Sherwood number, Cp,k the heat capacity at constant pressure of the n-heptane,
Cp,1/3 and µ1/3 the heat capacity at constant pressure and the dynamic viscosity
of the mixture according to the 1/3-2/3 rule (see Chapter 1), BT the thermal
Spalding number and BM the mass Spalding number.
τth is therefore proportional to the square of the droplet diameter, which means
that the larger droplet temperature will evolve slower than the one of the small
droplets in the same conditions.
Figure 3.29 presents axial pro�les of temperature for the cold (left) and react-
ing (right) con�gurations. For r = 0 mm, the droplets (which are small at this
radial position) temperature drops quickly to ≈ 282 K. As r increases (and
therefore as their diameter increases as shown in Sec. 3.4.3), the droplets tem-
perature decreases slower. This tendency is consistent with the implementation
of the Spalding model.
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Figure 3.28: Radial pro�les of droplet temperature for non-reacting (left) and reacting
case (right). Symbols: experiments, solid line: Case A, dashed line: Case B.

Another possible explanation would be the choice of the injection model, which,
by injecting all droplets from the same point, does not reproduce the spatial
distribution of droplets induced by the liquid sheet break-up. Despite a correct
prediction of the overall particle size, a local misprediction of the droplet dis-
tribution would also impact the mean liquid temperature. A way to overcome
this di�culty would be to inject the droplets further downstream, and not at
the real position of injection.
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Figure 3.29: Axial pro�les of droplet temperature for non-reacting (left) and reacting
case (right). Symbols: experiments, solid line: Case A, dashed line: Case B.

In reacting conditions, in the burnt gases region, located at r > 10 mm and
z > 20 mm, the droplet temperature rises quickly due to the high gas tempera-
ture in this zone. This phenomenon observed in the experiments is fairly tackled
by the simulations. However, the droplet temperature measured downstream,
between the inner and the outer branch of the �ame, reaches a thermal equi-
librium around 331 K whereas the numerical simulation predicts 367 K, which
is close to the boiling temperature of n-heptane. As discussed in Miller et al.
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(1998), this discrepancy may be attributed to the Spalding evaporation model,
where the limiting value is the boiling temperature. A comparison between the
Spalding and Abramzon-Sirignano models is proposed in Sierra Sánchez (2012)
that highlights the di�erences that are found on the droplet temperature be-
tween the two models.

3.5 Conclusion

The �rst simulation with the F-TACLES formalism in a spray combustion con-
�guration has been performed. The results show good agreement on the spray
diameter and velocity, gas velocity, �ame structure and lift-o� with respect to
experimental data. The complex �ame structure, which presents a inner pre-
mixed �ame front and an outer di�usion branch, is well reproduced by the simu-
lation, even on the coarse grid representative of meshing conditions encountered
in industrial applications. Case A simulations showed that tabulated chemistry
based on premixed �amelets is adequate to capture the spray �ame chemistry.
The good prediction obtained on the coarse grid also demonstrates the ability
of F-TACLES to model the unresolved interactions between the spray �ame
and turbulence. As the supplementary CPU cost induced by the combustion
model is very low, this method is of interest for the gas turbine engineering
community. However, another issue remains to be addressed. Signi�cant dis-
crepancies are indeed found for the droplet temperature. The in�uence of the
droplet evaporation model and of the liquid sheet atomization on the spray
temperature should be investigated in the future.
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This chapter focuses on the validation of the ZDES turbulence approach
for a complex con�guration of a realistic aeronautical injector in non-
reacting conditions, along with a comparison with a LES approach.
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4.1 Context of the study

4.1.1 Issue of realistic aeronautical injector experiments

Detailed comparisons between experiments and simulations are often limited
to very simpli�ed cases (gaseous �ows, chambers functioning at atmospheric
pressure, bare-boned geometry...). More complex con�gurations provide most
of the time only scarce experimental data, for example a single pro�le at the
output of the chamber, due to the fact that realistic conditions introduce major
di�culties for reliable measurements.

4.1.2 Choice of the injector

The present chapter and the next one present unsteady non-reacting and re-
acting simulations (with LES or ZDES - Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation -) of
a TAPS-like (Twin Annular Premixing Swirler) realistic aeronautical injector
mounted in a square-section chamber, equipped with optical access. The oper-
ating conditions in mass �ow rate, inlet air temperature and chamber pressure
are representative of a cruise �ight regime.
Detailed experimental measurements were acquired in the TLC chamber on
the so-called M1 test bench at ONERA : Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spec-
troscopy (CARS) temperature pro�les, Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF)
on OH and gaseous kerosene, Laser Induced Incandescence (LII) for soot vol-
ume fraction and gas analysis for NOx, CO and soot at the exit of the chamber.
These data were acquired for four operating points (taxi, climb, cruise and ap-
proach) but this work focuses only on the cruise regime (for which there is four
temperature pro�les available, versus only one for the climb regime).
To our knowledge, it is rare to have this amount of data on a such complex
con�guration, which permits to validate the results of the simulations with a
high degree of con�dence.
Owing to the complexity of the injector, the simulation of this con�guration
is a real challenge for CFD codes because it involves highly complex aerody-
namics (with several types of regime-dependent �ow separation in the swirlers),
two-phase �ow. Moreover, combustion regimes in this con�guration can be sig-
ni�cantly di�erent from the conditions for which the usual models are valid.
Indeed the majority of turbulent combustion models are based on the �amelet
assumption, and were initially designed for gaseous combustion.

4.2 Objectives of the chapter

The present chapter challenges the ZDES method in a representative aeronau-
tical injector con�guration. A detailed comparison in terms of �ow structures
between ZDES and LES simulations is proposed. It aims at determining if the
ZDES approach predicts the correct �ow structure of the chosen aeronautical
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injector in non-reacting conditions, and at discussing if the ZDES improves the
prediction of �ow features compared to the LES. The same injector will be
studied in reacting conditions in the next chapter.
This chapter is divided in four parts. Firstly, the injector is presented. Sec-
ondly, the numerical methodology and the performed simulations are detailed.
Then, a comparison between experimental data and simulations is presented,
in which the interest of the ZDES approach on this complex con�guration is
demonstrated. Finally, an analysis on key parameters of the simulations is
made to highlight the advantages and �aws of each method.

4.3 The TLC con�guration

The injector studied in this chapter is the TLC (for "Towards Lean Combus-
tion", studied in the TLC European Project) con�guration, which is a pro-
totype based on the Twin Annular Premixing Swirler (TAPS) principle. It
was designed by engine manufacturers to study advanced combustion systems
by operating in lean conditions and reducing NOx emissions (Mongia (2003);
Shaw and Peddie (2004); Foust et al. (2012)). A general view of the injector is
presented in Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: TLC TAPS injector general view. Left: front view, right: back view.

In this injector, the liquid kerosene injection is divided in two separated zones,
identi�ed in Fig. 4.2. The pilot injection creates a hollow cone and the so-called
"multipoint" injection is performed with 24 holes, generating jets of fuel. The
fuel mass �ow rate can be split between the pilot and the multipoint injections
in order to optimize the use of the injector for a broad range of operating points.
The splitting ratio for the cruise operating point is 50% of the mass �ow rate
on the pilot injection and 50% on the multipoint one.
The injector includes three swirlers. Two counter-rotating swirlers with axial
inlets and outlets are located in the pilot stage to enhance atomization and
mixing near the pilot fuel injection. A third swirler, with radial inlets, ensures
the atomization and the mixing of the fuel from the multipoint injection with
the incoming air from the plenum, before the �ow enters the combustion cham-
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Figure 4.2: View of the two zones of injection. The injection inlets are arti�cially
enlarged.

ber. Figure 4.3 presents the di�erent air paths in the TLC con�guration and
highlights the positions of the swirlers.

Figure 4.3: Air paths in the TLC con�guration.

The TLC injector is mounted on an experimental rig as the connection between
a plenum, where the air is injected, and a chamber where the �ame is stabilized
(only in reactive conditions). The chamber is pressurized, with a choked nozzle
at the outlet to reach the expected pressure. Even if the studied con�guration
is not reactive, cooling �lms are included in the geometry, being part of the
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experimental setup. The tubes that connect the plenum and the chamber are
included in the computational domain. Finally, a collar perforation is present
on the back wall of the chamber and is simpli�ed in the simulations as an
equivalent inlet condition. A global view of the whole computational domain
is presented in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Entire TLC computational domain view.

Several experimental measurement techniques were used to characterize the
behavior of this injector for various injection conditions, which is rare for such
a complex con�guration. The LDA (Laser Doppler Anemometry) technique
was chosen to retrieve the gaseous phase velocity (other methods were used in
two-phase conditions, but are not mentioned here because this work focuses
solely on the gaseous �ow).
The available experimental data were acquired by ONERA in a campaign
carried out in the TLC framework. The injector was studied in both re-
active (Hannebique et al. (2012); Dorey (2012); Boucher (2015)), and non-
reactive (Lavedrine (2008); Jaegle (2009); Jaegle et al. (2011)) conditions on
two di�erent geometries for the plenum and the chamber.
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4.4 Simulations

4.4.1 General parameters

Two simulations are performed in this chapter, which only di�er by the tur-
bulence approach and the related mesh. The mesh is adapted near the wall
for each approach, as it will be shown later. The timestep for the temporal
integration is ∆t = 5.10−7 s for both simulations.
The impact of the CFL number on the results' consistency is discussed in
Section 4.5.4.
The statistics are averaged over 50 ms, which represents �ve estimated �ow-
through times and it was veri�ed that this period of time was su�cient for a
good convergence of the mean and RMS quantities. The boundary conditions
are summarized in Table 4.1. The initial conditions are an uniform �eld of air
with a temperature of 473 K and a pressure of 4.5 bar.

Table 4.1: Boundary conditions of the TLC simulations.

Boundary Type

Walls
No-slip adiabatic wall (ZDES and LES), logarithmic
wall law (LES only)

Plenum inlet
Subsonic inlet, air mass �ow rate: 465 g/s, tempera-
ture: 473 K

Collar perforation inlet
Subsonic inlet, air mass �ow rate: 12 g/s, temperature:
473 K

Nozzle outlet Supersonic outlet

4.4.2 LES mesh

The mesh used for the LES simulation is the same as in Jaegle (2009). It
is a hybrid mesh with a single layer of triangular prisms on the wall with
a thickness of 120 µm and tetraedra elsewhere. The mesh is re�ned in the
injector, the chamber at the exit of the injector and in the cooling �lms. The
general features of the LES mesh are shown in Fig. 4.5 (top). The single prism
layer of the LES mesh is highlighted in Fig. 4.6 (top).

4.4.3 ZDES mesh

The mesh used for the ZDES simulation shares the same characteristic cell size
in the volume as the LES mesh but contains more prism layers near the walls.
In order to resolve the boundary layer with the RANS model, the size of the
�rst prism layer must satisfy the condition y+ < 1. A RANS simulation was
performed to calibrate the thickness of the �rst prism layer. The size of the
�rst prism layer in the ZDES mesh is then set to 1 µm. The thickness of the
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prism layers in the injector follows a geometric sequence with a common ratio
of 1.25 to obtain a smooth transition to the tetrahedral region.
Convex areas (e.g. corners) present in the geometry require a special treatment
to avoid meshing issues. In these regions, the default setting of the meshing
software used in this study (Centaur) is the connection of prism layers from
both sides of the convex area. However, the resulting prisms are extremely thin
in the normal direction to the wall and become too skewed. To overcome this
problem, the cells that have a single node on the selected curves are forced to
be tetrahedral. The general features of the ZDES mesh are shown in Fig. 4.5
(bottom). The di�erences between the two meshes on this global view of the
computational domain are not visible. The prism layers are highlighted for the
ZDES mesh in Fig. 4.6 (bottom). The treatment of convex areas in the ZDES
mesh is visible in Fig. 4.7 (bottom) in comparison with a ZDES-type mesh
without this treatment in Fig. 4.7 (top), where the thickness of the �rst prism
layers does not comply with the imposed thickness.
The properties of the meshes are summarized in Tab. 4.2.

LES mesh ZDES mesh

Number of cells (total) 8 540 311 14 681 887
Number of tetraedra 8 325 113 12 396 333

Number of prism layers 1 22
Number of prisms 214 002 2 226 876

Thickness of the �rst prism layer 120 µm 1 µm
Target y+ at the wall ≈100 < 1

Table 4.2: Meshes characteristics.

4.5 Results and analysis

4.5.1 Positions of the planes of interest

Figure 4.8 shows the location of the reference plane in the direction normal
to the axis of the con�guration (x = 0 mm) and the three planes where the
experimental data are available at x = 10, 15 and 30 mm. The reference plane
is aligned with the back wall of the chamber. An additional plane of interest is
the one located at the change of curvature of the outer wall of the main swirler.
It is identi�ed in Fig. 4.8 by a red line and will be used in Sec. 4.5.5 in the
analysis of the simulations.

4.5.2 Comparison of the velocity between simulations and ex-
periments

The statistics are converged in the simulations to obtain the mean and the Root
Mean Square (RMS) values of the quantities of interest. The RMS of velocity
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Figure 4.5: General view of the meshes. Top: LES mesh, bottom: ZDES mesh.

reads:

u2
i,rms =< ũiui > − < ũi >< ũi >, (4.1)

where the < · > operator denotes a temporal averaging. Both quantities are
compared with experimental data obtained with LDA. Two planes are consid-
ered: the horizontal plane (z = 0 mm) and the vertical one (y = 0 mm). The
comparison is presented for both planes in Fig. 4.9 for the mean axial velocity
and Fig. 4.10 for the RMS of axial velocity. The same procedure is done for
the tangential velocity in Fig. 4.11 (mean) and 4.12 (RMS).
The comparison with experimental data raises several remarks. The �rst one
is that both simulations, LES and ZDES, predict very well the general features
of the velocity pro�les.
In Fig. 4.9, for x = 10 mm, i.e. at the pro�le closest to the injector exit, two
pairs of peaks are observed in both experiments and simulations. The outer
pair (for |y| and |z| between 45 and 55 mm) is observed because of the cooling
�lms.
The peak position is correctly reproduced by the LES, while the ZDES under-
estimates it. Also, the ZDES overestimates slightly the peak velocity value.
Overall, the thickness of the peak is well recovered.
The inner pair (for |y| and |z| between 20 and 45 mm) corresponds to the �ow
from the injector. The pro�le in the vertical plane is not symmetric according
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Figure 4.6: Close-up view on the prism layers of the meshes. Top: LES mesh,
bottom: ZDES mesh.

to experimental data.
The pro�les in the simulations are almost symmetric in the vertical plane, and
larger di�erences between the two half of the pro�le are found in the horizontal
plane. The origin of the absence of symmetry is the presence of an obstacle in
the plenum, which is the fuel injection arm used in reactive conditions. This
equipment introduces an imbalance in the �ow that enters the injector and
explains this absence of symmetry. This e�ect however is not well captured by
the simulations because the plenum region is not well discretized in the present
meshes.
The ZDES predicts higher values of peak axial velocity, which corresponds to
the value for positive y and the LES predicts lower values for the peak, which
is close to the value for negative y. Moreover, the position of the peak is not
the same for the simulations and the experiments. In the ZDES, it is located
closer to the center of the injector. The LES peak is closer to the experimental
one. Finally, the thickness of the peak is smaller in the ZDES than in the LES,
and both simulations underestimate it with respect to the experiments.
The recirculation zone (for |y| and |z| between 0 and 20 mm) extent is slightly
underestimated by the simulations.
For the second pro�le, at x = 15 mm, the same conclusions are drawn. The
only noticeable di�erences with respect to the �ow topology are that the two
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Figure 4.7: Close-up view of the treatment of convex areas. Top: ZDES mesh without
treatment, bottom: ZDES mesh with treatment.

pairs of peaks are closer to one another and that the recirculation zone is larger
than at x = 10 mm.
The last pro�le, at x = 30 mm, i.e. twice as far from the injector exit as the
previous one, features a di�erent shape. Only one region of high axial velocity
is observed (for |y| and |z| between 30 and 60 mm). The recirculation zone is
again larger than at x = 15 mm.
In Fig. 4.10, the RMS of axial velocity are plotted for x = 10, 15 and 30 mm
in both vertical and horizontal planes. As in the mean velocity pro�les, the
general features of the RMS pro�les are well reproduced by the simulations.
The major di�erence lies in the value of the RMS. The simulations consistently
underestimate the RMS, except in the inner recirculation zone.
In Fig. 4.11, the mean tangential velocity pro�les are plotted for x = 10, 15 and
30 mm in both vertical and horizontal planes. The component of the velocity
highlights the e�ect of the swirlers on the �ow, by introducing a rotating motion.
In both planes, the simulations recover well the general features of the velocity
pro�les. As in the axial velocity pro�les, the di�erences with the experiments
are the position of the mean peak and its value. The position of the peak is
slightly better reproduced by the LES. The peak value is underestimated for
both simulations in the vertical plane and overestimated in the horizontal plane
with respect to the experimental database.
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Figure 4.8: Location of the reference plane (x = 0 mm), the three pro�les for compar-
ison with experiments (x = 10, 15 and 30 mm) and the reference plane for section 4.5.5
in red.

Finally, in Fig. 4.12, the RMS of tangential velocity are plotted for x = 10,
15 and 30 mm in both vertical and horizontal planes. As in the pro�les for
the RMS of axial velocity, the simulations underestimate the value of RMS.
However, the main features are correctly reproduced.
It appears with respect to the experimental pro�les that the �ow detaches in the
two vertical and horizontal planes where the measurements are performed. One
can notice that the experimental pro�les of axial velocity are not symmetrical
in the vertical plane. The presence of the fuel injection arm in the plenum
(see Fig. 4.3) might explain this behavior. The numerical pro�les however are
almost symmetrical in the two planes.
In order to get a general view of the �ow topology for both simulations, the
�elds of mean axial velocity are compared between simulations for the vertical
plane in Fig. 4.13 and the horizontal plane in Fig. 4.14. In both planes, several
zones are identi�ed.
The �rst one corresponds to the �ow before the injector, in the plenum. Flow
velocity is relatively slow compared to the injector. The fuel injection arm in
the plenum introduces a break of symmetry in the vertical plane, as is explained
above.
The second zone is inside the injector. The change of section in the injector
induces an acceleration of the �ow. Also, the orientation of the swirling vanes
creates a swirling motion in the �ow, mainly due to the main swirler.
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Figure 4.9: Mean axial velocity for the three planes (x = 10, 15 and 30 mm). Top:
vertical plane (y = 0 mm), bottom: horizontal plane (z = 0 mm). Dots: experiments,
orange: ZDES, blue: LES.

The last zone is the combustion chamber itself. A large central recirculation
zone is visible at the center of the chamber. It is the consequence of the swirling
motion induced by the swirler. Close to the chamber walls, two smaller recir-
culation zones are present. The �ow created by the cooling �lms is observed
close to these zones.
An interesting feature of this �ow is the detachment that appears on the outer
wall of the main swirler. This swirler is radial and features steep curvature
changes. This geometry favors the apparition of recirculation zones, due to a
stronger adverse pressure gradient on the outer wall. This zone is larger in the
ZDES than in the LES, it leads to a di�erent �ow topology. Indeed, the large
central recirculation zone grows larger downstream in the ZDES than in the
LES. Also, the peak �ow velocity at the exit of the main swirler is higher in
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Figure 4.10: RMS of axial velocity for the three planes (x = 10, 15 and 30 mm). Top:
vertical plane (y = 0 mm), bottom: horizontal plane (z = 0 mm). Dots: experiments,
orange: ZDES, blue: LES.

the ZDES than in the LES.
In order to con�rm the observations made in the horizontal and vertical planes,
Figs. 4.15, 4.16, 4.17 show the mean axial velocity in the three planes (x = 10
mm, x = 15 mm and x = 30 mm) where the LDA measurements are available.
In the �rst plane (Fig. 4.15), the in�uence of the cooling �lms on the �ow is
highlighted by the four regions of positive axial velocity close to the chamber
walls. The �ow from the main swirler is visible as the region of high axial ve-
locity with a circular shape. The di�erence of peak velocity between the ZDES
and LES is also observed. In the second plane (Fig. 4.16), the �ow has a very
similar topology with respect to the �rst plane. The only major di�erence is the
increased size of the central recirculation zone. In the third plane (Fig. 4.17),
which is located farther downstream, the �ows from the cooling �lms and the
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Figure 4.11: Mean tangential velocity for the three planes (x = 10, 15 and 30 mm).
Top: vertical plane (y = 0 mm), bottom: horizontal plane (z = 0 mm). Dots: experi-
ments, orange: ZDES, blue: LES.

main swirler are merged, as it is observed in the experimental pro�les (Fig. 4.9).
Pseudo-streamlines of mean axial velocity are visible in Fig. 4.18, in the vertical
plane. It is possible to identify the general features of the recirculation zones,
especially the one between the cooling �lms and the main �ow. The two parts
of the central recirculation zone are not symmetrical in this plane. The top half
is both longer and larger for both simulations.
In order to visualize the 3D aspect of the �ow, Figure 4.19 shows a contour
of velocity magnitude, colored by the axial velocity for both simulations. This
view is designed to show the areas of high velocity. The cooling �lms are
observed close to the chamber walls, while the �ow from the main swirler is
visible at the center. The swirling motion is highlighted by the shape of the
contour. Each "bump" on the outer face of the �ow from the main swirler is
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Figure 4.12: RMS of tangential velocity for the three planes (x = 10, 15 and 30
mm). Top: vertical plane (y = 0 mm), bottom: horizontal plane (z = 0 mm). Dots:
experiments, red: ZDES, blue: LES.

created by one of the 24 swirling vanes.
Figure 4.20 compares the mean resolved turbulent kinetic energy k (computed
as 1

2(< ũ2 > − < ũ >2)) between ZDES and LES. This quantity indicates the
intensity of the velocity �uctuations. For both simulations, two regions feature
high values of k. The �rst one is located at the exit of the inner axial swirler
and the second one at the limits of the main swirler �ow. These two regions
are the frontiers between the positive and negative axial velocity zones, as is
observed in Fig. 4.18. The LES predicts lower levels of k, especially in the inner
axial swirler. This is also the case for the RMS of velocity as is shown in the
pro�les (Figs. 4.10 and 4.12).
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of mean axial velocity in the vertical plane (y = 0 mm)
between ZDES (top) and LES (bottom). White line corresponds to Vx = 0 m/s.

4.5.3 Validation of the ZDES switch behavior

To verify the consistency of the ZDES, an instantaneous �eld of fd in the vertical
plane is presented in Fig. 4.21. As can be derived from Eq. 1.21, fd tends to 0
in the RANS region, leading to d̂ = d, and to 1 in the LES region, in order to
have d̂ = CDES∆.
The general view shows that the region where the model adopts an LES for-
mulation for the turbulent viscosity covers the major part of the computa-
tional domain, which is the desired behavior. The focus on the swirler walls
demonstrates the transition of the function (and thus the switch to the RANS
formulation) in the vicinity of the walls. Therefore the boundary layers are
qualitatively correctly protected in the ZDES simulation. While these observa-
tions are satisfying for the treatment of the swirler, some parts of the domain
would require a speci�c treatment. Indeed, the fd function behaves poorly out-
side of the swirler walls due to a lack of spatial discretization. This is visible for
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of mean axial velocity in the horizontal plane (z = 0 mm)
between ZDES (top) and LES (bottom). White line corresponds to Vx = 0 m/s.

the walls of the plenum, the fuel injection arm and the chamber. This behavior
is linked to the absence of prism layers on these walls. However, the �ow in
this injector is piloted by the swirlers, so this limitation on the other walls is
expected to have a very low in�uence on the results.

4.5.4 Analysis of the CFL number distribution

The CFL number is de�ned as:

CFL =
(||ũ||+ c)∆t

∆x
, (4.2)

where c is the speed of sound, ∆t the time step and ∆x the characteristic mesh
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of mean axial velocity in the plane x = 10 mm between
ZDES (top) and LES (bottom). White line corresponds to Vx = 0 m/s.

size. A convective CFL number may also be de�ned:

CFLc =
||ũ||∆t

∆x
. (4.3)

The use of explicit schemes for temporal integration is common when perform-
ing LES of reacting �ows. The choice of ZDES implies meshing the boundary
layers properly to satisfy the condition y+ < 1 in the �rst cell. The respect of
the CFL condition of explicit schemes requires time steps of 10−9 s with the
meshes used here. The use of implicit schemes allows the user to overcome this
limitation and thus reduces considerably the cost of the simulation. Moreover,
the time step is chosen in order to respect the characteristic times of the convec-
tive phenomena (the criterion being a convective CFL number below 1), which
is essential to guarantee the good quality of the results. With this approach,
the acoustics in the boundary layers is not correctly resolved but it is assumed
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of mean axial velocity in the plane x = 15 mm between
ZDES (top) and LES (bottom). White line corresponds to Vx = 0 m/s.

that this does not have an impact on the global �ow. A similar choice for the
time integration was made in Deck (2012) for example.
Figures 4.22 and 4.23 compare the CFL and convective CFL numbers distribu-
tion between the two simulations. The CFL number reaches high values in the
boundary layers in the ZDES (up to 200). This results from the presence of
the very thin prism layers in the boundary layers. The maximum CFL number
in the LES is 3.5 and is found close to the walls. Elsewhere in the volume, the
CFL number is low even if it can be locally over 1 in both simulations. The
convective CFL number is permanently below 1 in both simulations.

4.5.5 Analysis of the treatment of the boundary layers in the
simulations

The massive �ow separation in this injector occurs on the outer radial swirler
wall. Its position and the size of the detached �ow region determines the global
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of mean axial velocity in the plane x = 30 mm between
ZDES (top) and LES (bottom). White line corresponds to Vx = 0 m/s.

�ow topology. This is why this section focuses on studying how the boundary
layers are treated close to this region.
Figures 4.24, 4.25, 4.26 and 4.27 present two views of the outer radial swirler
wall, from its origin in the plenum to the exit in the chamber. The �rst 3D view
shows the curvature of the surface. The second one is a developed surface of the
3D view around the central axis of the computational domain for comparison
purposes.
The surface distribution of y+ is an important criterion to validate or not
the wall treatment of the simulations. An instantaneous �eld is presented in
Fig. 4.24 for the ZDES and in Fig. 4.25 for the LES. y+ is always below 1 in the
ZDES, which means that the thickness of the �rst prism layer is correctly set.
The values of y+ are below 70 in the LES. The values of y+ are generally in
the range of the wall-law validity, except near the exit of the swirler, where the
values of y+ tend to be lower. This behavior is linked to the drop in friction,
shown below.
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of pseudo-streamlines of mean velocity in the vertical plane
(y = 0 mm) between ZDES (top) and LES (bottom).

The mean friction is compared in Figs. 4.26 (ZDES) and 4.27 (LES). The max-
imum level of friction, located in the change of curvature of the outer radial
swirler wall, is higher in the ZDES (around 200 N.m−2) than in the LES (around
100 N.m−2). Also, the friction distribution is di�erent between the two simula-
tions. In the ZDES, the friction is low (below 40 N.m−2) in the swirling vanes
and on the swirler wall downstream. The area of high friction is narrow and
located at the exit of each swirling vane. In the LES, the friction reaches 50
N.m−2 in the swirling vanes and it features higher relative levels with respect
to the maximum value downstream in comparison with the ZDES. Again, the
peak values of friction are retrieved at the exit of the swirling vanes.
To understand more precisely how the boundary layers are treated by both
simulations, two analysis are proposed.
The �rst analysis is the comparison of velocity pro�les in wall units in the
simulations with theoretical results for an attached boundary layer.
Figure 4.28 shows a post-processing of the velocity pro�les in wall units in the
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of a contour of velocity magnitude between ZDES (top)
and LES (bottom), colored by the axial velocity.

boundary layers for the inner and outer walls of the main swirler at the change
of curvature. In this �gure, the �rst part of the black curve corresponds to the
linear region of an attached boundary layer (u+ = y+) while the second one
denotes the log region, de�ned by the equation u+ = 1/κ log(y+) + 5.1 (where
κ is the Kármán constant). This theoretical pro�le acts as a reference for the
simulations for an attached boundary layer.
For the inner wall, by analyzing the velocity �eld for both simulations, the
pro�le of an attached boundary layer should be found. For the outer wall,
a di�erent behavior is expected because the �ow detaches in this region (see
Fig. 4.13).
In order to assess the variability of the boundary layer velocity pro�les, they
are extracted at 24 angular positions in the injector, i.e. every 15◦.
The �rst remark is that, as expected, the �rst values of y+ are correct with
respect to the turbulent modeling approach. For the LES, y+ is around 70 for
the outer wall and 100 for inner wall in the �rst cell, for all 24 pro�les. For the
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of mean resolved turbulent kinetic energy between ZDES
(top) and LES (bottom).

ZDES, y+ is below 1 for the �rst cells and the pro�les are well discretized up
to the end of the boundary layer.
For the inner wall, the linear region is well retrieved by the ZDES. The pro�le
for high y+ (above 100) is similar for both simulations and does not have the
same slope as the theoretical one. This discrepancy with the analytic solution
for an attached boundary layer can be attributed to the e�ect of curvature and
swirl.
For the outer wall, the simulations predict two di�erent types of pro�les. In
the LES, the values of u+ are close to the analytic solution for an attached
boundary layer in the log region. In the ZDES, the analytic pro�le is not
recovered. Indeed, negative values of u+ are found in the linear region, which
means that at this position, the �ow is already detached in the ZDES. In the log
region, the values of u+ are much higher (up to 35) than the analytic solution.
This behavior shows the complex form of the boundary layer in this region.
This also highlights a major di�erence between LES and ZDES: even if the two
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Figure 4.21: Instantaneous �eld of fd in the vertical plane (y = 0 mm). Top: general
view, bottom: focus on the swirler walls.

simulations predict similar �ow topologies in the chamber, the boundary layers
are treated very di�erently.
In the second analysis, global parameters of the boundary layers are computed
with the mean quantities: the displacement thickness δ∗ (Eq. 4.4), the momen-
tum thickness θ (Eq. 4.5) and the shape factor H (Eq. 4.6):

δ∗ =

∫ ζ

0

(
1− u//

u//,∞

)
dy, (4.4)

where u// is the velocity component parallel to the wall, u//,∞ the value of
this quantity outside of the boundary layer, ζ the distance from the wall where
u// = u//,∞ and y is the direction normal to the wall,

θ =

∫ ζ

0

(
1− u//

u//,∞

)
u//

u//,∞
dy, (4.5)
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Figure 4.22: Instantaneous CFL number in the vertical plane (y = 0 mm). Top:
ZDES, bottom: LES.

H =
δ∗

θ
. (4.6)

These quantities are computed where the curvature changes in the outer radial
swirler wall, for both sides of the swirler and with a angular resolution of 1◦.
The results for H are presented in Fig. 4.29 as a function of the angle in the
injector, the corresponding line being the average H for each set of data.
The high values of H on the outer wall for the ZDES is characteristic of a
detached boundary layer (Simpson (1996)). The boundary layer of the inner
wall is attached and its shape factor in the ZDES is 1.2, a value close to 1.4, a
typical value for zero pressure gradient turbulent boundary layers (Schlichting
and Gersten (2016)).
The LES gives a shape factor of 1.15 for the inner boundary layer and of 1.25 for
the outer one. These values show that the modeling approach (LES combined
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Figure 4.23: Instantaneous convective CFL number in the vertical plane (y = 0 mm).
Top: ZDES, bottom: LES.

with wall law or ZDES) has a strong e�ect on the properties of the boundary
layer.
Also, the values of H as a function of θ indicate the variability of the boundary
layer properties. For both simulations, the value of H for the inner wall remains
fairly constant over all values of θ. In contrast, for the outer wall, the dispersion
of values is much higher for both simulations.

4.6 Conclusion

The TLC injector studied in this chapter is an interesting con�guration for
validating the ability of numerical simulations to predict the aerodynamics of
representative aeronautical injectors. The LES approach is compared with a
hybrid method, the ZDES. This is the �rst time that the ZDES is applied to
this kind of geometry.
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Figure 4.24: Instantaneous surface distribution of y+ on the outer radial swirler wall
for the ZDES simulation. Top: 3D view, bottom: developed surface view.

This comparison showed that both approaches are able to recover the �ow
topology observed in the experiments. Indeed, the two simulations show slight
di�erences in the overall shape of the �ow and on the velocity pro�les that
are available in the experimental database. The only di�erences are located
on the wall, which is expected because the major di�erence between the two
approaches is the treatment of the turbulence close to the wall. The e�ect on
the results is the distribution of friction on the wall and its absolute value, and
also the spatial resolution of the boundary layer pro�les.
The results presented in this chapter validates the ability of the ZDES to pre-
dict the �ow topology in a representative aeronautical injector in non-reacting
conditions. This study is necessary before extending the use of ZDES in re-
acting conditions, where the LES results on the temperature pro�les were not
satisfactory.
The present injector is studied in reactive conditions and a comparison between
LES and ZDES is performed to study the impact of the turbulence model on
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Figure 4.25: Instantaneous surface distribution of y+ on the outer radial swirler wall
for the LES simulation. Top: 3D view, bottom: developed surface view.

the prediction of the �ame stabilization inside the combustion chamber in the
next chapter.



Figure 4.26: Instantaneous surface distribution of friction τp on the outer radial
swirler wall for the ZDES simulation. Top: 3D view, bottom: developed surface view.



Figure 4.27: Instantaneous surface distribution of friction τp on the outer radial
swirler wall for the LES simulation. Top: 3D view, bottom: developed surface view.



Figure 4.28: Velocity pro�les in the boundary layers in wall units (u+ = f(y+)) for
LES and ZDES for inner ('+' symbols) and outer (squares) radial swirler walls. Black
line: analytic solution for an attached boundary layer



Figure 4.29: Shape factor of the boundary layer H based on the mean �elds for
simulations at the change of curvature of the radial swirler. Lines: average value over
the angle θ, symbols: values for each angle θ. Top: ZDES, bottom: LES
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This chapter focuses on the study of the TLC injector presented in
the previous chapter, in reacting conditions. After the validation of the
ZDES approach in non-reacting conditions, a comparison of LES and
ZDES is performed with respect to experimental data.

5.1 Goal of this chapter

After the validation of ZDES in the previous chapter, the main goal of this
chapter is to identify a computational strategy to simulate realistic aeronautical
injectors, which can be extended to a complete chamber in the future. For this
purpose, the focus is made here on the turbulence modeling, to evaluate the
ability of a classical approach (LES) and an alternative approach (ZDES) to
predict various quantities, such as temperature or species.
The chapter is divided in four parts. First, the TLC con�guration is presented
in its reacting setup. Then the numerical and modeling approach is explained.
In a third part, the di�erences between the three simulations are highlighted.
Finally, the results of the simulations are presented and analyzed.

5.2 The TLC con�guration

The injector studied in this chapter is the TLC con�guration, as in Chapter 4.
The experimental reacting setup is slightly di�erent from the non-reacting one.
The fuel injection arm and the injector are identical in the two setups, but the
surrounding elements are modi�ed. The plenum has no longer a square section,
but a circular one. The size of the chamber is decreased in reacting conditions
to align the cooling �lms with the chamber walls. Its length is reduced and an
additional module is added before the nozzle for new experimental diagnostics.
In reactive conditions, the position of the �ame is estimated by PLIF (Planar
Laser Induced Fluorescence) of the OH radical and the distribution of gaseous
kerosene by PLIF of a representative aromatic specie of kerosene in the medium
plane of the injector and in several transverse planes. Temperature levels are
measured with CARS (Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering) at several po-
sitions in the chamber. The soot volume fraction is measured by LII (Laser
Induced Incandescence) in the medium plane. Finally, a measurement arm is
added in the reactive setup after the chamber and before the nozzle to measure
species mass fractions and the temperature of the burnt gases.
For computational purposes, the experimental geometry in reactive conditions
is modi�ed. The cooling �lm pipes and the collar perforation are simpli�ed
as an equivalent inlet. A global view of the computational domain, without
the atmosphere, is presented in Fig. 5.1. The di�erences with the non-reacting
computational domain (Fig. 4.4), described above, are visible.
Figure 5.2 presents the di�erent air paths in the TLC con�guration in reacting
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Figure 5.1: Global TLC computational domain view. The atmosphere is omitted.

conditions and highlights the positions of the swirlers and the reduction of
section of the chamber.

Figure 5.2: Air paths in the TLC con�guration in the reacting setup.
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5.3 Simulations

5.3.1 General parameters

Two simulations are compared in this work. They share the same numerical
setup and only di�er by the turbulence approach and the related mesh. Indeed,
the mesh is adapted near the wall for each approach, as it will be shown later.
The timestep for the temporal integration is ∆t = 2.10−7 s.
The model for turbulent combustion is TFLES-FPI, presented in Sec. 1.4.3.2.
The progress variable Yc is de�ned in Eq. 5.1 with the mass fractions of the
transported species:

Yc =
YCO2

MCO2

+
YCO
MCO

+ κ
YNO
MNO

, (5.1)

where κ is chosen equal to 100 and is designed to represent the slow chemistry
of the NO in the post-�ame region (Boucher (2015)).
The statistics are averaged over 50 ms for the LES and 30 ms for the ZDES,
which was veri�ed to be enough for a good convergence of the mean and RMS
quantities. The boundary conditions are summarized in Table 5.1 for the gas
and in Table 5.2 for the spray.

Boundary Type

Walls
No-slip wall with logarithmic wall law with imposed
temperature of 700 K

Plenum inlet
Subsonic inlet, mass �ow rate: 485 g/s, temperature:
592 K

Cooling �lms equivalent inlet
Subsonic inlet, mass �ow rate: 205 g/s, temperature:
592 K

Collar perforation inlet
Subsonic inlet, mass �ow rate: 27 g/s, temperature:
592 K

Atmosphere Subsonic outlet

Table 5.1: Gas boundary conditions of the TLC simulations.

5.3.2 LES mesh

The mesh used for the LES is a hybrid mesh with a single layer of triangular
prisms on the wall with a thickness of 200 µm and tetraedra elsewhere. The
general features of the LES mesh are shown in Fig. 5.3 (top). The single prism
layer of the LES mesh is highlighted in Fig. 5.4 (top).
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Boundary Type

Pilot injection
100 point injectors (forming a hollow cone), total mass
�ow rate: 6.434 g/s,
temperature: 338 K, diameter: 15 µm, axial velocity:
37.67 m/s, radial velocity: 21.75 m/s

Multipoint injection
1 injection patch per hole (24 total), total mass �ow
rate: 6.434 g/s, temperature: 343 K
diameter: 25 µm, normal velocity: 1.82 m/s

Walls
wall with rebound, minimum angle: 1◦, maximum an-
gle: 2◦, energy restitution coe�cient: 0.1

Atmosphere Free boundary

Table 5.2: Spray boundary conditions of the TLC simulations.

5.3.3 ZDES mesh

The mesh used for the ZDES shares the same characteristic cell size in the
volume as the LES mesh but contains more prism layers near the walls, as it is
explained in Chapter 4 (Sec. 4.4.3). The same properties are chosen for both
geometries.
The properties of the meshes are summed up in Tab. 5.3.

LES mesh ZDES mesh

Number of cells (total) 15 495 858 21 704 765
Number of tetraedra 15 245 340 18 532 571

Number of prism layers 1 22
Number of prisms 214 002 3 075 949

Thickness of the �rst prism layer 200 µm 1 µm
Target y+ at the wall ≈100 < 1

Table 5.3: Meshes characteristics.

5.4 Results and analysis

5.4.1 Analysis of the behavior of the ZDES approach

As the ZDES is a zonal approach, the quantity that controls the zones, fDDES ,
is fundamental and must be veri�ed, as it was in Chapter 4. Figure 5.6 shows
a �eld of fDDES in the central vertical plane.
If it is equal to 0, it means that the ZDES behaves in RANS and if it is equal
to 1, the ZDES behaves as a LES. This �gure validates the switch between
RANS and LES modes: the major part of the combustion chamber is in LES
mode, because in this region the most important phenomenon is the mixing.
The RANS mode is only present in the boundary layers of the injector, where
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Figure 5.3: General view of the meshes. Top: LES mesh, bottom: ZDES mesh.

Figure 5.4: Close-up view on the prism layers of the meshes. Top: LES mesh,
bottom: ZDES mesh.

it is designed to be activated. As for the cold simulations, the under-resolution
of the boundary layers outside of the injector explains the aspect of the fDDES
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Figure 5.5: Close-up view of the treatment of convex areas. Top: ZDES mesh without
treatment, bottom: ZDES mesh with treatment.

�eld close to the chamber walls.

Figure 5.6: Field of fDDES in the ZDES. 0 is the ZDES in RANS mode and 1 in
LES-like mode.
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5.4.2 Comparison of �ow topology between LES and ZDES

The �ame stabilization in swirled injectors is mostly driven by aerodynamics.
Velocity pro�les are compared for the simulations in Fig. 5.7. The e�ect of the
cooling �lms is observed on the edges of the chambers in the LES and ZDES
pro�les. The two main peaks of velocity correspond to the �ow exiting the
main swirler. The pro�les of LES and ZDES are very similar.

Figure 5.7: Comparison of the mean axial velocity pro�les for four positions in the
chamber. Dashed blue line: LES, solid red line: ZDES.

Figure 5.8 compares the mean axial velocity in the middle plane of the injector
between LES and ZDES. The contour Vx = 0 m/s is represented as a black
line. The recirculation zones in these two simulations have the same spatial
position. The di�erence lies in the velocity at the exit of the injector. The LES
reaches the peak velocity close to the outer wall of the main swirler while the
ZDES features a more distributed velocity �eld.

5.4.3 Analysis of the wall treatment

The major di�erence close to the walls between ZDES and LES approaches is
the treatment of the boundary layers. The analysis of the �ow topology revealed
a massive �ow detachment on the outer wall of the main swirler. Figure 5.9
shows an instantaneous distribution of y+ on this wall for the LES and the
ZDES. The massive �ow detached can be linked to a drop of y+, since y+

scales as the square root of the friction (see Eq. 1.28). It appears that the
detachment appears further downstream in the LES.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of mean axial velocity in the middle plane of the injector.
Top: LES, bottom: ZDES. The black line represents Vx = 0 m/s.

The velocity pro�les in the boundary layers of the outer and inner wall of the
main swirler are analyzed at the axial position of in�exion of the main swirler
outer bowl (the red line in Fig. 4.8). Figure 5.10 presents the boundary layers
velocity pro�les for the outer wall (in red) and the inner wall (in blue) of the
main swirler for the LES and the ZDES in wall units. The black line corresponds
to the analytic solution for an attached boundary layer presented in Chapter 4.
The mesh for LES was designed to obtain y+ ≈ 100 in the �rst cell, while the
ZDES requires y+ ≈ 1 in the �rst cell. The pro�les of the outer wall are very
di�erent between the ZDES and the LES. The LES follows the log region while
the ZDES reaches much higher values of u+. For the inner wall, the ZDES
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Figure 5.9: Instantaneous �eld of y+ on the wall of the exterior main bowl. The �rst
view is 3D, while the second one is the developed view of the �rst one around the axis
of the injector. Top: LES, bottom: ZDES.

follows closely the theoretical pro�le up to y+ = 100. The LES and ZDES
predict the same value of u+ above y+ = 100.
In order to classify the boundary layers in both simulations, the shape factor
H, introduced in Chapter 4 (Eq. 4.6) is computed. Figure 5.11 shows H as a
function of the angular position in the injector for both walls. In the LES, the
mean H values are close to 1.5 for both walls. This value is close to the value
for an attached boundary layers. The ZDES predicts a shape factor H of 3.0
for the outer wall and 2.4 for the inner wall on average. These values are closer
to the ones found in detached boundary layers. The analysis of the shape factor
value highlights the di�erence between the two approaches. Indeed, the use of
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Figure 5.10: Velocity pro�le in wall units. Top: LES, bottom: ZDES.

a wall law in LES explains that the shape factor of the boundary layers is close
to the one of an attached boundary layer. Since the boundary layer is meshed
down to the viscous sublayer in ZDES, a wide range of shapes can be found.

5.4.4 Structure of the spray

Figure 5.12 isolates the droplets and compares their spatial distribution between
LES and ZDES. They are colored with respect to their origin: blue for the
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Figure 5.11: Shape factor H of the boundary layer as a function of the angular
position in the injector. Top: LES, bottom: ZDES.

multipoint injection and red for the pilot one. The �rst observation is that there
is no mixing between the droplets of the two injections. The major di�erence
between the two simulations lies in the dispersion of the droplets coming from
the multipoint injection. The droplets in the ZDES tend to quickly follow
various paths, increasing the dispersion while in the LES, the droplets remain
on the same path for a long time.
In the previous sections, the comparison of the velocity �elds between LES and
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ZDES did not highlight major di�erences in the core of the �ow. The only dif-
ference is the treatment of the boundary layer, and especially the discretisation
of the velocity pro�le in the vicinity of the wall.
For the multipoint injection, the injection is modelled by patches of injection
that generate particles (see Tab. 5.2). The particles are injected with a �xed
velocity, in the normal direction to the wall.
By using Eq. 1.11, with ρp ≈ 800 kg.m−3, dp = 25.10−6 m for the multipoint
injection, µg ≈ 3.10−5 kg.m−1.s−1 (for air at 592 K), u0 ≈ 50 m.s−1 and
l0 = 1 cm (approximately the swirling vanes height), the Stokes number of
these particles is around 5. Since Stk ≈ 1, the �ow around particles has an
e�ect on their trajectory.
Therefore, the di�erence of boundary layer resolution between LES and ZDES
explains the variety of trajectories for the particles of the multipoint injection
observed in the ZDES and the fairly identical paths followed by the particles
injected through the same hole in the LES.
Figure 5.12 raises other questions. The �rst one is the amount of resolved
turbulence in the main swirler. It appears that large structures interact with
particles as they grow smaller by evaporation in the chamber. However, in the
main swirler, especially for the LES, the particles appear to stay exactly on the
same path, with no visible e�ect from the gas. Three hypotheses can explain
this:

� the mesh may not be su�ciently re�ned in the main swirler to capture
resolved vortices,

� there is not enough large structures generated in the plenum, which do
not introduce enough velocity �uctuations at the inlet of the main swirler,

� the particles stay close to the inner wall, where the velocity pro�le is not
well discretised in the LES.

Both the ZDES and LES can su�er from the �rst two hypotheses.

5.4.5 Prediction of the pressure drop in the injector

The pressure drop in the injector was measured in the experiments with pressure
sensors placed in the plenum and the chamber. The pressure drop was estimated
in the simulations with probes placed in the plenum and at several positions in
the chamber.
Table 5.4 presents the pressure drop in the injector for the experiments and the
three simulations. The pressure drop is well reproduced by the ZDES. The LES
predicts a lower pressure drop, but remains close to the experimental value.
The discrepancy between experiments and simulations originates probably from
the absence of the cooling �lms and the collar perforation internal geometry in
the computational domain.
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Figure 5.12: Instantaneous comparison of LES and ZDES spray structure, as seen
from the plenum (top), and as seen from the side of the chamber (bottom). The droplets
are colored by their origin: red for the pilot injection and blue for the multipoint
injection. Left: LES, right: ZDES.

Experiments LES ZDES

Pressure drop (Pa) 43 000 39 500 40 500

Table 5.4: Pressure drop in the injector.
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5.4.6 Prediction of the distribution of fuel and OH

The distribution of fuel and OH was measured in the experiments with PLIF.
Figure 5.13 compares qualitatively the normalized mean heat release rate in
the simulations with the normalized mean PLIF-OH signal for the experiments.
The PLIF-OH reveals the structure of the �ame as a single broad branch. The
simulations also predict a single branch, but much narrower.

Figure 5.13: Mean comparison of normalized heat release rate (for the simulations)
and OH PLIF signal (for the experiments). Top left: LES, top right: ZDES, bottom:
experiments.

Figure 5.14 combines the instantaneous data of OH and kerosene. The kerosene
presence is shown as a red isoline representing Ykero = 0.01. In the experiments,
two locations can be found: one in the inner part of the �ow, coming from the
pilot injection, and another one in the outer part of the �ow, as a result of the
evaporation of the droplets of the multipoint injection. A similar conclusion is
drawn from the isoline of kerosene mass fraction in the simulations. The PLIF
OH signal covers the same area as in the mean �eld. In the simulations, the
�ame front is thin and wrinkled and some �ame structures can be observed at
the center.
PLIF measurements were also made in radial planes. Figure 5.15 presents the
comparison of instantaneous kerosene for the �rst plane, at 4 mm after the
chamber back wall in a parallel plane to it. The central circular structure
are similar between the experiments and the simulations. In the LES, the
multipoint injection pattern can be noticed in the outer region. This e�ect is
highlighted in Fig. 5.16, which shows mean kerosene mass fractions.
The radial planes for OH are reported in Figs. 5.17 and 5.18. As for the
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Figure 5.14: Instantaneous comparison of normalized heat release rate (for the
simulations) and OH PLIF signal (for the experiments) with a red iso-contour of
Ykero = 0.01. Top left: LES, top right: ZDES, bottom: experiments.

Figure 5.15: Instantaneous comparison of normalized kerosene mass fraction (for
the simulations) and PLIF signal (for the experiments) at 4 mm from the chamber
back wall. Top left: LES, top right: ZDES, bottom: experiments.

middle plane, the simulations predict a thinner �ame brush with respect to the
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Figure 5.16: Mean comparison of normalized kerosene mass fraction (for the simu-
lations) and PLIF signal (for the experiments) at 4 mm from the chamber back wall.
Top left: LES, top right: ZDES, bottom: experiments.

experimental data.

Figure 5.17: Instantaneous comparison of normalized heat release rate (for the sim-
ulations) and OH PLIF signal (for the experiments) at 4 mm from the chamber back
wall. Top left: LES, top right: ZDES, bottom: experiments.
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Figure 5.18: Mean comparison of normalized heat release rate (for the simulations)
and OH PLIF signal (for the experiments) at 4 mm from the chamber back wall. Top
left: LES, top right: ZDES, bottom: experiments.

5.4.7 Prediction of the pollutant emissions

The emission index is a quantity used by manufactures and regulation agencies
to estimate the pollutant emissions. The emission index of specie N is de�ned
as:

ieN =
1000

∫
S ρvYNdS

ṁfuel

(5.2)

where ieN is the emission index of specie N, S the exit section, ρv the mo-
mentum, YN the mass fraction of specie N and ˙mfuel the injected mass �ow
rate.
Table 5.5 presents the emission indexes for CO and fuel for the experiments
and the simulations.

Emission index (g.kg−1
KERO) Experiments LES ZDES

ieCO 173.1 100.3 116.74
ieKERO 83.3 34.42 34.23

Table 5.5: Emission indexes for CO and fuel.

Both emission indexes are underestimated by the simulations. This discrepancy
can have multiple causes. For instance, the tabulation is a source of error for
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the modeling of the CO chemistry (Fiorina et al. (2005)). Also, the low value
for the fuel in the simulations means that more fuel is burned compared to the
experimental one. Finally, there is a major di�erence between the way these
indexes are estimated in experiments and simulations. In the experimental
setup, the gas is analyzed close to the exit of the chamber through a series of
holes. In the simulations, the mean �eld in the plane of the series of holes is
directly postprocessed using Eq. 5.2.

5.4.8 Comparison of average temperature

Figure 5.19 presents a general view of the LES and ZDES, composed of an
instantaneous �eld of temperature in the middle plane of the injector, the walls
of the swirlers colored by y+ and the fuel droplets colored by their temperature.
The instantaneous �eld of temperature highlights a major di�erence between
the ZDES and the LES. In the ZDES, the central part of the �ow shows a
temperature below 1500 K after the �ame whereas the LES features higher
temperatures, between 1500 and 1900 K.
A major interest of the TLC con�guration is the measurement of temperature
with CARS technique inside the combustion chamber. Four pro�les are avail-
able at 20, 29, 51 and 65 mm from the end plane of the injector. Figure 5.20
presents the comparison of temperature pro�les in the chamber between the
experimental data, the LES and ZDES simulations. The �rst pro�le at 20 mm,
the closest to the injector, shows a fairly constant temperature of 1850 K with
the CARS measurements. The simulation pro�les feature an inhomogeneous
evolution. The fresh gases are on the outer position of the chamber. Both
simulations underpredict the temperature at the center of the �ow by 200 K
for the LES and 400 K for the ZDES.
The measured temperature pro�le at 29 mm displays a large drop compared to
the previous pro�le, at 1350 K. LES and ZDES exhibit a quick broadening of
the �ame brush. The ZDES is the closest to experimental data for all points.
The pro�le at 51 mm in the experimental database is very similar to the pre-
vious one. At this position, the �ame brushes of the three simulations become
closer. Both LES overpredict the temperature by 200 K. The ZDES features a
temperature very close to the experiments. The same observations hold at 65
mm.
Another experimental device is installed at the end of the combustion chamber
to measure the properties of the �ow. It is composed of a gas analyzer that de-
tails the composition and the temperature of the burnt gases. The comparisons
between simulations and experiments are presented in Fig. 5.21. The LES and
the ZDES follow the same trend as the experimental measurements.
The best results on temperature are obtained with the ZDES approach, except
for the �rst pro�le in the chamber. The �rst pro�le is located the closest to
the fuel injection and therefore is highly sensitive to what is imposed at these
boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.19: Instantaneous comparison of LES and ZDES on temperature �eld, spray
structure and distribution of y+ on the injector walls. Top: LES, bottom: ZDES.

5.4.9 Combustion regime analysis

The combination of complex aerodynamics and multiple injections of fuel in-
troduces a wide ranges of possible combustion regimes. A way to determine
the combustion regime is the Takeno criterion. It compares the orientation
of the gradient of fuel and oxygen mass fractions. A Takeno index of 1 de-
scribes a premixed combustion regime, whereas -1 indicates a non-premixed
�ame structure.
Following the work of Boucher (2015), three indicators based on the Takeno
index are introduced:

ξp = max

(
0,
∇YO2 ·∇YC10H22

|∇YO2 | · |∇YC10H22|

)
(5.3)

ξd = max

(
0,− ∇YO2 ·∇YC10H22

|∇YO2 | · |∇YC10H22|

)
(5.4)
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of temperature pro�les for four positions in the chamber.
Blue: LES, red: ZDES, black dots: experiments.

Figure 5.21: Comparison of temperature pro�les at the exit of the chamber. Blue:
LES, red: ZDES, black dots: experiments.

ξpp = 1− ∇YO2 ·∇YC10H22

|∇YO2 | · |∇YC10H22|
(5.5)

By construction, ξp + ξd + ξpp = 1. For each cell of the computational domain,
the indicators are computed based on the mean quantities. Figure 5.22 plots
the distribution of heat release with respect to the equivalence ratio. The bars
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are shaded with the combustion regime, based on the indicators introduced
previously. The blue line corresponds to the global equivalence ratio (φg =
0.264). A wide range of equivalence ratio is found, with a peak close to the
stoechiometry. The major combustion regime, in terms of heat release, is the
partially premixed one. ZDES and LES predict a similar distribution.

Figure 5.22: Comparison of the distribution of heat release with respect to the equiv-
alence ratio, colored by the combustion regime. Left: LES, right: ZDES.

5.5 Conclusion

This chapter presents the second step in the study of the TLC injector in react-
ing conditions, after the study of the same injector in non-reacting conditions
in the previous chapter. The focus is again made on the turbulence modeling.
The LES and ZDES gave good results on the non-reacting con�guration. The
addition of two-phase �ow and combustion represents a huge increase in the
complexity of the physical phenomena that must be modeled. Previous works
showed that LES was not able to recover the temperature pro�les observed ex-
perimentally. A new LES is performed, which predicts a similar �ow topology
to the ZDES. However, the temperature pro�les are now very well reproduced
with the ZDES, but the new LES still fails to recover it. The e�ect of the
turbulence approach on the dispersed phase is highlighted. The resolution of
the boundary layers has a signi�cant impact on the droplet trajectories and
explains the di�erence between LES and ZDES, despite the similarities in the
prediction of the �ow topology.
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The general objective of this thesis was to provide insight about modeling
questions encountered in the simulations of aeronautical combustors. The main
framework for the numerical choices was the use of tabulated chemistry with
unsteady turbulent models.
Two axes were chosen to study the modeling choices: the ability to retrieve
�ame properties in non-adiabatic or two-phase conditions and the in�uence of
the turbulent model on the �ow topology in a complex geometry. For each axis,
the simulations were compared with existing experimental databases. These
comparisons led to the following achievements.

Major achievements

Study of the performances of the F-TACLES model in complex
�ow con�gurations

The thesis of Mercier (2015) led to the extension of the F-TACLES model to
non-adiabatic �ows. The challenges for this thesis were to determine if the
F-TACLES model was able to:

� predict the correct shape of a non-adiabatic �ame,
� recover the �ame dynamics through the Flame Describing Function (FDF),
� predict the shape of a two-phase �ame.

In the EM2C burner, fed with a CH4/H2/air mixture, it was shown in Mercier
et al. (2016a) that F-TACLES was able to predict the correct �ame shape for
two levels of H2 enrichment, leading to an M �ame shape for the higher level
and a V �ame shape for the lower one. This di�erence is explained by the heat
losses in the outer recirculation zone that led to �ame extinction in this region.
In high levels of enrichment, the outer �ame front is still present because of
the H2 content whereas this �ame front was disappearing as the amount of H2

decreased in the mixture. The new F-TACLES formalism, taking into account
heat losses, was necessary to recover the correct �ame shape. Despite these
results, it was shown in this thesis that a residual outer �ame front existed in
the outer recirculation zone. This was attributed to the absence of strain e�ect
on the �ame front in the F-TACLES model.
For the same burner, in pulsed conditions, the comparison of the FDF showed
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promising results with respect to experiments, as presented in Chatelier et al.
(2019). The gain and the phase of the FDF were compared between simulations
and experiments for several frequencies and two levels of velocity �uctuations.
The correct gain and phase magnitudes were found in the LES for both levels.
A detailed comparison between phase-averaged

� experimental OH* emission and LES heat release,
� experimental PIV and LES velocity �eld and
� hot burnt gas probability of presence

was proposed for two levels of velocity �uctuations and frequencies. The sim-
ulations demonstrated the accurate prediction of the �ame dynamics, which
depends on the frequency.
However, some discrepancies were identi�ed on the gain prediction, especially
for one frequency, where a drop of gain found in the experiments was not re-
trieved by the simulations. Further analysis showed that the mesh resolution or
the subgrid scale �ame wrinkling model were not the origin of the misprediction
of the gain. Strain e�ects that are not included in the F-TACLES model were
found to be the most probable cause for this discrepancy.

The analysis of the performances of the F-TACLES in a two-phase �ow led to
the simulation of KIAI burner. Excellent results were found in the �ame shape
prediction in two-phase conditions, as presented in Chatelier et al. (2019).
Both the �ame structure and its lift-o� height were recovered by the LES. Two
di�erent �ame structures appeared as in the experiments: a highly wrinkled
premixed inner �ame front and a di�usion outer �ame front. The comparison
with experimental diagnostics highlighted the ability of the YALES2 �ow solver
to predict the correct spray velocity and strati�cation and the correct �ow
topology for the gas.
However, issues appeared for the liquid phase temperature, that were not linked
to the F-TACLES model. The evaporation model assumptions were responsible
of the discrepancy between experiments and simulations.

Analysis of the interest of ZDES in complex geometries

The thesis of Boucher (2015) studied a complex con�guration representative of a
real aeronautical injector, called TLC. It was found that in reactive conditions,
the simulations led to an incorrect prediction of the temperature �eld in the
chamber. In this thesis, the goal was to:

� determine the ability of the LES model to recover the proper �ow topology
in cold conditions,

� examine the interest of the ZDES on this complex geometry in cold and
reacting conditions.

The choice of the TLC con�guration for the �nal application of this thesis
was motivated by the complexity of its geometry and the implications of all
the phenomena studied previous in this thesis. The presence of three swirlers
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and a cooling system represents a real challenge for CFD codes, even in non-
reacting conditions. Also, the liquid fuel is injected with two di�erent methods,
leading to many modeling questions regarding the spray in the simulations. The
combination of all these parameters with diagnostics in the core of the �ow
makes the TLC con�guration a really interesting case for validating modeling
approaches in complex con�gurations.
The results presented in this thesis showed that both the LES and the ZDES
were able to predict the correct �ow topology in cold conditions. The discreti-
sation of the boundary layers in the ZDES did not lead to major di�erences
but enabled a �ne analysis of the properties of the �ow close to the walls. The
ability of the ZDES model to capture complex boundary layer structures was
demonstrated on this con�guration.

In reacting conditions, despite the same �ow topology and turbulent combustion
modeling, it was demonstrated that the di�erence of treatment of the boundary
layers led to two di�erent spray distributions. The spray from the multipoint
injection traveling through the boundary layer in the ZDES was sensitive to
velocity �uctuations occurring close to the swirler walls, while the particles in
LES were much less dispersed because of the single cell in the boundary layer.
The increased dispersion of the spray in the ZDES led to a completely di�erent
distribution of the fuel vapor in the combustion chamber compared to LES. As
a result, the resulting temperature �eld in the chamber was found to be very
di�erent between the two simulations. In the ZDES, the hot gases were not
found in the central recirculation zone while in the LES, they remained in a large
portion of the central region of the chamber. The comparison with experimental
data showed that the ZDES gave the best prediction of temperature in the
chamber.

Perspectives

The conclusions aforementioned raise the following perspectives:
� In order to recover the correct �ame shape and dynamics, the inclusion
of strain e�ect on the �ame structure seems necessary. The current for-
mulation of the F-TACLES model is not able to include this e�ect and
further extension could be interesting.

� Even if the application of the F-TACLES model on two-phase �ames is
promising, the study of other two-phase con�gurations is necessary to
identify the limits of the current formulation. For instance, the KIAI
burner exists in a swirled, con�ned version that features a completely
di�erent �ame structure (Santiago et al. (2016)). It was studied numeri-
cally by Shum-Kivan (2017) and would be an excellent candidate for the
assessment of the F-TACLES model in two-phase �ows.

� The modeling of the liquid phase in this thesis was not the primary focus,
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but the new experimental data on the KIAI con�guration showed that
the droplet temperature was mispredicted by the simulations. The study
of other evaporation models is necessary in order to correct these results.

� The use of ZDES in reactive conditions led to unexpected results. It
would be interesting to study the impact of the dispersed phase modeling
on the temperature �eld, for instance by adding secondary fragmentation.

� Because of the complexity of the TLC con�guration, numerous aspects of
the modeling issues were not explored in this thesis:
� A mesh convergence would be necessary to fully validate the ZDES
and LES approaches in both cold and reacting conditions to assess
if the results are sensitive to the mesh resolution.

� The in�uence of the �ow in the plenum on the global �ow topology
was not studied. A focus could be made on the �ow around the fuel
injection arm. Also, a study of the inlet in�uence on the results (for
instance through the properties of the injected velocity �eld) is an
interesting matter.

� The modeling of the spray injection was rather simple with only
several numerical injectors for the multipoint injection. Additional
simulations are necessary to study the in�uence of the spray injection
method on the results.
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Titre : Questions de modélisation pour les simulations numériques de chambres de combustion aéronautiques

Mots clés : Simulation aux Grandes Échelles, Simulation Zonale des Échelles Détachées, Combustion turbu-
lente, Chimie tabulée, Dynamique de flamme, Modèle F-TACLES, Flamme diphasique.

Résumé : La conception de chambres de combus-
tion aéronautiques requiert un compromis entre les
différents phénomènes physiques présents, comme
les interactions entre la flamme et la turbulence,
les pertes thermiques, la dynamique de flamme ou
l’évaporation du carburant et son mélange. De nom-
breux outils numériques existent dans la littérature
pour prédire ce genre d’écoulements réactifs turbu-
lents. Les modèles de turbulence instationnaires, par
exemple SGE (Simulation aux Grandes Échelles),
sont un excellent compromis pour la prédiction du
mélange dans des configurations réalistes. L’ap-
proche de chimie tabulée représente un équilibre
attrayant entre coût de calcul et précision pour la
prédiction de structure de flamme. Dans cette thèse,
des modèles de turbulence avancés et de chimie ta-
bulée sont appliqués à des configurations complexes
afin d’évaluer leur capacité à prédire la structure de
flammes turbulentes. La prédiction de la FDF (Flame
Describing Function) par le modèle F-TACLES (Filte-

red TAbulated Chemistry for Large Eddy Simulations)
est comparé à des données expérimentales pour
une flamme swirlée, prémélangée et non-adiabatique.
La FDF est bien prédite pour une large plage de
fréquences et deux niveaux de fluctuations de vitesse.
L’origine des différences est analysée. La première
application du modèle F-TACLES à un brûleur dipha-
sique est proposée. Le brûleur choisi est la flamme
jet diphasique KIAI, récemment étudié au CORIA.
Une comparaison détaillée avec l’expérience est faite
et montre que F-TACLES est capable de prédire la
bonne forme de flamme. Le modèle ZDES (Simulation
Zonale des Échelles Détachées) est étudié dans la
configuration TLC, un injecteur aéronautique réaliste.
En non-réactif, la ZDES est validée par rapport aux
mesures de vitesse expérimentales et comparée à
des résultats de LES. En conditions réactives, la
prédiction des profils de température dans la chambre
de combustion est grandement améliorée en ZDES.

Title : Modeling questions for numerical simulations of aeronautical combustors

Keywords : Large Eddy Simulation, Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation, Turbulent combustion, Tabulated che-
mistry, Flame dynamics, F-TACLES model, Two-phase flame.

Abstract : The design of aeronautical combustion
chambers requires a precise balance between the dif-
ferent physical phenomena involved, such as flame-
turbulence interaction, heat losses, flame dynamics
or fuel evaporation and mixing. Numerous numerical
tools exist in the literature to predict these kinds of
turbulent reacting flows. The unsteady turbulence mo-
dels, for example LES (Large Eddy Simulation), re-
present an excellent compromise for the prediction
of the mixing in realistic configurations. The tabula-
ted chemistry approach is an attractive trade-off bet-
ween computation cost and accuracy for predicting
the structure of flames. In this thesis, advanced turbu-
lence and tabulated chemistry models are applied to
complex configurations in order to assess their ability
to predict the structure of turbulent flames. The pre-
diction of the FDF (Flame Describing Function) by the
F-TACLES (Filtered TAbulated Chemistry for Large

Eddy Simulations) model is compared to experimental
data for a non-adiabatic premixed swirled flame. The
FDF is well predicted for a wide range of frequencies
and two velocity fluctuation levels. The origin of the
discrepancies is analyzed. The first application of the
F-TACLES model in a two-phase burner is proposed.
The chosen burner is the KIAI spray jet flame, recently
studied at CORIA. A detailed comparison with the ex-
periments is performed and shows that F-TACLES is
able to predict the correct flame shape. The ZDES
(Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation) model is studied in
a realistic aeronautical injector, the TLC configuration.
In cold conditions, the ZDES is validated against ve-
locity measurements and compared to LES results. In
reacting conditions, the prediction of temperature pro-
files in the combustion chamber is greatly improved in
the ZDES.
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